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A prominent feature of cortical cells ('neurons') rs the formation of complex axonal

and dendritic trees that innervate the three dimensional cortical space to commu¬

nicate with other cortical neurons. In this work certain aspects of the trees were

investigated and described quantitatively for individual neurons.

The first chapter introduces the basic framework upon which this work should be

seen. In a historical overview it is shown that the current understanding of our brain

is that of a highly complex network of neurons which are specialised to process and

exchange signals with manv thousands of other neurons in the network. It is argued
that the complicated connectivity pattern, involving about 1012 neurons and 1015

contacts between neurons ('svnapses') can be largely understood by the study of the

three dimensional structure of the dendritic and axonal trees of a relatively small

sample of neurons. The main argument is that the cortical network can be viewed

as the multiple repetition of a small number of neurons with stereotyped axonal

and dendritic trees which are interconnected according to some few principles. For

a better understanding of the cortical network it is therefore relevant to describe

thesis small number of 'generic' neurons accurately and to learn more about the

principles that governs their interconnections.

For our analysis we used neurons of cat primary visual cortex which had been

recovered over several years from in vivo experiments. The second chapter out¬

lines in detail the experimental methods that were used to obtain these neurons.

The receptive field properties of the neurons were determined with intracellular

recordings. Subsequently the neurons were labelled with horseradish peroxidase

('HRP'), so that the complete dendritic and axonal branching patterns could be

reconstructed in three dimensions with the aid of a computerised light microscope.
Thus we were in the quite rare situation of knowing the receptive field properties of

the neurons together with their three dimensional dendritic and axonal structures.

In the third chapter we focused on dendritic trees and investigated to what

extent their shape can contribute to the formation of receptive field properties.

Livingstone (1998) suggested recently that asymmetries in the tangential spread
of the dendrites of a neuron could be responsible for the emergence of direction

selectivity. This model makes the strong prediction that the direction of the asym¬

metry ('dendritic bias') of the tangential spread of the dendrite is correlated with

the preferred stimulus direction of the neuron. We quantified the dendritic bias for

30 neurons and showed that no such correlation exrsts. It is argued that direction

selectivity is more likely to emerge from a collective computation of many neurons

in a network.
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In the fourth chapter the axonal trees were more closely investigated. We were

primarily interested in the three dimensional distribution of the small swellings

('boutons') that are formed on the axonal branches and can be recognised at the

light microscope level. Boutons arc of interest because the presynaptic terminals,

which can only be lecognisecl in the electron microscope, are formed at these sites.

The boutons of a neuron are not homogeneously distributed in cortical space, but

tended to be located in a particular cortical layer and within a layer they tended to

be segregated into clusters. We therefore applied an algorithm that determined the

bouton clusters of 32 neurons in an objective wav. The clusters of each neuron were

then studied and described by a mixture of three dimensional normal distributions.

The distributions were used to estimate the number of boutons that each cell type

contributes to the different cortical lavers. It was fuit her tested how far the hor¬

izontal distribution of the bouton locations arc determined by the receptive field

properties of the cell. In addition to the formation of clusters, which agrees well

with the hypothesis that cells of similar receptive field properties arc connected,
the location of the layer 6 pyramidal cells tended to be aligned on an axis that is

perpendicular to the preferred stimulus orientation of the cell.

The three dimensional distribution of the bouton cloud provides useful informa¬

tion about the location of contacted cells within the cortex. On a smaller scale the

bouton distributions along the axonal blanches becomes relevant. This one dimen¬

sional distribution, which is studied in chapter 5, can reveal principles of synapse

formation between the an axonal branch and the closely apposed neurons along
that branch. There are regions on the axonal tiee for which the axonal branches

form only few synapses with the cells in the local environment. The boutons tend

to be located towards the 'leaves' of the axonal tree. The distribution of the dis¬

tances between neighbouring boutons in this region allows one to think that the

bouton placement along a branch could follow a Poisson process (i.e. the boutons

are placed randomly along the branch). However, long distances appear to occur

more frequently than one would expect from a simple Poisson process. The average

interbouton distance could be dramatically different even for cells in the same cell

class. We observed that in general the average interbouton distance increases with

the percentage of spines that are contacted by the neuron.

The last chapter summarises the results.



Zusammenfassung

Ein besonderes Merkmal kortikaler Nervenzellen ('Neuronen') sind ihre komplexen

Axone und Dendriterrbäume. Diese werden benutzt, um im Kortex mit anderen

Neuronen zu kommunizieren. Irr der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden gewisse Aspekte
der Baumstrukturen untersucht und quantitativ beschrieben.

Das erste Kapitel führt die Grundgedanken ein, auf denen diese Arbeit aufbaut.

In einem historischen Überblick wird gezeigt, dass unser gegenwärtiges Verständnis

des Gehirns das eines komplexen Netzwerkes von Neuronen ist, welche darauf spe¬

zialisiert sind, Signale zu verarbeiten und mit vielen anderen Neuronen im Netzwerk

auszutauschen. Es werden Gl finde aufgezeigt, dass das komplizierte Verbindungs¬

muster von etwa 1012 Neuronen und etwa 10la Kontaktpunkten ('Synapsen') vom

Prinzip her verstanden werden kann, durch die Untersuchung der drei-dimcnsionalen

Struktur der Axone und Dendritenbäume einci relative kleinen Anzahl von Neuro¬

nen. Hierbei lautet das Hauptargument, dass das kortikale Netzwerk als die vielfa¬

che Wiederholung einer kleinen Anzahl von Neuronen mit stereotypen Axonen und

Dendritenbäumcn aufgefasst weiden kann, welche sich nach einigen wenigen Prin¬

zipien miteinander verbinden. Für ein besseres Verständnis des kortikalen Netz¬

werkes ist es daher relevant, diese kleine Zahl von 'generischcn' Neuronen genau

zu beschreiben und mehr über deren Prinzipien der Verbindungen in Erfahrung zu

bringen.
Für unsere Analyse benutzen wir Daten von Neuronen der primären Sehrin¬

de der Katze, die aus in vivo Experimenten stammen, welche über mehrere Jahre

hinweg durchgeführt wurden. Das zweite Kapitel beschreibt detailliert die Metho¬

den, die angewandt wurden, um diese Neuionen zu erhalten. Die Eigenschaften
der rezeptiven Felder der Neuronen wurden durch intrazelluläre Ableitungen be¬

stimmt. Danach wurden die Zellen mit Meerrettich Peroxidase gekennzeichnet, um

die komplexen Axone und Dendritenbäume anzufärben. Diese konnten dann mit

einem computerisierten Lichtmikioskop in drei Dimensionen rekonstruiert werden.

Somit sind wir in der recht seltenen Situation, sowohl die Eigenschaften der rezepti¬

ven Felder der Neuronen, als auch deren diei-dimensionale Stiuktur von Axon und

Dendritenbaum zu keimen.

Im dritten Kapitel konzentrieren wir uns auf die Dendritenbäume und untersu¬

chen, inwieweit deren Form zui Bildung von Eigenschaften der rezeptiven Felder

beiträgt. Livingstone (1998) schlug kürzlich vor. dass Asymmetrien in der tangen¬

tialen Verteilung der Dendritenbäumc eines Neurons für das Auftreten der Rich-

tungsselektivität des Neurons verantwortlich sein könnten. In ihrem Modell trifft

sie die Annahme, dass die Ausrichtung der Asymmetrie in der tangentialen Vcr-
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tcilung des Dendritenbaumes mit der bevorzugten Stimulusrichtung des Neurons

korreliert ist. Indem wir die Ausrichtung für 30 Zellen quantifizierten und mit der

bevorzugten Stimulusrichtung verglichen, konnten wir aufzeigen, dass eine solche

Korrelation nicht exististiert. Desweiteren legen wir dar, class es wahrscheinlicher

ist, class die Richtungssclcktivität durch das kollektive Zusammenwirken vieler Neu¬

ronen in einem Netzwerk entstellt.

Im vierten Kapitel werden die Axone genauer untersucht. Wir sind vor allem an

der Verteilung der kleinen Schwellungen interessieit, die entlang der Äste des Axons

geformt werden und die mit Hilfe des Lichtmikroskops erfasst werden können. Diese

Schwellungen sind interessant, da Synapsen, welche nur mit dem Elektronenmikro¬

skop beobachtet werden können, darauf vorkommen. Die Schwellungen einer Zelle

sind nicht gleichmässig im Koitcx verteilt, sondern tendieren dazu, sich innerhalb

einer bestimmten kortikalen Schicht in Cluster aufzuteilen. Wir benutzen daher ein

Computerprogramm. das uns in einer objektiven Art und Weise die Cluster von 32

Neuronen bestimmt. Die Cluster jedes Neurons wurden dann analysiert und durch

eine Summe von drei-dimcnsionalen Normalvertcilungen beschrieben. Die Vertei¬

lungen werden herangezogen, um die Anzahl von Schwellungen, die in bestimmten

Zellklassen auftreten, für jede kortikale Schicht abzuschätzen. Weiterhin wird gete¬

stet, inwieweit die horizontale Verteilung der Schwellungen mit den Eigenschaften
der rezeptiven Felder korreliert. Die Formation der Cluster stimmt gut mit der

Flypothese überein, class sich diejenigen Zellen miteinander verbinden, welche die

gleichen Eigenschaften in den rezeptiven Feldern besitzen. Zusätzlich tendieren die

Cluster der Pyramidenzellcn von Schicht 6 da/u. sich entlang einer Achse zu for¬

mieren, die rechtwinklig zur bevorzugten Stimulusorienticrung des Neurons steht.

Die räumliche Verteilung der Schwellungen entlang eines Axons erteilt uns nütz¬

liche Informationen über den Standort von Kontaktstellen zu anderen Zellen. In

einer grösseren Auflösung wird die Verteilung der Schwellungen entlang eines Zwei¬

ges des Axons relevant. Diese cin-dimcnsionalc Verteilung, welche in Kapitel 5

näher studiert wird, kann Hinweise darauf geben, nach welchen Prinzipien der Ast

Synapsen mit nahe gelegenen Neuronen formt. Zum einen wurden Regionen auf

dem Axon beobachtet, in denen die Äste fast keine Synapsen mit Neuronen form¬

ten. Die Schwellungen sind tendenziell eher in der Nähe der 'Blätter' des axonalcn

Baumes anzutreffen. Zum anderen verleitet die Verteilung der Distanzen zwischen

den Schwellungen zur Annahme, class sich die Schwellungen gemäss eines Poisson

Prozesses (also zufällig) entlang eines Astes formieren. Jedoch erscheinen grosse

Distanzen häufiger als von einem Poisson Piozcss erwartet werden würde. Der

Mittelwert der Distanzen zwischen den Schwellungen kann recht dramatische Un¬

terschiede für verschiedene Zellen der selben Klasse aufweisen. Gemäss unseren

Daten vergrössert sich im allgemeinen der Mittelwert mit Zunahme der relativen

Anzahl von Dendritendorncn ('Spines'), die von einem Neuron kontaktiert werden.

Das letzte Kapitel fasst die Resultate zusammen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The brain as a network of connected neurons

Our current view of the brain is that of a highly complex network of cells (neurons)
which are specialised to process and exchange signals. This concept has its roots

in the 1820's when investigations of brain tissue Avith the light microscope (LM)
revealed bits and pieces of cell bodies ('globule') and nerve fibers. Deiters distin¬

guished in 1865 between two kind of nerve fibers originating from the cell body.

Protoplasmic prolongation (the dendrites) often branched and becoming thinner

when leaving the cell body and the axis cylinder (axon), a thin fibre that does not

branch (Shepherd 1991, page 11-12) .
The aucav of the cell Avas still limited to a small

region around the cell body. The first complete dendritic frees with apical dendrites

(a single process which arises fiom the cell body, is large in diameter and has a long

straight course toward the pial surface) and the local horizontal branchiug of the

axon were discovered with better staining techniques developed by Camillo Golgi
in 1873 (Shepherd 1991, page 11-42).

1.1.1 The neuron doctrine

It Avas then not clear what the function of the tAA~o processes was nor how cell

bodies and their fibers interconnect. One plausible possibility considered was that

the nerve fibers join by anastomosis, forming a continuous net as is known to be

the case for the system of veins and arteries ("reticular' theory, Shepherd 1991,

page 157-162). Evidence for this kind of connection was made by the observation

that many nerve fibers end in fine brushes. Hoaa-ca'Ci. observations of free endings
could also be interpreted as eAidence against the leticular theory and would favour

the idea that nerve cells avcic individual, clearlv separated units. This idea Avas

motivated by the 'cell theoiv'. introduced bv Schwann in 1839, which states that

all organs are formed by individual cells. It was finally Ramon y Cajal (Shepherd
1991, page 157-162) avIio brought up strong evidence that the cell theory also applied
to the brain. He simplified the Golgi technique and improved upon it so that the

results produced Avere more constant and more decisive. He revealed fibres Avhose

endings were sharp, suggesting liée endings without the fine brushes. A wave of

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

studies that followed culminated in Wilhelm Waldeyer's revieAV in 1891 (Shepherd

1991, page 181-193), in Avhich he summarised the new findings in a coherent theory

('neuron doctrine') which stated that the nerve cell, 'the neuron' is the anatomical

and physiological unit of the nervous svstem.

Although the neuron doctrine became more and more accepted, it should be

noted that the methods available at that rime lacked the quality and resolution to

solve this problem beyond any doubt. In the 1950's the electron microscope (EM)
Avas first used to demonstrate the absence of a protoplasmic continuity between

membranes(Palay 1956). At the same time limitai ions of the 'neuron doctrine'

Averc also revealed by the discoverv of 'gap junctions'. Gap junctions are points of

contact between cells separated bv a narroAv gap. but across this gap there is direct

(electrical) signal transmission between the two cells through pore-forming proteins

that span the gap. However, the function of gap junction communication between

neurons is still pooily understood, mainly because of a lack of tools that help to

elicit their function (Perez A'claquez and Cailen 2000).

1.1.2 The Law of dynamic Polarisation

The functional role of the processes AA'erc still unknown. Golgi, for example, believed

that the protoplasmic elongations ("dendrites") had only a nutritive function and

the network Avas formed by the axon cylinders (Shepherd 1991, page 84-88). The

view that essentially survived is that of Cajal. proposed by his 'Law of dynamic

polarisation', which states that dendrites, soma and axon conduct nerve impulses.
It further clarified the question of the diiection of the propagating nerve impulses
from the dendrites and soma to the axon. Cajal derived this laAv from several

studies of patlrways (e.g. olfactoiy patliAA'ay) where he observed, based on Golgi
studies, that the neurons form dendiite-soma-axon-dendrite chains. The direction

of the patliAA'ay AAras given by the floAv of information Avhich had to start from the

peripheral neurons (Shepherd 1991, page 197-198).

The LaAv of Polarisation AA'as an important contribution to the neuron doctrine.

It emphasises the idea of a functional unit of the cell body with its axonal and

dendritic processes. However, the existence of dendro-dendritic and axo-axonic

synapses or the back-propagation of nciA'e impulses from the cell body to the den¬

drites show the limits of the 'Law'.

1.1.3 The synapse

Because the neuron doctrine proposed that the membianes betAveen communicating
cells are separated it AA'as necessaiv to explain how the signals are actually trans¬

mitted from one neuron to the other. Such a concept was suggested by Sherrington
in 1897. He proposed that the communication between an axon and a dendrite is

made at sites of very close apposition Avith a 'surface of separation' (synapse) in

between. The properties of the surface determines the transmission characteristics

between cells (Shepherd 1991, page 227-228). EM investigations revealed membrane

specialisations at sites of close apposition between an axon and a dendrite which
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were interpreted as the anatomical substrate of the functionally defined synapse

(e.g. Palay 1956). Further investigations revealed, based on anatomical features,
two types of synapse. Type 1 synapses (or asvmmetric synapses) have an asym¬

metric appear an ce because beneath the postsvrraptic membrane the electron-dense

staining is much more pronounced than that beneath the presynaptic membrane.

In the close neighbourhood of the presynaptic membrane round vesicles can be

observed. Type 2 synapse (or symmetric synapses) appear to be symmetric in the

election-dense staining of the two membranes and flattened vesicles can be observed

(Gray 1959a; Gray 1959b; Cotonnier 1968). The SA'napscs with round vesicles (type
1) were associated Avith an excitatory effect of the postsynaptic membrane, Avhile

the synapses Avith flattened vesicles were associated Avith an inhibitory effect (type
2, Uchizono 1965).

1.1.4 Problems in the characterisation of the network

The three concepts formulated in the preceding section describe the brain as a

network. The elements of the netAvork. the neurons, are cells that form elongated

processes that conduct signals to the cell boclv (dendrite) and away from it (axon).
The transmission of the signal from one neuron to the other happens at close appo¬

sitions of the pioccsses Avhcre svnapses are formed. Implicit in the assumption that

the brain is a network of neurons is the notion that our capability to perceive the

Avorld and act on it is given bv the Avay Iioaa* the cells are connected and the way

how each cell conveits an input signal to an output signal. The exploration of this

network is therefore a necessarA' step tOAvards an understanding of the functioning
of the brain. A basic characterisation of the netAvork will finally involve for any

given neuron the subset of neurons that exchange signals with it.

Such a characterisation is difficult to achie\T for several reasons. The number of

neurons that participate in the netAvork is immense. This can already be appreciated
Avhen one focuses on a small region of the brain of the cat, the primary visual cortex

(VI or area 17). Cell counts of Nissl stained sections show that the number of cells

in VI must be very high, about 27 million (Beaulieu and Colonnier 1983). This

number indicates that the strategy cannot be to simply list the subset of contacting
neurons for each single neuron. Rather the principle must be found that alloAvs

the generalisation of connectivity patterns of all cells from the study of some few

cells. There is some evidence (see section 1.2) that the cortex is uniform in the

sense that small regions of the cortex contain the same basic set of cells Avhich

are connected in the same wav and therefore process the information in a similar

way ('microcircuit'). The netAvork that is made by the cortical cells could therefore

be viewed as the composition of a miciociicuit that is repeated many times. If

this is indeed true, the high number of cells m the cortex would not be a problem

anymore. The study of the ciicuits of neurons in a local environment would alloAV

for the characterisation of the whole cortical netAvork.

A further problem is the Luge number of cells in the subset of a given cell.

Estimates of the number of svnapses in EM studies sIioav that in cat VI there are

about 1.5 • 1011 million synapses (Beaulieu and Colonnier 1985). If it is assumed
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that each cell forms the same number of svnapses it would folloAv that the number

of neurons a cell contacts is about 5500. Theie is recent evidence that the number

of synapses that connect tAA'O cells is in general rather small, so that each neuron

receives convergent input from 100's of presynaptic neurons.

A final problem is the non-ambiguous characterisation of the neurons in the

subset. Without a unique characterisation it is not possible to reveal sequences of

connected cells. Such a characterisation system is not knoAvn to exist. However, it is

possible to identify the neurons in the subset bv their morphology, the approximate
location and functional properties.

1.2 The network as a repetition of a basic circuit

1.2.1 The anatomical uniformity of the neocortex

The cortex is a highlv folded sheet about 2mm thick. Starting with Meynert in

1867 it was soon recognised that different regions of the cortex have a different

internal structure. Nissl stained sections, cut in a perpendicular direction to the

cortical surface appeared to be horizontallv layeicd, caused by differences in density,

composition, shape and size of the cell bodies in the different layers. The appear¬

ance of the cell pattern in a layer could change for different regions on the cortex.

Based on these differences the cortical surface Avas parcellated into different areas

('cytoarchitecture"). Other criteria like the degree of myelin of intrinsic or extrinsic

nerve fibers Avere also used for the areal classification ('mycloarchitecture'). VI, for

example, can be recognised bv a distinct Avhite line running through the middle of

the section ('line of Gennari'), and the cell bodies are in general smaller compared
to other regions. In cat VI six layers are generally accepted (O'Leary 1941; Henry
et al. 1979). In Nissl stained sections laver 1 is a zone of low cell density beneath

the pial surface. The border betAvcen layer 2 and 3 is difficult to identify. Layer 2

consists mainly of smaller and less intensively stained pyramidal cell bodies and is

seven to eight cell bodies thick. Layer 3 is composed of larger pyramidal cell bodies

Avhose size increases towards the border to lavei 4. The majority of neurons have a

roundish cell body. Layer 4 is subdivided into tAvo parts 4A and 4B on the basis of

the size of the cell body (4A has larger cell bodies and is the upper part). Cells of

layer 5 arc relatively spaisclv distributed. The layer is also divided into two parts.
Some of the largest pyramidal cell bodies are found in its middle and lower portion

(5B). Layer 5A contains smaller cell bodies. Laver 6 consists of cell bodies Avhich

tend to be arranged in columns in the direction of the radiating fibers. Layer 6 is

also divided into Iavo paits. Compared to 6A the density of cell bodies in layer 6B

is loAver.

The existence of different cvtoarchitcctonic aicas does not seem to indicate a

functional uniformity of the cortex, especially since it Avas shown that different

areas subserve different functions. HoweA'er. this doesn't necessarily mean that the

internal wiring of the different areas is different. It Avas already implicit in the

work of Cajal arrd made explicit bv his pupil Lorenie de Nö that there is a basic

architectural arrangement of cortical elements Avhich is recognisable throughout the
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cortical areas of mammalian species (Loiente de Nö 1938; Lorente de Nö 1949).
Based on Golgi studies Lorente dc No ignored the 'unimportant details' of cell

number, cell form and size in the different areas. What remained constant was

the arrangement of the plexus of denclntic and axonal branches, and therefore

the arrangement of the connections betAveen neurons. But what then must be

explained is how the functional differences occur. A possible hint was given by the

observation that the different areas correlate Avith differences in the target regions of

the effcrents of an aiea and with the differcnces in the brain regions that innervate

the area (Sanidcs 1972; Creutzfeldt 1977: Mountcastle 1978; Powell 1981). The

cytoarchitectural differences then do not reflect a fundamental different of internal

wiring, rather they are a consequence of Amiable density of the input and output

fibers or other factors such as developmental constraints (Creutzfeldt 1977). If

indeed different regions are internally wired in a similar way one could expect also

similarities between them. One such striking similarity is the number of cells in a

small vertical column.

It is evident from the Nissl stained sections and implicitly contained in the

concept of a panellation of the cortical surface into homogenous regions (according
to cytoarchitectural criteria) that the composition of cells within a layer of an area

is similar everywhere. A corollary of this is that the number of cells contained in a

vertical column ranging from the pial surface to the white matter is constant within

an area (packing density). Indeed this Avas found to be true in the experiments of

Rockcl et al. 1980 (for a revicAv see Peters 1987). When measuring the number of

cells in a vertical cylinder (30//m Avide and 25urn thick) ranging from the pial surface

to the white matter, the number of cells counted Avas loughly constant in the area

and ranged between 100 to 110 neurons. Actually, it Avas found that the packing

density of cell bodies is quite constant even across species (Rockel et al. 1980). This

number was independent of the aiea (prefrontal, primary, motor, somatosensory,

parietal and temporal cortex) and mammal (mouse, rat, cat, Old World monkey,

human). While this is also true for the primary visual cortex of the non-primates,

the packing density of primate VI Avas roughly 2.5 times higher (260 to 270 neurons,

Rockel et al. 1980),
The constancy of cell densitv between areas Avas challenged by Beaulieu and

Colonnier (1989). They sliOAved that in the cat the number of cells beneath an

area of lmm2 is onlv constant within certain groups of areas, but the numbers

between different groups can change by up to 25%. HoAA*ever, even if the variation

is within 25%, it is still an amazing finding, especially when one considers the

volume differences of the cortices betAveen e.g. cat and human (the human brain is

about 40 times bigger).
Another constancy betAveen different areas is the ratio between pyramidal and

non-pyramidal cells. The cell boclv of pviamidal cells at the EM level can be

recognised by different features, among them the triangular shape Avith an apical
dendrite directed towards the surface and the absence of asymmetric synapses. In

contrast, cell bodies of iion-pA'ramidal cells are roundish, and have asymmetric as

Avell as symmetric synapses. The proportion of pvramidal cells to non-pyramidal
cells Avas found to be roughlv constant (64 to 85%, pvramidal cells) in motor and
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visual cortices of cat, rat and monkey in small sections ranging from the pial surface

to the white matter (Winfield et al. 1980: Powell 1981).
The inter pi dation of the constancy of cell boclv counts in different areas and

species and the constant ratio betAveen pvramidal cells and non-pyramidal cells was

interpreted as an expression of a basic anatomical uniformity (as opposed to the

cytoarchitectural heterogeneitv) of the cortex. It was argued that the constancy in

number and proportion (beneath a small surface area) between different areas and

species arc genetically defined properties (PoAA'ell 1981).

1.2.2 Vertical columns in an area

The previous section focused on evidence that the internal Aviring of the different

areas are similar. If this is îeally the case it Avould be enough to understand the

wiring of a single area and generalisations to the Aviring of the cortical netAvork as a

whole could be made. In the folloAvmg AA'e Avili focus on the network in an area and

discuss evidence that allows the vieAV that this netAvork is composed of a repetition

of a basic circuit. Here Ave focus on VI, although many of the results apply also

to other areas (and therefore can also be seen as more evidence for the similarity
between areas).

Lorente de No's circuit AA'as confined in a narroAv cortical column involving neu¬

rons of all layers Avith input and output connections to other regions. He proposed
that this circuit could be rcA'caled anvAvhere in the cortex. The idea of vertical

columns that arc repeated over the surface of an area, possibly overlapping and

each of them containing the same basic ciicuit. was supported by physiological

findings.

Neurons responding to the sanre region in the visual space

The discharge of action potentials of cells of VL can be influenced in a restricted area

of the retina by shining light on the area. This area is referred to as the receptive
field of the cortical unit, applving the concept introduced by (Hartline 1938) for

retinal ganglion cells.

As a recording electrode moves parallel to the surface of the striate cortex, the

position in the visual field from which the iespouses are evoked changes in a pre¬

dictable manner. The rcceptiA'c field location of many cortical cells were used to

map the visual field onto the cortical surface of the monkey (Talbot and Marshall

1941; Daniel and Whitteridge 1961: Dow et al. 1981; Van Essen et al. 1984) and

cat (Bilge et al. 1967: Tusa et al. 1978). This map AA'as called the 'retinotopic map'.
A direct demonstration of the map Avas made possible by shoAvirrg the anaesthetised

animal a A'isual stimulus m the form of a polar coordinate system after intravenous

injection of radioactiA'ely labelled 2-deoxyglucose. The resulting pattern of activ¬

ity in the visual cortex shoAved a somcAvhat distorted Cartesian coordinate system

Avlrosc lines represented the distribution of activity of the cells (Tootell et al. 1988).
Daniel and Whitteridge (1961) Avere the first to explore and quantify the map

of the Avhole striate area in the monkey. They described the map by using the
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magnification factor which compares the distances between the visual field and the

cortical surface in a given direction (i.e. a distance of ddcg in the visual field

corresponds to a distance of M • d mm on the cortical surface, where M is the

magnification factor). Thev found that the magnification factor at a given location

in the visual field is only dependent on the distance ('eccentricity') of the location to

the fovea and that the rrrverse of the magnification is proportional to this distance.

As they showed, this data defines a simple three dimensional ('3D') surface (by
stretching the polar coordinate system Avith the corresponding M) which, when

appropriately folded, resembles the visual cortex. By determining the area of the

simple surface they were able to determine the area of the visual cortex. For the cat

the magnification factor is also largely dependent orr the eccentricity in the visual

field. It is about, 2.5 at 1 deg eccentricity, about 1 at 5 cleg and roughly 0.5 at 10 cleg
(Albus 1975a).

Based on the same data, Schwartz (1977) derived a mathematical model of

the retinotopic map. The model essentially has the form of an analytic function

w = log(z) Avhich maps a point in the visual field z onto a point in the (flattened)
cortical surface w. The magnification factor is then approximately given by the

absolute number of the derivative of this function. This function maps concentric

exponentially spaced circles in the visual space (centred at the fovea) into equally

spaced vertical lines and radial lines onto horizontal lines. Tavo such lines intersect

at right angles. Limits of this model are given by measured anisotropics in the

magnification factor. Measurements in the monkey show that the magnification
factor in the vertical direction (in visual space) can be bigger (less than a factor of

two) than in the horizontal direction (Tootcll et al. 1988).
The retinotopic map is not accurate on a microscopic level. Hubel and Wiesel

(1962,1974b) shoAved that in the monkey the receptive field locations of cells recorded

with an electrode penetrating perpendicular to the pial surface do not exactly over¬

lap but are scattered. This indicates that the map is not perfectly two dimensional

('2D'). Both for the monkcv (Hubel and Wiesel 1974b) and cat (Albus 1975a) it

was demonstrated that the map breaks doAvn irr the horizontal direction for small

distances. In the case of the cat if was shown that for two cells, horizontally dis¬

placed by less than 200 utti from each other, no prediction about the direction of

the relative displacement of one receptive field centre relative to the other could be

made. The magnitude of the displacement ('receptrA-e field scatter') increased with

increasing eccentricitv (on aA'erage about 1 deg at I deg eccentricity, about 2.5 deg
at 5 deg eccentricitv and about 3.5 deg at 10 deg eccentricity). Only when the cells

were displaced more than 600/jm from each other, the direction and magnitude of

the displacement was reflected systematically bv a displacement of the receptive
field centres.

The average receptive field area also increased wit h increasing eccentricity (Hubel
and Wiesel 1974b; Albus 1975a). The receptive field diameter of the cat was 0.7deg
at 1 deg eccentricity. 2.5 deg at 5 deg eccentricity and 2.7 cleg at 10 deg eccentricity

(Albus 1975a). The receptive fields of t/wo cells separated horizontally by less than

200ßm Avère contained in a disc in the visual field Avhose diameter increased with

increasing eccentricity (1.2 deg at 1 deg eccentricity, 3.6 deg at 5 deg eccentricity
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and 4.8deg at 10deg eccentricity). As already mentioned, the magnification factor

decreased with increasing eccentricity, so that the diameter of the discs corresponds
to discs of about 3mm on the cortical cortex, independent of the eccentricity and

layer (Albus 1975a). It follows that the cells sensitrA'e to a given small region in the

visual field are contained in a A'citical cortical column of diameter 3mm.

Ocular dominance columns

Many cells in cat VI get input from the two eyes (Hubel and Wiesel 1959). For

some cells the influence of one eye is stronger than that of the other eye. In a

vertical penetration of a recording electrode the dominance of one eye does not

change for the different cells encountered during the descent of the electrode. For

an electrode penetrating hori/ontalh' there is a gradual change of eye dominance

from the dominance of one eye to an equal dominance of the other eye. VI is the

first site at which the information from the two eyes are mixed. It is therefore

plausible to assume that the mechanism that generates binocularity comes from

the convergence of thalamic afférents from different eyes onto the same cortical

cell. The unequal sampling of the cortical cell fiom the thalamic afférents of the

left or right eye would then determine the ocular dominance (Hubel and Wiesel

1977). Radioactive label injected into one eye of the cat indeed revealed a patchy
distribution of the labeled axons in layer 4 (Shatz et al. 1977) Avhich can explain the

ocular dominance columns. The patches Avere roughly 0.5mm in diameter and had

a centre-to-centre distance of about 1mm. A cortical cell located close to a patch
Avould be predominantly contacted by the thalamic afférents of this eye and therefore

would shoAv a preference for this eye. A cell located between two radioactive labeled

patches, formed by tAvo thalamic afférents of the tAA'O eyes, Avould sample from both

eyes equally and be binocular. For both the cat (LeVav et al. 1978) and monkey

(Hubel and Wiesel 1972; LcVay et al. 1975). it Avas shoAvn that the cross-sectional

patches form a stripe like, inegular pattern in horizontal direction.

Orientation columns

The response of a cell to a bar that is sAvept over the receptive field is optimal
if the bar has a specific orientation ("preferred stimulus orientation'). Hubel and

Wiesel showed that cells of similar preferred stimulus orientation are arranged in

vertical columns for cat (Hubel and Wiesel 1962; Hubel and Wiesel 1963) and

then for monkey (Hubel and Wiesel 1968). The cross section of the orientation

columns is round or slab-like and for the cat the diameter is about 100//m (measured
along the smaller diameter in the case of slabs). Cells separated by 200/,/m had

orientation differences < 30deg. Pire horizontal arrangements of the orientation

columns is quite ordeilv. If a recording electrode was penetrated horizontally, a

gradual change in orientation could be observed with a change of 10 deg every

50u,m or so which means a periodicity of about Imrn (Albus 1975b). The diiection

of rotation can change unpredictably in clockAvise or counter-clockwise stimulus

directions (Hubel and Wiesel 1974a). Occasionallv. discontinuous jumps of up to

90 degrees in prefened stimulus orientation are seen (Hubel and Wiesel 1962; Hubel
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and Wiesel 1963; Hubel and Wiesel 1974a). More elaborate techniques ahWed the

study of the tangential arrangement of the columns. Anaesthetised animals, such as

the cat, Avere presented with a large array of moving stripes of a given orientation

after injection of the radioactive label 2-deoxvglucose. The radioactive labeling
revealed a tangential pattern of slabs. This Avas also shown to be true for the cat

(LÖAvel et al. 1987).
The draAvback of this technique is that the animal must be killed to visualise the

result and therefore docs not alloAv us to shoAv how the same piece of tissue might

respond to several different stimuli. A clearer picture of the orientation columns

evolved Avith the clcA'clopment of the technique of optical recording, in which neural

activity is detected Avith a sensitive camera, either after first applying a voltage
sensitive dye to the surface of the cortex, or by recording small changes in the

reflectivity of neural tissue which occur in response to neural activity. In this Avay the

activity evoked by stimuli of different orientations at different positions across the

surface of the visual cortex AA'as recorded (Blasdel and Salama 1986; Bonhoeffer and

Grinvald 1991). The discrete jumps of the electrode recordings could be explained

by the existence of singularities. Avhere a single set of iso-orientation domains meets

at a point or fracture, elongated regions characterised by a high orientation gradient,

extending from the singularities (SAvindale 1998). The existence of singularities is

rare, for the monkey only about 8 per mm2 (SAvindale 1992).
In contrast to the ocular dominance columns, there Avas no obvious explanation

for the generation of the orientation columns. A first clue came from the study of the

axons of cortical neurons by other methods than that of Golgi. In fact, the Golgi
method had a serious draAvback. Only local axonal collaterals Avere impregnated

using the Golgi technique, so that the horizontal extent of the axonal trees AArerc

not recognised for a long time. Evidence that there is more horizontal interaction

Avithin an area relied on degeneration techniques. From small lesions within the

cortex it was possible to trace degenerating fiber's OA'er surprisingly long distances

(up to 6m'm in certain layers, Fisken et al. 1975), However, the degeneration
studies could not differentiate betA\rcen fibers arising from cells at distant sites,
i.e. running Avithin the cortex before giving off terminals, and fibers from intrinsic

cortical connections.

Studies of tracing techniques using anterograde and retrograde transport Avhich

do not suffer from these limitations supported the view of long range horizontal

intrinsic connections. The injection of HRP into a small patch of visual cortex in

the tree shrew labelled the axons in a region of about 1mm2 in diameter (Rockland
and Lund 1982). The horizontal distribution of the axons appeared to be patchy,

resembling very much the orientation stripes revealed by radioactive labeling with

2-dcoxyglucose (Hubel and Wiesel 1977). Intracellular injection of HRP into indi¬

vidual cortical neurons of the cat indeed îevealcd long ranging horizontal axonal

arborisations Avhich had a patchy appearance (Gilbert and Wiesel 1979; Gilbert and

Wiesel 1983; Martin and Whitteridge 1984a).
The patchy appearance of the axonal branches means that the cells prefer to

connect to certain groups of cells and avoid connecting with the remaining cells.

But Avhat cells were in those groups ? Experiments Avhich revealed the relation-
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ship betAveen the axonal patches and the orientation columns were controversial.

Matsubara et al. (1985) used physiologreal recordings to get a rough map of the

orientation distribution on the surface of eat visual cortex, area 18. Bulk injections

of HRP into physiologically identified locations were made and what they found was

a preference of the cells to connect to orientations of orthogonally preferred stimulus

orientations (Matsubara et al. 1985). An experiment involving radioactive label in

the cat area 17/18 showed that bulk injections preferred to label axons located in

columns of similar preferred stimulus orientation, i.e. cells tended to connect to

cells of similar preferred stimulus orientation (Gilbert and Wiesel 1989). Reasons

for these contradictory results are many. Technical difficulties as for example the

correct superposition of the orientation columns and the patchy distribution of the

labeled axons will influence the result consideiablv. As pointed out by Kisvarday et

al. (1996), the size of the injection site or the location of the injection site can also

influence the result. For example cells at a singularity prefer to connect to cells of

all orientations equally (KisA'ardav et al. 1996).

A refined analysis in cat areas 17 and 18 (Kisvarday et al. 1997) showed that

about half (56%) of the connections aatic made with cells of similar orientation

preference (orientation difference < 30cleg). 30% of the connections were made

with cells of obliquely orientation preference (orientation difference between 30 deg

and 60deg) and 14% Avere made with cross orientated cells (difference > 60deg).
For the inhibitory cells slightly different A'alues AA'ere revealed (similar orientation:

47, oblique orientation: 34, cross orientation: 19).

Correlation between retinotopic map, orientation and ocular dominance

columns

The three column svstem (response of cells to the same small region in the visual

field, response to the same orientation and to the same ocularity) arc not indepen¬

dent of each other. For example, as an electrode crosses from one side to the other

of a single ocular dominance column in layer 4 of the monkey, there is a clear pro¬

gression through the visual field in a direction predicted by the topographic map of

the visual field. As the bordei is crossed, the position of the receptive field jumps

back in the visual field about a distance half of the width of the column (Hubel
and Wiesel 1977). This "tA\-o step fonvard and one step back' fashion assures that

cells of both eyes have access to the same point in the visual space. For both the

cat (Hribcncr et al. 1997) and the monkev (Blasdel arrd Fitzpatrick 1984; Blasdel

et al. 1995) there is also a tendency for the boideis of orientation columns to cross

the ocular dominance borders at right angles. And iccently. a direct correlation

between the change of receptive field position and the change in preferred stimulus

orientation of cells Avas reported (Das and Gilbert 1997). The larger the change
of preferred stimulus orientation per 100/im of cortex, the larger is the change in

receptive field position per 100//m or cortex.
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1.2.3 Plausibility of repeated circuits

The existence of functional columnar svstems makes the hypothesis of a repetition

of a circuit, or several ciicuits. plausible. It is an argument of simplicity to assume

that columns in the cortical space that esscntiallv perform the same function do

this in the same Avay, i.e. Avith the same circuit. This statement Avas enforced by

Mountcastle (1978). He argues that the enlargement of the neocortex that had to be

very quick for mammals, especially for primates, happened primarily in horizontal

direction while the thickness remained rather constant. Such an enlargement could

have been achieved best by the replication of a basic vertical neural module Avith

the same basic circuit in it.

As noted above. Lorente de Nö (1949) emphasised that the plexus of the den¬

dritic and axonal branches is quite characteristic for certain neurons. Indeed, the

stereotypical form of the Golgi stained axons and dendrites allowed the distinction

of morphologies into different classes. The different classes are normally restricted

to specific layers and because rt can be assumed that Avithin a layer in an area the

cells distribute themseh'cs regularly, one can see that the area can be regarded as

the composition of some steieotypically shaped neurons that are repeated over and

over in the horizontal direction. This could well be the anatomical reflection of a

netv/ork that is composed of a basic circuit that is repeated horizontally.

Two broad classes can be distinguished, pyramidal cells and non-pyramidal cells

(Peters and Jones 1984). The characteristic feature of pyramidal cells is the apical

dendrite. This is a prominent dendritic tiee oriented radially and growing vertically
from the cell body to the pial surface. The apical dendrite terminates often in an

apical tuft where the dendrites ramify more or less extensively. At the base of the

apical dendrite, close to the soma, oblique branched dendrites extend as collaterals

from the shaft of the apical dendrites. Finally the system of basal dendrites extends

outAvard from the loAvcr poition of the pyiamidal cell body. The pyramidal cells can

often be recognised by the triangular form of the cell body. However, other shapes

of pyramidal cell bodies were also obseiwed (e.g. Feldman 1984). In Golgi studies

only local axonal ramifications could be obseiwed because myelinated axons are not

stained (e. g. Somogyi 1978). With the introduction of better staining methods

such as HRP it became clear that the axons of pyramidal cells can travel several

millimetres and distribute their axonal branches in a characteristic, often patch-like

Avay (Gilbert and Wiesel 1983: Maitin and Whitteridge 1981a). The pyramidal cells

form asymmetric svnapses (table 1.1).
The non-pyramidal cells lack of a prominent apical dendrite. Of the non-

pyramidal cells tAA'o major classes of cells that form spines on their dendrites are

the spiny stellate and the star pA'ramidal cells. These cells occur exclusively within

the middle part of the coitex (layer 4) (O'Learv 1941; Lorente de Nö 1949; Lund

et al. 1979; Martin and Whitterrdge 1984a). Spinv stellate cells can easily be dis¬

tinguished from the pvramidal cells bv the lack of an apical dendrite. The basal

dendrites are emitted at multiple points from the cell body and have no orientation

preference. Star pvramidal cells aie a type in between these two cell classes. They

have basal dendrites like spinv stellate cells, but have onlv a Aveakly developed api-
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cal dendrite. Spiny stellate cells (table 1.1) and presumably also the star pyramidal
cells (Lund 1984) form asymmetric synapses. It AA'as proposed that the spiny cells

form a continuum in shape ranging from the pvramidal cells to the spiny stellate

cells (see Lund 1984). HoAvevei. the thiee tvpes differ in many respects from each

other. Intracellular labelling of HRP shoAved that star pyramidal cells have a Avide

spread and diffuse axonal blanching pattern. Avhilc pyramidal cells and spiny stel¬

late cells prefer to inneiwate particular layers (Gilbert and Wiesel 1983; Martin and

Whitteridge 1984a). In addition, spiny stellate cells have a much lower spine density

than pyramidal cells and have manv more excitatory synapses on their dendritic

shaft (Anderson et al. 1994a).
Prominent types of neurons Avith spineless (i.e. smooth) dendrites arc the basket

cells (Szentagothai 1973). the chandelier (oi axo-axonic) cells (Szentagothai arrd

Arbib 1974; Szentagothai 1978a). the double bouquet cells (Szentagothai 1973) and

the dendrite targeting cells (Tamas et al. 1997a: Tamas et al. 1998). All these cell

types form symmetric svnapses (table 1.1). One exception is the double bouquet

cell for Avhich the formation of asymmetric synapses Avere also reported (Somogyi
and Cowey 1981). The dendrites of these cells have no apical dendrite, are usually

shorter than some 100/im and can grow radially in all directions from the soma. A

characteristic feature of basket cells arc the axons Avhich form baskets around the

soma of pyramidal cells Avhich are formed by the convergence of 10 to 25 basket

cell axons (Somogyi et al, 1983). The axon of the chandelier cells have a very

characteristic shape which gaA'e the cell its name. The axon boutons (small swellings

on the axon) are arranged in A'ertically oriented cascades (about 330 in the cat,

Freund et al. 1983) like the candles of a chandelier and contact the initial segment

of the axon of pyramidal cells. The axon of the double bouquet cells are vertically
oriented and confined to a narrow vertical column of several 100/im, often spanning

the whole depth (layer 1 to 6) of the cortex. While the basket cells contact primarily

the cell body and the dendritic shafts of the target cells, the double bouquet cells the

dendritic spine, dendrite targeting cells are smooth cells that mainly form synapses

with the dendritic shafts. The axonal tree either arborises mainly in the close

environment of the soma or is radiallv oriented, elongated and confined to a column.

The soma of dendritic targeting cells Avere exclusively observed in layer 4.

1.3 Search for the basic circuit: Microcircuits

The concept of the synapse implies that a connection can only be made when an

axon of one cell and the dendrite or soma of the other cell are in close apposition.

This made it possible to rcA'eal possible cil cuits based on Golgi studies by comparing
the location of the sites of the input legion (axon) with the sites of the output region

(dendrites). The underlying assumption is that an input and an output region at

the same location would interconnect. This icsulted in a connection scheme of

neurons in which the diiection ol Aoav of the signals AA'as indicated.

One of the earliest circuits îevealcd in this wav Avas presented by Lorente de

Nö as a semi-diagrammatic draAving of a vertical chain of simplified but represen-
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tative neurons (fig 1.1). It explained the Aoav of an incoming signal via an afferent

into an 'elementary unit' (Lorente de Nö 1949), i.e. a Arertical cylinder from white

mattet to pial surface in which all coitical elements were represented. The con¬

nections between coitical elements Avere such that they could re-excite themselves.

As pointed out by Sholl. many possible circuits could have been proposed from the

same material and it would have been difficult to justify a specific one (Sholl 1956).
What is needed are the formulation of exact rules according to which the circuits

are formed, i.e. which subset of the neuiorrs in the network exchange information

Avith any given cell. As becomes apparent in the remainder of this chapter, these

rules can roughly be classified into two classes. One class describes the possible
subset of neurons in the network that could exchange information with a given cell.

These studies involve the analysis of the shape of the dendritic and axonal patterns
of stained cells Avith the LM. This analysis alloAvs us to make predictions about

close appositions of axons and dendrites. The subset of the candidate neurons typ¬

ically are identified by their positions in the retinotopic map or modality maps like

orientation columns. HoAveA'er. close apposition is only a necessary condition for a

synaptic contact, but it is not sufficient. The other class of rules describes which

close appositions actually form svnapses between cells, i.e. it describes the neurons

in the subset of neurons, defined by rules of the first class, that exchange informa¬

tion with the one cell. Typically, these cells are characterised by their morphology
or by functional properties, e.g. if thev act excitatory or inhibitory on other cells.

These rules describe also the actual substructures of dendrites and axons that are

involved in the formation of svnapses. e.g. if a synapse is formed on a shaft or on a

spine. Because synapses can onlv be obsen-ed Avith high magnification, the analysis
of these rules involve the use of the EM.

1.3.1 Quantitative description of branching patterns

Random patterns

Sholl (1956) emphasised the importance of a quantification of the dendritic and

axonal branching pattern so that objectb/e rules could be used for a circuit's justi¬
fication.

Axonal and dendritic trees appear to be of considerable complexity, so the ques¬

tion arises how thev can be described quantitatively. Sholl solved this problem by

taking the point of vieAV that the branching pattern is draAvn from a random distri¬

bution which is essentially of simple form. This is depicted in fig 1.2. Each circle

describes the region in Avhich the random pattern of basal dendrites are distributed.

Because of a lack of experimental data for the axonal trees, the axon is represented

only by local branches. An overlap of a circle and such an axonal branch cannot be

interpreted as the existence of a connection. It is onlv possible to say Iioav probable
such a connection is and this probabilrtv depends on the probability that a den¬

dritic branch in the circle is actually m close apposition to the axonal branch. One

should think of the piece of coitex that is describe bv diagiam 1.2 as consisting of

many thousands of neuions of which each nein on is drawn from one of the random
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Figure 1.1: Proposed microcircuit of Lorente dc No (1949). Axons are indicated by

an 'a'. Synapses are marked with an V folloA\-ed by an number. Small arrows indicate

the direction of the impulse. Inset (right side): Simplification of the diagram to the left

'explaining the broad plan of cortical wiring' (Lorente de Nö 1949).

distributions. So many chains of neurons are actually described by the diagram.
But some of the chains are more likely to exist than others.

Sholl characterised the 3D distribution of the dendritic trees of Golgi stained

stellate and pyramidal cells by counting the number of intersections n of dendritic

branches with concentric spheres of A'arying radii r. measured from the soma along
dendritic paths (Sholl 1953: Sholl 1956). He found that the basal dendrites followed

all the same general law which can be described by the general form

n(r) = Sr-ab-e j"'. (1.1)

where Sr = 4ttt2 is the surface area of the sphere of radius r. According to this law,
the number of intersections increases Avith increasing r until it reaches its maximum

at rmat — 2/ßb. with a maximum A'alue of 5^ ihobe2 intersections and then falls off

towards zero. This Piav Avas shewn to be true for the motor and visual areas of the

cat (Sholl 1953; Andeison et al. 1994a) and for the A'isual cortices of the mouse

(Hadclara 1955) and rat (Larkman 1991). For example the spinv stellate cell of the

the cat reaches the maximum at about 100/xm from soma Avith a maximum number

of intersections of 40 and falls off to zero after 200//m (Anderson et al. 1994a).
This results in parameters ab = 0.0024 and ßi, = 0.020. Implicit in this description
is the assumption that the dendritic trees are spherically symmetric. While this is
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Figure L.2: Proposed microcircuit of Sholl (1956). Circles indicate the basal dendrites

of pyramidal cells. Apical dendrites are indicated by the vertical lines leaving the centre

of the circles towards the pial surface (top). Axons are indicated by vertical lines leaving

the centre of the circles in downward direction.

to some extent true for the basal dendrites, it is certainly not true for the apical

dendrites (relative to the soma). Although Sholl characterised these dendrites too

and derived a similar law as for the basal dendrites, the information contained in a

description solely based on the radius is rather limited in this case. The same is true

for the axonal branching pattern Avhich appears for many cells as highly asymmetric.
Technical reasons prevented Sholl from characterising the local part of the axon.

The Golgi technique stains the axonal field very incompletely, rcArealing often only-

some single fibers distributed locally around the soma. The idea of a statistical

description of the cell morphology, as it was introduced by Sholl, triggered many

theoretical studies about the probability of connections between cells.

A first approach Avas made by Fitley (1954a). The basic assumption Avas that

two cells form a synapse at close appositions between the axon of one cell and the

dendrite of the other cell. Uttley then calculated the number of close appositions
based on Sholl's description of the basal dendrites and different axonal systems.

Lilcy and Wright made a more careful approach following the ideas of Uttley (Liley
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and Wright 1994). They treated the dendritic and axonal fibre systems as composed
of small straight segments. It is assumed that the location of the segment, its length
and orientation are draAvn from random distributions which arc independent of each

other. It is further assumed that the orientation is uniformly distributed on the unit

sphere, i.e. that each orientation is equally probable. A close apposition betAveen

a dendritic and axonal segment is formed if the axonal segment is close to the

dendritic segment (i.e. closer than a critical distance s), s was chosen to be two

times the summed diameter of the axonal and dendritic segments. Liley and Wright
showed that under these assumption the total number of close appositions between

an axonal tree located at 0 and a dendritic tree located at r0 is given by

N(r0)=jA(r)D(r-r0)dV{r)i (1.2)

where r = (x.y.z), r0 = (x0.y0,z0), A(r) is the axonal fibre density (i.e. the total

axonal length per unit A'olumc) and D{r) is the dendritic fibre density. A and

D can be computed as follows. Let p^(r)dl'(r) denote the the probability of an

axonal (Ä; = A) or dendritic (k = D) segment to be in the the small volume dV(r)
centred at r. Denote by A), the total number of segments and assume a binomial

distribution Avith parameters A\, and pk(r)d\r(r) to find a given number of segments
in the volume. Further define fk(J)dd to be the probability to find segments of length

(1,1+ dl). It follows that

A(r) = lANApA(r) and (1.3)

D(t) = ïDNDpD(r). where (1.4)

ik = [ihm (1.5)

is the average segment length (k = A or k = D). As one can see, the average

number of close appositions is linearly related to s. the critical distance. Actually
it is not at all clear Avhat a good A'alue for s is. The existence of spines on dendrites

and bouton terminaux (i.e. boutons that are displaced some pm from the axonal

shaft and connected to it by a small neck) on axons makes the application of a

constant s less appropriate. In addition, recent electron EM investigations sIioav

that for most close appositions no synapse is formed (Tamas et al. 1997a; Tamas

et al. 1998).
For basal dendrites SholPs laAv determines the fibre density D(r). In this case,

the total length of dendritic fibre Avithin two concentric spheres of radius r and r + dr

(dr small) is roughly n(r)dr (assuming that the segment intersect the spheres at

roughly right angles). Because the volume betAveen the two concentric spheres is

about drS7, it follows for the dendritic fibie density

I)(r) = ^A. r=_-|jr|l. (1.6)

A recent approach used a similar concept of a contact zone (Hellwig 2000). But

instead of working with an estimated distribution of axonal and dendritic arborisa¬

tions the actual detailed morphologies were used (i.e. instantiations of a hypotheti¬
cal distribution). In an in vitro studv the axonal and dendritic morphology of eight
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rat cortical superficial pyramidal cells stained with biocytin were used to calculate

the connectivity for pairs of cells. This AA'as done by the reconstruction of the cell

morphology in 3D. A pair of cells was chosen and horizontally displaced from each

other. For each position the number of close appositions (s about 1pm), which

was again taken as an indication of the formation of a synapse, Avas calculated. For

small cell separation the probability to connect (i.e. to have at least one close appo¬

sition) is high (0.4 to 0.9). as is the average number of close appositions (1 to 3.5).
With increasing distance the probabilitv falls nronotonically and is small for cell

separations larger than 500///??. The total number of contacts that a cell receives

on the dendritic tree from other superficial pyramidal cells is primarily made by
cells Avith cell separations betAA'een 100//??? and 300//??? from the target cell. This is

because only a small number of cells are in a A'ery close neighbourhood to the target
cell and for cells with separations larger than 300/?//? the probability to connect to

the target cell is small (Helhvig 2000).
Other models involved the distribution of pre- and postsynaptic synapses iustead

of the distribution of axonal and dendritic processes, thus avoiding the introduction

of a critical distance s (Braitenberg and Lauria 1960; Krone et al. 1986; Abeles

1991; Douglas et al. 1995). Loosely folloAving Abeles. the general idea is outlined

beloAV. Let us focus on 1aa'o types of cell. / and j for Avhich the presynaptic parts of

the axonal tree and the postsynaptic parts of the dendritic tree are characterised

by probability distributions. We Avant to determine the average number of synapses

NtJ(ro) that the cell of type i Avith cell body at 0 forms with the cell of type

j with cell body at r0. Let /j,7(r)<TV(r) be the probability of finding in dV(x) a

presynaptic part of the cell at 0 Avhose postsynaptic part is of type j. Further define

vlj(r — ro)dV(r) to be the probability of finding a postsynaptic part in dV(v) of the

cell at r0 Avhose presynaptic part is of type /. Let c5,;(r)c?V(r) be the probability to

find a synapse in dT(r) that is formed betAveen an axon of type % and a dendrite of

type j. Let us choose a synapse in d\'(v). If L is the total number of synapses the

cell of type i forms with the cells of type j, the average number of such synapses in

dV(r) is, assuming binomial distribution,

/ = L-47(r)(fT(r). (1.7)

Similarly, the average number of synapses in oT(r) Avhose postsynaptic cells are of

type j and the presynaptic part of the cell at 0 is given by

m = M-/jll{T)dV[T). (1.8)

M the total number of such synapses, and the average number of synapses in dV(r)
with the postsynaptic part from the cell at r0 and the presynaptic part of cells of

type i is

ll=N-Vn(T)dV(T). (1.9)

7V the total number of such svnapses. The probability to find a synapse with the

presynaptic part from the cell at 0 and the postsynaptic part from the cell at r0

is given by nm/l2. The a\"erage number of such synapses in d,V(r) is given by

nm/l. It is assumed that the existence of one synapse in dY[r) does not influence
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the probability of finding another synapse (binomial distribution). The average

number of synapses is then gi\'en by

Ar„(ro) "- ~- I ^7A^?(r - r0)dV(r). (l.fO)
L I ou(r)

The examples above make clear hoAv impoitant the spatial distribution of the

axonal and dendritic processes aie. It is therefore important to understand the

principles that govern the shape of the axonal and dendritic branching patterns.

Correlation of dendritic shape and receptive fields

In retina there is a good correlation between moiphology and physiology. The hope
Avas that similar correlations would be found in the cortex. Such a comparison Avas

made possible by recording intracellulaily. chaiacterising the physiology of the cell

(e.g. the receptive fields) and subsequently injecting the cell Avith a dye such as

fluorescent markers or the enzA'me horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (Kelly and van

Essen 1974; Muller and McMahan 1976: Gilbert arrd Wiesel 1979; Lin et al. 1979;

Friedlander et al. 1979). The HRP diffuses throughout the cell into the finest

processes and permits a detailed view of the morphology of the cell. This method

had several advantages over the Golgi technique. It stained the axonal arborisation

completely and the morphology of the cell could be directly compared with the

physiological properties of the cell.

Studies of correlations betAveen receptive field properties and morphology re¬

vealed no simple laws. For example based on intra-ccllular recordings and injection
of a fluorescent marker into cortical cells in the cat. it AA'as suggested that pyrami¬
dal cells tend to have complex and stellate cells simple receptive fields (Kelly and

van Essen 1974). However, further studies did not support these findings (Gilbert
and Wiesel L979; Martin and Whitteridge 1984a). In general, all morphological
cell types in all layers can have simple or complex leceptivc fields. For the cat it

Avas found that all the layers contain cells of simple and complex type (Burlier and

Henry 1979; Martin and Whitteridge 1984). With the exception of layer 5 most lay¬
ers Avere dominated by simple cells. However, there seems to exist some tendencies.

For example the spiny stellate cells in layer 4 generally had simple receptive fields

(one exception), as did most of the pyramidal cells of layer 2 and 3. The pyramidal
cells in layer 5 had complex receptive fields. Basket cells also have receptive fields

of simple of complex tA'pe (e.g. Martin et al. 1983; Somogyi et al. 1983).
Foi the dendrite as well as for the axons various types of correlations with

receptive field properties Avere suggested. Colonnier suggested a correlation between

the elongation of dendritic fields in horizontal diiection and the preferred stimulus

orientation of cells (Colonnier 1968). Similar h\ Lrvingstone hypothesised that the

asymmetry of the honzontal extent of dendrrtes does correlate with the preferred
stimulus direction of cells (Livingstone 1998). Gilbert and Wiesel argued that one

possible determinant (not necessarily the only one) of receptive field size is the size

of the horizontal spread of the dendritic field (Gilbert and Wiesel 1979). Common to

all these models is the idea that the receptive field of cortical neurons is determined
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by the sampling of the dendrites from the retinotopic map, i.e. from the axons of

the relay cells of the thalamus that project to the visual cortex. Although this idea

is veiy attractive because of its simplicitv, there is only little evidence for such a

sampling mechanism. Foi the cat. indirect methods suggested a correlation between

the elongation of the cortical dendritic field and the preferred stimulus orientation

(Trcman and Hirsch 1982; Coleman et al. 1981). LloAvevcr, intracellular recordings

with subsequent injection of HRP shoAved that none of the proposed correlations

hold (Martin and Whitteridge 1984b; Anderson et al. 1999). This suggests that

the sampling from the retinotopic map is not the only determinant of receptive field

properties. For a more detailed discussion see chapter 3.

Correlation of axonal pattern and receptive fields

A. positive correlation betAveen receptive field properties and axonal fields were found

in the tree shrew. The horizontal extent of the axonal tree of biocytin filled cor¬

tical cells were elongated and the axis of elongation was parallel to the preferred

stimulus orientation of the cell (Bosking et al. 1997). For the cat similar elongated
axonal fields were described (Gilbert and Wiesel 1983). Although only qualitatively,

they described the axis of strongest elongation was parallel or perpendicular to the

preferred stimulus orientation of the cell. As pointed out by Gilbert and Wiesel,

caution must be taken when interpreting the elongations of the axonal fields be¬

cause of possible anisotropics of magnification factors. For example it could well be

that the area inneiwated bv an elongated axon corresponds to a circular area in the

visual field. So asymmetries in the visual field are not necessarily reflected on the

cortical surface. Leaving that aside, elongated patchy axons are exactly what one

Avould expect for the creation of large recepth'e fields and end-inhibition (the axis

of strongest elongation parallel to the preferred stimulus orientation) or inhibitory-
side bands (the axis of strongest elongation perpendicular to the preferred stimu¬

lus orientation). In both cases the axon would need to connect to cells of similar

orientations and skip cells of different orientations, i.e. a patchy behaviour atouIcI

emerge.

Patchy connections

Thalamic afférents and horizontal connections betAveen cortical cells often appear

patchy in their distribution of axonal branches. The existence of patches indicates

that some locations are more preferred for innervation than others. Both patch

systems could be related to functional maps. The general principles that emerge

are that cells tend to prefer to interconnect Avith target cells of similar properties.
For the thalamic afférents the properties arc the preference for one eye. for the

horizontal connections it is the pieferred stimulus oncntation.

1.3.2 Identification of pre- or postsynaptic neurons

The existence of a synapse betAveeu tAvo cells can only be demonstrated with the

EM. Light microscopy can onlv lesolve securely objects bigger than 0.3pm. So EM
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studies aie needed to recover the coitical chains that are actually present in the

cortex. The larger magnification that is invoh'ed makes it difficult to relate the

obserwations made on the EM level to the -well known morphological features of

cells that are seen in light microscopy studies. "Lire soma can be recognised by its

size and shape and the appearance of a nucleus. The main dendritic shaft and axon

initial segments can be distinguished as they emerge from the soma. The axon,

for example, can often be recognised by the myelin that surrounds it. The axonal

bouton Avhich emerges from the axon, can be recognised by the vesicles and mito¬

chondria it contains. Dendrites can be identified bv parallel running micro tubules.

The dendritic spine, spinous projections from the dendritic shaft, can be recognised

by the spine apparatus (Gray 1959a: Grav 1959b). lack of mitochondria and by

the drum-stick like shape. By studying apposed membranes of axonal boutons and

dendritic shafts, somata and spines in the cortex, Grav observed the existence of

a region of the membrane that Avas thickened and associated with an accumula¬

tion of vesicles. He concluded that these specialised membrane regions must be the

synapse. The cleft betAveen the presynaptic and post-synaptic membrane Avas about

20 to 30 nm wide.

A harder problem to solve1 is the identification of a cell type under the EM. The

strategy that was taken to soh'e this problem Avas to compare significant details

of morphological structures as seen in Golgi stained cells and try to find these

details again under the EM. Foi example the somata of pyramidal cells often have a

triangular shape with a thick apical dendritic shaft leaving the soma in the direction

of the pia. A similar shape can also be recognised under the LM. So it Avas concluded

that the triangular shaped contours seen under the EM belong to pyramidal cells.

In a similar way it can be concluded that a synapse formed Avith a spine must

belong to a morphological type Avhose dendrites luwe spines. This lead naturally
to the question of Avhat type of cells have spiny dendrites. The only way to find

an answer to such a question Avas to study the Golgi pictures in great detail and

the appreciation of the possible importance of the detailed structure of the various

axonal and dendritic patterns, something that AA'as lost in the simplifications made

by Lorentc de Nö or Sholl (Lorente dc No 1919: Sholl 1956). For example it had

been customary to classify all non-pyramidal cells as 'stellate cells' (Sholl 1956)
(e.g. cells with spines and without Avere in the same group). A result of a neAV Avavc

of Golgi studies Avas the definition of a ucav classification scheme for cortical cells

in terms of the axonal and dendritic arborisations for non-pyramidal cells (Lund
1973; Jones 1981).

Szentagothai AA'as one of the first who studied svstematically the microcircuit

contained in a coitical column with the EM (Szentagothai 1978a). He determined

close appositions betAveen Golgi stained cells and tried to find similar constellations

at the EM level. While this stiatcgv of finding the 'best spatial fit' between LM

and EM level was successful in the cerebellar cortex and hippocampus, it Avas more

difficult to apply to the cortex. The great diversitv of axonal patterns offered too

many possible cell types as candidates for a good match.
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EM studies of cortical connections

Progress Avas made by the use of more elaborate techniques, which alloAved a direct

correlation of observations on the LM and on the EM level. Single cells Avere injected

intracellular^ Avith HRP. The labeled cells Avere then reconstructed with a LM in

order to reveal the morphological type. Subsequently the same tissue was prepared
for EM analysis (Somogyi et al. 1979). A result of this procedure is a catalogue of

fine structural criteria for the diffeient cell classes that helps to distinguish between

structures from pyramidal cells ('P') or smooth cells ('S') in EM preparations.
S type dendrites contain numerous mitochondria and often shoAv several synaptic
contacts in a single section. In contrast. P tvpe dendrites have a more palely stained

cytoplasm and tend to have fcAver svnaptic contacts on the shaft and contain feAvcr

mitochondria. Sometimes spines can be detected emerging from such dendrites.

The percentage of area occupied by the mitochondria is about 20% from the total

cross-sectional area of the dendritic stiucturc in the case of an S type. For P type
cells it is about 5% (Somogvi et al. 1983; KisA'arday et al. 1985). P type cell

bodies often have a pyramidal form Avith a large nucleus. A major apical dendrite

is directed tOAvards the pial surface. The soma is mostly contacted by symmetric

synapses. S type somata are packed AA'ith mitochondria and are densely covered with

symmetric and asymmetric synapses. It Avas shown that the S type cells contain

the neurotransmitter 7-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Freund et al. 1983; Kisvarday
et al. 1985) and arc positive to the enzyme precursor glutamate decarboxylase

(GAD) (Freundet al. 1983).

This set of criteria Avas applied to determine the post-synaptic targets of synapses
of intraccllularly labeled cells. The results of these iiiA'estigations are summarised in

table 1.1. Each roAV describes the post-SA'iiaptic targets of a labeled cell. The first

entry (no') is the reference number. The second entry ('cell') shoAvs the number of

synapses for Avhich post-synaptic targets Avere im-estigated. The third entry ("type")
shows the type of svnapse that the labeled cell formed. Asymmetric synapses are

denoted by 'as', symmetric by "sv". The next foui entries sIioav the percentage of

investigated synapses on the axon that contacted a substructure such as a spine, a

dendritic shaft, a soma or an axonal initial segment. The numbers in the parenthesis
are the peicentage of parent cells of the substructures that Avere classified as P-type
or S-type. The last three entries show the percentage of analysed synapses that

contacted a spiny cell (P-type), a sparsely spinv cell or a smooth cell (S-type). The

class of sparsely spiny cells AA'as used by McGuire et al. (1984). It is not clear if

this type of cell is inhibitory of excitatory.

The analysis of the post-synaptic target distribution of an identified cell can

be summarised as folloAvs. The majoi taigets of the thalamic afférents and the

spiny cells (excluding the layer 6 pyramidal cells) are the spines (85%), folloAved by
dendritic shafts (12%). An exception arc the laver i projecting pvramidal cells in

layer 6 that prefer to contact the dendritic shafts (70%) and folloAved by the dendritic

spines (29%). Basket cells prefei to contact dendritic shafts (44%) and cell bodies

(36%). Dendrite taigering cells form most of their svnapses Avith dendritic shafts

(85%) and sometimes dendritic spines (13%). The sample of double bouquet cells is
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not homogenous. While two studies show that they prefer to contact dendritic spines

(67%, shafts 33%), two other studies show that they prefer to contact dendritic

shafts (80%, spines 13%). With exception of the basket cells, the cell bodies are

hardly contacted (< 9%). Wheie A'erified. the contacted spines have spiny cells

as parent cells. For the contacted shafts, on aA'erage 70% of the parent cells were

spiny cells. For the layer 4 projecting layer 6 pyramidal cells this means that most

synapses are formed on dendritic shafts of spinv cells in layer 4. In fact, this is in

agreement with the observation that spiny stellate cells in layer 4 have a significant
number of excitatory synapses on their dendritic shafts (Anderson et al. 1994a).
The cell bodies that were contacted by thalamic afférents, a layer 4 pyramidal cell

and one double bouquet cell, Aveie all smooth cells. In contrast, another double

bouquet cell formed all their cell body contacting svnapses with spiny cells. A

Similar preference holds also for the the basket cells (95% of cell body contacting
synapses were spiny cells).

These studies rcA'eal a high specificity of connectivity on a small level (of the

order of a pm) in the sense that different cell types prefer to contact different

substructures. With the exception of the basket cells all cell types avoid to contact

the cell bodies. Contacts Avith spines are preferred by the thalamic afférents, the

pyramidal cells in layer 5 and 3, the spiny stellate cells in layer 4 and some of the

double bouquet cells. Dendritic shafts are prefened by dendrite targeting cells, the

layer 4 projecting pyramidal cells irr layer 6 and some double bouquet cells. Only for

the basket cells the preference foi a particular substructure (excluding the axonal

initial segment) is not pionounced. An extreme example is the axo-axonic cell that

exclusively contacts the axon initial segment of pyramidal cells (Freund et al. 1983).
Despite this observed specificity, the synapse formation seems to be unspecific

Avith regard to spirry or smooth cells. For the cells in table 1.1, the percent of

contacted spiny cells is betAveen 58 and 100% (mean 87%). This range is expected
under the assumption that a cell forms synapses with the same probability onto

spiny cells and smooth cells. In fact, the population of spiny cells in cat VI is

about 80% (Powell 1981).

Specificity for the svnapsc location on the dendrite can also be observed. For

example basket cells tend to prefer the proximal part of the dendrite and the cell

body, Avhile the double bouquet cells and the dendrite targeting cells contact in

general the more distal pait. This is Hue for the smooth cells as targets (Tamas
et al. 1998) as aa'cII as for the spinv cells (Tamas et al. 1997b). Axo-axonic cells

contact the output domain (axon initial segment) (Freund et al. 1983).
There arc Iavo studies Avhich attempted to identifv the cells that projected to a

labeled dendrite. The dendrites of tAvo types of cells AA*ere irrvestigated, the basket

cell and the spiny stellate cell, both in laver 4. The relative proportions of the

asymmetric and symmetric synapses on soma, proximal dendrite and distal den¬

drites for HRP labelled cells Avere determined under EM for both cell types. The

results are sIioavu in table 1.2 (Ahmed et al. 1997; Anderson et al. 1994a). Each

roAv shoAvs the analysis for different parts of the dendrite. The second column shoAvs

the number of synapses investigated. The thiid column sIioavs the density of the

synapses on the dendrite. The fotrrth and 5th columns indicate the percentage of
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the synapses on spines and shaft on the pioximal or distal region of the dendrite.

The number in parentheses show the percentage of asymmetric (as) and symmetric

(sy) synapses fiom the svnapses on the spines or shafts, respectively. The last Iavo

entries sIioav the peicentage of asvmmetric (as) and symmetric (sy) synapses. For

both cell types the most common type of synapse on the dendrite is asymmetric,

due relative distribution of asymmetric to symmetric synapses is different for the

distal and proximal region (including soma). In both cases hardly any symmetric

synapses can be found on the distal region. Again, this reveals a high specificity

in contacts and is consistent with the vieAV that smooth cells prefer to contact the

proximal part of the dendrite.

The analysis of the map of synapses on these dendrites was pushed forward one

more step by attempting to identify the cell types that project to the dendrite. This

Avas made possible by the observation that different cell types form axonal boutons

of different size. Measurements of the cross-sectional surface at the EM level of

boutons from cells projecting to layer 4 rcA'caled different typical values for different

cell classes (Ahmed et al. 1994: Ahmed et al. 1997). For layer 6 pyramidal cells the

mean value was 0.18 ± 0.27///??2. for the spiny stellate cells 0.32 ± 0.34/?m2 and for

the thalamic afférents 0.76 ± 0.08pm2. Boutons of basket cells forming synapses on

somata were different in size (0.66 =c 0.7pm2) than boutons forming synapses Avith

shafts (0.47 ± 0.27pm2). With this criteria it Avas possible to estimate that about

43% of the asymmetric synapses on dendrites and soma of the basket cell came

from layer 6 pyramidal cells. 44% fiom spinv stellate cells and the remaining 13%

were from thalamic afférents. For the spinv stellate dendrite, the estimates Avere

that the layer 6 pyramidal cells made up about 45% of the asymmetric synapses,

spiny stellate cells about 28% and thalamic afférents about 6%. Of the symmetric

synapses about 84% were estimated to be from basket cells.

Additional intracellular recordings shoAA-ed that basically all cell types in all

layers can receive mono-svnaptic inputs from the thalamus. The preference for

mono-synaptic input is hu'er 4 and 6. the main termination zones of the thalamic

afférents. Indirect, inputs Avere mainly observed in the remaining layers 2, 3 and

5 (Brillier and Ilcnrv 1979: Martin and Whitteridge 1984a). As a result of these

studies a microcircuit free from guessAvork about the connections between cells was

proposed (Douglas and Martin 1998).
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Figure 1.3: Proposed niicioeircuit of Douglas and Martin (1998). Smooth cells and their

connections are indicated in gray. Spinv neurons and their connections arc indicated in

black. The numbers to the left indicare the cortical layers.
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target part num. f

syn dens s spine(as.sy) shaft (as.sy) as sy

b4 distal

proximal
soma

272 ;
119

32

1.28///7??
2. l/pm
0.61///7??2

0

0

0

L00(98,2)

100(75,19)
0

98

75

75

2

19

13

ss4 distal

proximal

soma

122

141

_

i

1.22/pm

0.95///??!

39(96. 1)

37(96.4)

61(96.4))
63(47, 53)

96

65

4

35

Table 1.2: Map of synapses formed on basket cell (bi) and spiny stellate cell (ss4) soma

and dendrites. Sec text for explanation.



Chapter 2

Experimental methods

The focus of the Avork lies on the analysis of the 3D reconstructions of neurons in

cat VI. This chapter presents in detail the methods of the experiments that Avere

carried out to obtain these 3D reconstructions. It basically collects information

from several papers (Martin arrd Whitteridge 1984a; Martin and Whitteridge 1984b;

Freund et al. 1985; Douglas et al. 1988: Douglas et al. 1991; Anderson et al. 1994b;

Anderson et al. 1999).

Preparations and maintenance of animals

A total of 31 cats of average Aveighf 2.5 ± 0.6kg (range between 1.75 and 4.0%, for

three cats the Aveight is unknoAvn) were used for the experiments. All experiments

Avere carried out by K. A. C. Martin and colleagues under the authorisation of

animal research licenses granted by the Home Office of the U.K. and the Cantonal

Veterinary Authority of Zürich.

In cats, anaesthesia AA'as induced AArith a gas mixture of 1 — 3% halothane (May
and Baker) in oxygen/nitrous oxide (30/70%). The femoral artery and vein were

cannulated and the tracheotomy performed Avith the animals tinder gas anaesthe¬

sia supplemented with Saffan (alphaxolone/alphadolone, Glaxovet). After surgery

the cats were paralysed Avith an intraA'cnous infusion of the muscle relaxants gal-
lamine triethiodide and tubocuiarine arrd were artifically respired Avith a mixture

of oxygen/nitrous oxide (30/70%) and adjusted to maintain the end-tidal C02 at

4.5%. Anaesthesia Avas maintained bv intraA'cnous Saffan or sodium pentobarbital

(Sagatal; May Baker: 2 — 3mg~ lkg~lhour~l), Benzoeainc cream AA'as applied to all

pressure points.

Electroencephalogram (EEG), blood pressure, heart rate, end-tidal CO2. and

rectal temperature (maintained at 37
n

(?) AA-erc continously monitored. The anaes¬

thetic regime kept the EEG in the pattern of sIoav AvaA'e sleep.

Neutral contact lenses aattc placed over the cornea and appropriate correction

lenses Avere placed in front of the eyes to focus them on the tangent screen or

oscilloscope, 1.14m aAvay.

27
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Electrical stimulation

Pairs of A'arnishcd tungsten stimulating electrodes Avere inserted stereotaxically in

the optic chiasm (position OG). the optic radiations immediately above the lat¬

eral geniculate nucleus (LGX, position OR1). the optic radiations 4mm beloAV the

recording site (position OR2) and in the cquiA'alcnt OR2 position in the opposite

hemisphere (to identify cells receiving input from the opposite hemisphere and the

callosal projection neurons). Bare tips of 1mm AA'cre used for the OC and OR1

electrodes and 4mm for the OR2 and callosal electrodes. The precise placement of

the electrodes was determined by recording evoked potentials through the electrode

and adjusting the position until a strong visually evoked potential AA'as obtained

from the correct position in the visual field. The positions of the OC and the OR1

electrodes Avere checked by gross disection in the fixed brain and the positions of

the remaining two pairs Avere seen in histological sections of both hemispheres.

Square wave stimuli of 1--3V for 100 —200//.s Avere used for electrical stimulation.

The stimulation pulses Avere triggered after a delay of 3 — 5???s by a naturally

occurring action potential. This lestiltecl in a more consistent activation of the

cells being recorded (Henry et al. 1979). Some spontaneously active cells Avere

completely inhibited for a period of 10??? s after the electrical stimulation and could

not be activated electrically.

Recording electrode and ionophoresis of HRP

Glass pipettes Avere filled Avith 4% horseradish peroxidase (HRP; Boehringer Grade

1) in 0.2 M KCl and 0.05 M Ins (Sigma. St. Louis, MO), pH 7.9. The tip of the

recording electrode Avas bcA'ellecl to about 80 — 100 MQ (at 300Hz).
A plastic cylinder Avas placed around the craniotomy (over the post-lateral gyrus

betAveen Horslcy-Clarke co-ordinates P3 and P6), Avhich AA'as filled Avith agar and

topped Avith paraffin wax after the recording pipette had been placed in position
above the cortex. A stepper motor advanced the pipette in 2pm, steps until an

extracellular response Avas recorded.

In all but a few cells the receptive field characteristics and responses of the

cell to electrical stimulation Avcre examined extracellularly by hand-held stimuli or

by stimuli displayed on an oscilloscope. This was done because it took at least

15 — 20mm to obtain a plot of the receptive fields, examine the binocular response

and to obtain the latency values for electrical stimulation. A stable intracellular

recording for this period could not expect to obtain consistently. After studying the

cell, an attempt Avas made to impale it by ach'ancing the electrode in 2pm steps and

passing positive pulses of 1 - 2??ri. Avhile the cell was being visually stimulated. If

the cell AA-as successfully impaled, as seen by a drop in the DC potential (40 — 70???V*)
and the appearance of large-amplitude action potentials and sloAV-Avave activity, the

receptive field was again examined (in order to confirm that it Avas the same cell)
before ionophoresis HRP into the cell Avith positive pulses of 2 - 4nA in a 200ms

on / 50ms off duty cycle for a total duration of about lmin. Although wc could

have continued recording intracellularly in many instances. Ave generally withdreAV

the electrode as soon as avc were satisfied that the receptive field properties were
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correct and that enough HRP had been ionophoresed into the cell. In some cases

the ionophoietic current inactivated the spike-generating mechanism, although non-

spiking potentials continued to be recorded at stable base-line DC levels.

For the thalamic afférents the electrode was advanced toward the white matter

until axons were encountered. Based on extracellular recordings the receptive field

properties of the axons avcic examined with hand-held stimuli or stimuli displayed

on an oscilloscope. If the recording had been maintained throughout the tests, an

attempt was made to advance the electrode into the axon. If this Avas successful, as

seen by a drop in the DC potential of 40???!' or more and the appearance of spikes

> 20mV", the receptive fields were re-examined. HRP Avas then ionophoresed into

the axon using ctuients of 2 — SnA foi up to 5 minutes.

Intracellular recordings were made Avith Neurolog NL102 preamplifier (Dig¬

itimer) and in sorrre cases and Axoclamp 2A preamplifier (Axon instruments, Burlin-

game, CA, LISA). The microelectrode voltage and current Avere logged by a CED1401

(Cambridge Electronic Design) intelligent intciface. The CED1401 also controlled

intracellular current injection, and extracellular stimulation. The microelectrode

voltage signal Avas filtered (Kemo VBF/3 anti-alias filter. 24 or 48<±B • octave^1

Buttei'AA'orth or Kemo VBF/33 elliptic filter. 13~x1B octave^1, frequency is betAveen

0.5 and 0.7kHz) before being digitised (12bit) at 2kHz.

The preamplifier signal was also passed through a threshold crossing spike de¬

tector (NL200 Digitimer) Avhose logic output AA'as led to the CED1401 for on-line

construction of peri-stimulus time histograms.

WhcncA^cr a recording Avas stable enough, the receptive field properties were

determined by an automatic procedure. Visual stimuli, whose shape and trajecto¬

ries were controlled on-line by microcomputer (380Z. Research Machines, in-house

program written by Prof. Rodney J. Douglas). Avere generated by a Picasso CRT

Image Generator (Innisfrce Ltd. USA) for clisplav on a Hewlett Packard P1304A

or Tektronix 604 oscilloscope. Their displays Avere synchronised Avith the CED 1401

and the 380Z. Various experimental protocols and their parameters could be se¬

lected by a menu-driven executrA'e program that ran on the 380Z. In particular,

any combination of stimulus size, direction, speed and contrast could be selected.

The 380Z also maintained a compiehensrvc database, and provided near real-time

data analysis and graphical displays that AArere used to monitor the progress of the

experiments.

All extracellular and intracellular recordings consisted of multiple trials. Ex¬

tracellular trials AA'eie averaged to provided a peri-stimulus time histogram, but

each intracellular trial Avas stored. Each trial consisted of a control period during
Avhich a neutral contrast field Avas displaved. foil/wed by a test period of nearly

equal duration during Avhich the stimulus Avas displayed. For extracellular record¬

ings the actual duration depended on stimulus parameters such as the velocity and

the length of the trajectory. The intracellular trials avcic all 4s duration. The inter-

trial interval Avas at least the duration of Iavo trials. The presentation of stimuli Avas

randomised. For analysis of subthreshold events, action potentials were digitally

stripped from the intracellulai records by truncating them at their bases and then

avciaging the several trials.
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Receptive field mapping

Receptive fields were classified as simple (s tvpc) or complex (c type) using the

criteria proposed by Llenry (1977) and Henry et al. (1979). The main criteria being

that simple cell receptive fields consist of stibfields foi Avhich either a light stimulus

(ON field) or a dark stimulus (OFF field) dischaiges the cell. Here a light stimulus

is a moving light edge or a stationary flashed light bar Avhilc a dark stimulus is a

moving dark edge or a stationary flashed dark bar. For complex cells light stimuli

and dark stimuli dischaige the cell cveryAvhere in the field. Simple cells Avith one

subfield (ON or OFF) Avere denoted b\ si. cells with two stibfields (ON and OFF)

were indicated bv s2. and so on. Concentric receptfye fields of cortical cells or

thalamic afférents Avere distinguished as ON (on type) if a light stimulus activated

the centre of the receptive field and as OFF (off type) if a dark stimulus activated

the receptive field centic.

A standard protocol was used to determine orientation and direction preference

by using hand-held bars and edges. The range of orientations to which the cell

would respond Avas plotted on a tangent screen and the optimum orientation Avas

taken to be the line bisecting the orientation range. The preferred stimulus direc¬

tion Avas taken as the diiection of the optimally orientated stimulus for which the

larger response was elicited. Based on the strength of directionality, the neurons

were classified into three groups, 'non-directional' (when the responses to forAvard

and backward motion were similar), 'direction preference' (Avhen responses were

clearly biased for one direction of motion) or 'direction selective' (where the the

cell responded almost exclusiA'elv to one direction of motion). This measure Avas

eompaied with a quantitath'e direction index

DI-^—^ (2.1)

Avhich AA^as determined from the post-stimulus time histograms that Avere made for

23 cells recorded in these experiments. Ap and Anp are the total number of spikes

elicited by the cell when the stimulus moA'cd in the preferred and non-preferred
diiection over the receptive field. Virtuallv all the cells that Avcre classified by hand

as being in the second and third class had direction indices in the range 0.5 to 1.0.

This lange corresponds to LiA'ingstone's (1998) criterion of direction selectivity, i.c

the response to one diiection of stimulus motion is at least 3 times larger than the

response to the opposite direction.

The Avidth and length of the receptive fields were determined Avith hand-held

bars arrd edges using the minimal response field protocol (Barlow et al. 1967). The

receptive field position AA'as defined as the centre of the rectangle that is defined by
the length and width of the receptive fields All receptive field positions lay Avithin

14 deg of the fcryea.

It Avas further tested to sec if a cell shews the properties of end-zone inhibition

(formerly called 'hypcrcomplex' bv Hubel and Wiesel, 1965). Such cells diminish

the response of an optimal stimulus bar Avhen lengthening the bar. If the lesponsc

of the cell AA'as completely suppressed, the end-zone inhibition Avas classified as H.

For partial suppression of the response the end-zone inhibition AA'as classified as PH.
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Further tests for length summation A\rere also carried out. Cells that respond as

Avell to optimally orientated short bars as to optimally oriented bars had their recep¬

tive fields classified as SP ("special complex". Gilbert 1977). Cells that responded
best to an optimally orientated long bar aa'Cic classified as ST ('standard complex'.
Gilbert 1977).

The binocularity or oceular dominance of cells was assessed using the standard

dominance scale of Hubel and Wiesel (1962). ranging from 1 (cell is activated by
contralateral eye only) to 7 (cell is activated by ipsilateral eye only). Binocular cells

have a value of 4.

In order to classify thalamic afférents as X or Y-type, a battery of tests Avas

applied (Friedlander and Stanford L984; Martin and Whitteridge 1984a). 1) Re¬

sponsiveness of the cell to large (20 deg), rapidly moving (> 200 cleg /sec) visual

stimuli of contrast sign opposite to that of the receptive field centre, 2) linearity of

spatial summation within the cell's recepth'c field, determined using a sinusoidally

counter-phased grating pattern that Avas at the spatial frequency slightly beloAV the

cell's spatial frequency cut off. 3) the latency difference of a response at OC and

OR1.

Thalamic afférents AA'cre classified as X type if they showed linear spatial summa¬

tion to a counter-phased high spatial frequency grating in their receptive field (i.e.
had a demonstrable 'null' response), did not sIioav a consistent excitatory response

to the large and fast moving target and had OC - OR1 latency differences of 1.9ms

or more. Axons Avere classified as Y type if the}- shoAA^ed non-linear spatial sum¬

mation (no 'null' response could be found for the counter-phased gratings), showed

a consistent excitatory response to the large fast moving target, and had OC-OR1

latency differences of 1.7??/s or less.

Histological procedures

TAvelve to 18 hours after the first neuron had been recorded, the cat Avas given a

lethal dose of anaesthetic arrd then perfused thiough the heart Avith physiological
saline folloAved by a solution of 2.5% glutaraldehydc-1% paraformaldehyde in O.f M

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The block of tissue containing the intracellularly filled

neurons Avas serially sectioned in the coronal plane at a thickness of 80pm using an

Oxford Vibratome.

Shrinkage of the tissue caused bv the perfusion AA'as estimated to be 11%. Further

shrinkage artefacts A\rere kept negligible in sections containing HRP-filled processes

by osmicating (1% osmium tetioxidc m 0.1 M phosphate buffer, 45 to 60??????),
dehydrating with alcohols and piopvlene oxide and mounting the sections on slides

in Durcupan ACM resin (Fluka) under a coA'er-slip (cured for 2 days at 56
°

C). This

processing alloAved the material to be examined at both the light and the electron

microscope lcA'el.

The estimates of the tissue shrinkage AA'as peiformed as folloAvs. During an in

vivo experiment two A'citicallv orrerrted tungsten electrodes AA'cre placed in VI Avith a

knoAvn distance (1.2????/?) betAveen them. After perfusion the brain Avas removed and

sectioned at 80/m? thickness (verified with the LM, xlOO oil objective) in the coronal
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plane. The section containing the two marks made by the electrodes was processed

as described above and the distance betAveen the marks was measured after each

stage in the processing. We observed a shrinkage of 11% after perfusion but no

more shrinkage after any of the further stages. We also checked for changes in the

thickness of the section but found none. This Avas done by measuring the thickness

of the section Avith the LM (xlOO oil objective) after processing and comparing

it Avith the thickness measured fiom sectiions taken from the Vibratome. It is

important to emphasize that the shrinkage m material prepared by this protocol is

very much less than the conventional methods Avhere shrinkage can be as much as

80% (Martin and Whitteridge 1984b).

Laminar boundaries

Laminar boundaries where determined using the criteria of Henry et al. (1979).

Layer 1 can be recognised in the sections AA'ith the LM by its low cell density. The

border between layer 1 and 2 is made at the onset of an increased cell density. Layer

2 consists of pyramidal like cell bodies AA'hich arc relatively small in diameter. The

border between layer 2 and 3 was not determined. ToAvards the border to layer 3

and 4 the proportion of cells Avith larger cell bodv diameters increases. Pyramidal

cells in layer 4 occur only rarely. The majority of cell bodies are round. Layer 4

can be subdivided into layers 4A and 4B on the basis of cell body size. The larger

cell bodies occur in layer 4A (upper part). Cells in laver 5 are sparsely distributed.

Layer 5 can also be divided on the basis of cell body size. Some of the largest

pyramidal like cell bodies in VI aie found in the loAver part of layer 5. The top

of these cell bodies form the border between 5A and 5B. Layer 5A contains small

pyramidal like cell bodies. The distribution of the cell bodies is irregular in all the

layers described so far. In contrast, the cell bodies of layei 6 are arranged in (to
the pial surface) vertical columns.

For those cells in which the axon extended over large (> 1/??/??) antero-posterior

distances, it is not possible to show in the coronal projection the correct relationship

betAveen the axonal arbom and the laminae boundaries obtained from a single
section. Since the relationship of the axonal and dendritic arbours to the cortical

layers Avas of utmost importance AA'e have ensured that this relationship remains as

accurate as possible, even if it has meant distorting the thickness of the laminae as

shown in the two-dimensional draAvings.

Cell reconstruction

Neurons were reconstructed by J. C. Andeison in three dimensions Avith the aid

of a LM (Leitz Dialux 22) Avith draAving tube attachment magnified to x400 (x40
objective and xlO eye pieces) attached to an in-housc 3D reconstruction system

(TRAKA).
TRAKA AAras Avritten in PASCAL running on a personal computer by Prof. R.

J. Douglas and D, Botha. The leconstiuctions AA'ere characterised by a list of data

points and stored for further usage. Each data point consists of a code describing the

digitised structure (axon or bouton) and its three spatial co-ordinates and thickness
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(where icleA'ant). The axonal arborisations aie complex and often extend through

many histological sections. The measurement error of the digitised structures Avas

estimated by measuring four boutons ten times. The standard deviation was smaller

than 0.6pm for all 3 coordinates x. y and c. The data was not rescaled to account

for tissue shrinkage.
In order to bring all reconstructed cells into the same coordinate system (x, y, z

in fig 2.1 A), the reconstructions had to be rotated around x in order to correct for

the inclination of the layers. The rotation angles Aveie determined by eye as follows.

If an apical dendrite AA'as present, it Avas rotated about x (medial - lateral axis) until

the dendrite was parallel to the A'crtical plane (xy-plane). If no apical dendrite was

present, the efferent part of the axon Avas used instead. If no efferent axon Avas

present, but the neuron had axonal ramifications, the cell AA'as rotated around x

until the horizontal extent of the axon AA'as parallel to the xz-planc. The rotation

angles ranged between Odeg and 28 deg. There weic tAATo exceptions to that, one

cell had to be rotated about —33 deg, another about —23 cleg. A rotation about z

(anterior - posterior axis) Avas needed for correction of hoAv the tissue section Avas

mounted onto the glass slide in older to reconstruct the cell. The angles ranged
between —110 cleg to 100 deg. In order to determine the angle, the reconstructed

neuron was rotated until either the apical dendrite or the efferent axon was parallel
to the yz-plane. or the horizontal axonal extent of the ramification pattern was

parallel to the xz-planc.

Retinotopic map

Based on data from 8 cats it Avas previously estimated that the representation
of the vertical meridian in the cortex for a region within 4mm anterior to the

representation of the fovea has an angle of about 13 6 ± 2.9 cleg to the mid line

of the skull (Martin and Whitteridge (1984b), sec also fig. 2.1 B and D). The

receptive fields of cells in these regions can therefore be mapped onto the cortex

by first flipping the mapped receptiA'c field about the horizon (H), then rotating
it about 14 deg about the fovea and finallv applying a magnification factor that is

appropriate for this region (about 1 deg per mm). This is illustrated in fig. 2.1 C

and D. If the cell is on the left hemisphere, the rotation is about 14 deg in clockwise

direction, if it is on the right hemisphere it is rotated counter-clockwise about the

same amount.
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Figure 2.1: Mapping the receptive field onto the cortical surface. A: (x, y, z) is a reference

coordinate system of the world. A cat looks with the left eye in a direction parallel to the

z-axis onto a plane ("visual field") which is parallel to the xy-planc and displaced about

d units along the z-axis. The fovea of the eye looks at the point of the plane which is

denoted by F. Also indicated is the A'ertical meridian ('VM', vertical line through F) and

the horizon ("H". horizontal line through F). A point p in the visual field is described by

the azimuth ('az') and clcA-ation ("el"). The distance of p from F is given as the eccentricity

('ce'). B: Top vieAv of the cortex of the cat. The shaded region shoAvs a part of the left

visual field (the shaded region indicated in A) when projected by the retinotopic map

onto area 17. Also indicated are the projected F, VM and H. IAP: inter oreal plane.

C: Outline of a receptive field of a cell Avhich is located close to F. The small arrow

indicates the preferred stimulus direction. D: The receptive field and the small arroAv are

projected by the retinotopic map onto the cortical surface. This invoh'es a flip of the

receptive field around the H-axis and a subsequent clockwise rotation of 14deg about F.

The projected preferred stimulus direction is then compared with the dendritic field of

the cell (indicated).



Chapter 3

Asymmetry of dendritic

morphology

Models of receptive field properties often assume that a cell samples input from

very specific locations in the retina. One possible AA'ay to justify how such specific

wiring can occur is based on the assumption that the dendrites connect unselectively
to the array of thalamic afférents and the shape of the dendrites determines from

which locations in the visual field information is sampled. For example an extensive

horizontal dendritic tree can sample inputs from distant visual fields, generating in

this Avay a large receptive field. Similarly, elongated dendritic fields would result

in elongated receptive fields and asymmetric dendritic fields would result in asym¬

metric reccptiA'C fields. In this chapter it is investigated to Avhat extent the above

mechanism plays a role in the formation of receptive field properties.

3.1 Correlation studies

3.1.1 Receptive field size

For the cortex. Gilbert and Wiesel suggested that large dendritic trees have large

receptive fields because thev are able to collect input OA'er a AA'ide area of the visual

field (Gilbert and Wiesel 1979). Such a correlation Avas indeed observed for the cat

retina (Peichl and Wassle 1979) .
The bigger the receptive field diameter of retinal

ganglion cells, the bigger the dendritic field diameter.

Gilbert and Wiesels suggestion AA'as based on purely qualitative data. In order

to correlate the two measurements one has to quantify receptive field size and

dendritic field size. The determination of the îeceptive field size is problematic
because the measurements of the receptiA'e field bordeis can depend on the stimulus

that is used to map the receptive field. For example if a cell responds to length
summation, the receptiA'e field length (measured along the axis of preferred stimulus

orientation) is dependent on the length of the stimulus. The length of the receptiA'e
field and therefore the natural measure of the area of the receptiA'e field arc therefore

unreliable measurements. It AA'as pioposed that the Avidth of the receptiA'e field

(measured along the axis perpendicular to the preferred stimulus orientation) is a

35
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more reliable measure of receptiA'e field size (Orban 1984).
The correlation betAveen receptiA'e field size (as measured by the Avidth) and the

size of the dendrites was carried out for cells in cat VI (Martin and Whitteridge

1984b). Intra-celltilar records from ceils in the cat visual cortex Avere made and

the receptive field size AA'as deteimined. Subsequently HRP was injected to reA'eal

the dendritic morphology of the cell. The size of the dendritic field Avas measured

by the width of the horizontal extent of the basal dendrites Avhen measured in

direction perpendicular to the preferred stimulus orientation of the cell. Twenty
four cells Avere recovered, including cell types from all layers and all receptive field

types. The receptiA'e field centres AA'cre displaced less than 5deg in veitical and

less than 10deg rn horizontal direction fiom the fovea. No correlation was found

between the tAvo measurements foi the 24 cells (fig 3. L A). It could still be true that

a correlation exists for subpopulations of cells, as for example the simple cells in

layer 4 which are the majoi targets of the thalamic afférents. HoAvever, it is more

reasonable that other factors determine the iceeptive field size, such as the type of

the receptive field or the eccentricity. For example the receptive fields of complex
cells tend to be bigger than simple cells (Hubel and Wiesel 1962). Although their

measure of receptiA'e field size AA'as the area, later studies supported these findings

(Orban 1984). The receptive field size increases with increasing eccentricity (Hubel
and Wiesel 197 lb; Albus 1975a) and different lavers have a preference for different

receptive field sizes. The deeper laA'ers (6 and 5) have in general larger fields and

the upper layers (1, 3 and 2) smaller receptive fields (Gilbert 1977). In this study
the receptive field AA'as measured by the length, but Gilbert reports that the same

relation is also true for the area and thus also for the receptiA'e field width.

3.1.2 Orientation selectivity

Relations between dendritic shape and receptive fields Avere found again in the retina

of the cat. Retinal ganglion cells have a Aveak preference (about 9 times smaller

than that of cortical cells) for a specific orientation of a sinusoidal grating (Levick
and Thibos 1982). The preferred stimulus orientation of a cell is dependent on its

position. There is a tendency of the cells to prefer gratings AA'hich Avere radially

aligned, i.e. parallel to the line joining the cell and the aiea centralis (Levick
and Thibos 1982). Because most retinal ganglion cells also have a weakly radially

elongated dendritic field, it Avas concluded that the orientation of the dendritic field

elongation correlates Avell with the preferred stimulus orientation (Leventhal and

Schall 1983).
The model of Hubel and Wiesel (1962) assumes that the subfield of simple cells

is constructed by the convergence of a set of thalamic afférents whose receptiA'e
fields arc OA'erlapping and arranged in a ioav. Such a Aviring involves a high degree
of specificity. Recent evidence for a specific fine stiuctural Aviring of geniculate
cells onto a simple cell comes from Reid and Alonso (1995). Their study suggests

that geniculate receptiA'e field centies AA'hich haA'e stiong o\*eilap with the centre of

a simple receptive field haA'e a high probability of connection to the cortical cell

(67%), as long as the tAvo centres Avere of the same sign (both off or both on).
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Figure 3.1: Correlation study betAveen receptive field and dendritic field shape of cortical

cells. The cells were physiologically characterised by intracellular recordings in vivo,

injected with HRP and subsequently reconstructed in 313 Avith a computerised LM. A.

Shown is the scatterplot of dendritic field Avidth and receptive field width. B. For the

same cells a scatterplot of preferred stimulus orientation and axis of largest elongation of

the dendritic field is shoAvn. From Martin and Whitteridge (1984b).

The smaller the overlap, the smaller the probability of the contact (strong overlap

86%. just overlapping 19%). The probability that Iavo OA'crlapping receptive fields

of different sign would connect is very small (6%).
Colonnier (1964) suggested a possibility Iioav such a Aviring could be achieved.

The receptive field of a cell whose dendritic field samples unselectively from the array

of thalamic afferent would sIioav an elongated receptiA'e field if the horizontal extent

of the dendrites vrere elongated. The orientation of the elongation Avould determine

the orientation of the elongated subfield and therefore the preferred stimulus ori¬

entation. Colonnier shoAved in a Golgi study of VI (of cat, rat and monkeys) that

such elongated dendritic fields in fact exist. Most non-pyramidal cells (i.e. 62 from

81, Colonnier 1964) had a length to AA'idth ratio of more than 1.5, AA'here the length
Avas the diameter of the dendritic field when measured along the axis of nraximum

elongation. The Avidth Avas measured perpendicular to this axis. Essentially all

orientations were observed and therefore a purely anisotropic magnification factor

effect could be excluded (Colonnier 1964).

However, one has to sIioav that a positive correlation exists betAveen the orienta¬

tion of the elongated dendritic field and the preferred stimulus orientation of a cell.

Taa'o studies aimed to test the presence of such a correlation indirectly by rearing

experiments. It Avas observed that many cells preferred horizontal stimulus orienta¬

tions when the cat was reared Avhile beirrg exposed to horizontal lines and A'ertical

stimulus orientations Avhen the cat Avas reared Avhile being exposed to vertical lines.

But subsequent Golgi impregnation revealed that the dendrites of layer 3 pyramidal
cells of the cats exposed to A'ertical lines had a preference to be horizontally elon-
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gated, and the dendrites of the cats exposed to horizontal lines had a preference

to be vertically elongated (Ticman and Hirsch 1982). So although they observed a

correlation, it was not the one proposed by Colonnier (1964). In addition, they also

observed that the elongation of the dendritic fields of layer 4 stellate cells is weak

and is not influenced by the different rearing. This is interesting, because layer 4 is

one of the main recipients of thalamic afférents.

The other study, also with cats that Avere exposed to horizontal or vertical lines,
focused on the stellate cells in layer 4 (Coleman et al. J 981) and found an elongation
of the dendritic fields in accordance with Colonnier's model. However, the results of

both groups remain difficult to interpret. The essential limitation of this method, as

pointed out by Ticman and Hirsch (1982). is that it is not possible to relate directly
the preferred stimulus orientation of the cell Avith the orientation of the dendritic

field elongation, because they recorded extracellularly. It is not clear if the Golgi
stained cells that had an elongated dendritic field in the horizontal direction had a

preferred stimulus orientation perpendicular to this direction.

In their study of a correlation betvreen receptiA'e field size and dendritic field size,
Martin and Whitteridge (1984b) tested also the hypothesis of a correlation between

preferred stimulus orientation and the orientation of the dendritic field elongation.
Because they recorded intra-cellularly with subsequent injection of HRP, they could

address this question directly. For each cell they determined the preferred stimulus

orientation and also the orientation of the dendritic field elongation of the recon¬

structed dendritic field. No correlation Avas rcA'ealcd for the Avhole population of

cells, sampled from all layers arrd cell types (tig 3.1 B). As Tieman and Hirsch

(1982) noted, for the subpopulation of the layer 3 pyramidal cells of this sample,
5 of 6 cells had a difference betAA'cen preferred stimulus orientation and orienta¬

tion of dendritic field elongation that Avas smaller than 45 deg. Tieman and Hirsch

interpreted this as a confirmation of the hypothesis that the preferred stimulus ori¬

entation of superficial cells and their orientations of the dendritic field elongation
are parallel.

3.2 Direction selectivity

3.2.1 Livingstone's model

Barlow's model

Many models that explain direction selectivity are based on a model that Avas

proposed by BarloAv and Levick (1965) for the rabbit retina. In this model the

preference for a direction is generated by a sequence of excitation and (delayed)
inhibition of the cell that is triggered by the moving stimuli. If the stimuli moA'cs in

the non-preferred direction, first inhibition and then excitation is eA'okecl. Because

the inhibition is delayed (or long lasting), it prevents the cell from firing if excitation

comes in. If the stimulus moves in the preferred direction, the cell is first excited and

makes the cell fire before the inhibition comes irrto action. For the cortex, seA'eral

such models were proposed (Heggelund 198 L; Koch and Poggio 1985; Bcrman et al.
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1992; Suarez et al. 1995). The direction sensitive cell is excited by some thalamic

afferent, the inhibition is mediated by inter-neurons converging onto the cell. The

intcr-neurons themseh'es are excited by some thalamic afferent Avhose receptiA'e

fields are displaced in relation to the receptive field of the other thalamic afferent.

A candidate for the inhibitory neurons are the basket cells because they have a

tangential spread of up to lmm Avhich is enough to guarantee a spatial displacement

in the visual space (Martin 1988).

Rail's model

Single dendrites are also able to compute direction selectivity (Rail 1964; Segev

and Rail 1998). For the simple case of a passive dendritic branch with excitatory

synapses that arc distributed along it. the depolarisation in the soma caused by the

activation of the synapses is dependent on the spatiotcmporal activation sequence

of the synapses. If the synapses are actiA'ated one after the other from the distal tip

of the dendrites towards the soma, the depolarisation is larger and more delayed

than when the actiA'ation pattern is in the opposite direction. This difference in

depolarisation could be used by the cell to compute the preferred stimulus direction.

The dendrites act in this model as a delay line, so that for the preferred stimulus

direction the depolarisation of the first actiA'ated synapse (the most distal one) needs

longer to arriA'e at the soma than the depolarisation of the most proximal synapse.

This delay makes it possible that both depolarisations arrive at the soma at the

same time Avhere they are summed, causing a strong depolarisation. An activation

sequence in the opposite direction has the effect that the single depolarisations

arrive at different times at the soma and the depolarisation of the soma will be less.

Livingstone's nrodel

It is not difficult to see hoAv the models of Rail and BarloAv actually could Avork in

concert for a corticai neuron. The synapses that transmit the visual information to

the cortical cell must be arranged on the dendritic tree such that a bar, moving in the

preferred stimulus direction OA'er the receptive field. Avili trigger the synapses from

distal to proximal (Rail's model). The proximal synapses are inhibitory, while the

more distant synapses are excitatory (BarloAv's model). While there is anatomical

evidence for the second assumption of this model, it is less clear how far the highly

specific Aviring, that is needed in the first assumption, is true.

Recently LiA'ingstone (1998) proposed that this combination of models could be

applied to cells in the cortex. She explained, similar to Colonnier (1964) for the

preferred stimulus orientation, the highly specific arrangement of synapses on the

dendritic tree by an asymmetric arrangement of the dendritic branches in respect

to the soma. The idea is that an asymmetric dendrite that samples from the

array of the thalamic afférents Avould automatically result in the desired synaptic

arrangement (fig 3.2).

Strong asymmetries in the tangential distribution of basal dendrites are knoAvn

to exist in the monkey VI for a special type of pyramidal cells at the border betAveen

layer 5 and 6, the Meyrrert cells (Winfield et al. 1983). These cells can be recognised
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by theie large cell bodies (average diameter is 30pm) and by their basal dendrites

that can extend horizontally up to 0.6??)/?? (Winfield et al. 1983). HoAvevei, they

are rare, only about 25 (of a total 150000) cells under a squaie millimetre of cortex

(Winfield et al. 1981). But about 30% of all cells in primate visual cortex respond

three times stronger in the preferred stimulus direction than in the null direction

(Orban 1984). and direction selective cells are found in all layers (Orban 1984).

Livingstone suggested therefore that her model Avorks not only for the most plausible

candidate, the Meynert cells, but also for other cortical cells Avhich shoAv a (Aveakcr)
dendritic asymmetry of the basal dendrites (Livingstone 1998).

Actually it is not clear if such sampling would indeed produce this arrangement

of synapses because the inneiA'ation zone of the thalamic afférents in layer 4 is much

bigger than the extent of the basal dendrites. HoAvever, given that it Avorks. the

model predicts the folloAving Iavo properties that aie testable. First, the tangential

projection of a cell's dendritic tree is asymmetric, and second, the angle betAveen

the direction of largest asymmetry ('dendritic bias") and the direction preference

of the cell ('preferred stimulus direction"), mapped to the cortical surface by the

retinotopic map, has to be about 180deg. We tested hoAv close these two predictions

arc in agreement with experimental data.

3.2.2 Experimental procedure

Intracellular recordings from neurons (?? = 32) in cat Vf Avith subsequent injection

of HRP were made. For each cell the preferred stimulus direction (e/ye/) was

determined. The labeled dendrites of the neurons Avere reconstructed in 3D by

means of a computer-assisted microscope (see chapter 2). In addition 3 Meynert

cells Avith unknown physiology Avere reconstructed, one in a kitten, 2 in monkeys.

Under anaesthesia, the monkey Meynert cells AA'cre retrogradely filled from tiny

extracellular ionophoretie injections of biocytin into individual layers of VI. This

method fills some neurons in a Golgi-like AA'ay. After appropriate surviA'al times,

the brains were fixed and processed (by V, Meskenaite) to reveal the biocytin and

osmicatcd and embedded in resin to eliminate differential shrinkage. The cells yvere

then reconstructed in 3D.

The strength of diiection preference AA'as qualitatiA-ely classified into three classes.

Class 1 cells responded equally to a stimulus moA'ed both forwards and backAA'ards

('non-directional' cells). Class 2 contained cells Avhich showed a clear bias in the

response to one direction of motion but also responded to the opposite direction

('direction preferential' cells). Cells of class 3 responded almost exclusively to one

direction of motion ("direction solectiA'e' cells).

In order to correlate the dendritic bias and the preferred stimulus direction, the

preferred stimulus direction Avas mapped onto the coitex by the retinotopic map

(see chapter 2).
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Figure 3.2: Livingstone's model of direction selectivity. It is assumed that the dendritic

field is highly asymmetric (indicated by a single branch) that samples the visual informa¬

tion from the thalamic afférents (vertical lines). It is further assumed that the synapses

on the dendrites (triangles) are formed in a neighbourhood preserving way so that close

locations in the visual space (indicated by the circles in the visual space, the receptive

fields of the thalamic afférents) correspond to neighbouring synapses on the dendrite.

Consistent Avith the knoAvn anatomy it is further assumed that the synapses onto the

soma are inhibitory (open triangles), mediated by inhibitory cortical cells that relay the

visual information from the thalamic afférents. A bar moving in the preferred stimulus

direction will activate on the dendrite a spatiotemporal sequence of synapses from distal

to proximal locations that sum up in the soma to a large depolarisation. A bar in the

opposite direction will inhibit the cell and activate the synapses from proximal to distal

so that the soma is depolarised only slightly.
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3.2.3 Definition of dendritic bias

in order to determine the dendritic bias of the dendritic field, the projection of the

line segments onto the tangential plane Avas used (suiface vicAv). For the pyramidal

cells only the basal dendrites Aveie considered and the apical dendrite Avas chopped

off 200pm above the soma. The dendrites of the cells were represented by dots Avhich

Avere equidistantly distributed OA'er the branches. The dendritic bias was defined

as folloAvs (see fig 3.3). Let L be the the radius of the smallest circle, centred at

the soma, that circumscribes the dendritic tree of a cell. The 'outer dendritic field'

of the dendrite is the set of all dendritic dots q that lie outside the disc of radius

=~ (centred at the soma). The dendritic length distribution D((f) of the outer

dendritic field was then determined as a function of the direction. Let G((f)) be a

cone of angular Avidth 30 deg. centied at the soma and with orientation (f> (i.e. the

mid-line of the cone and the positive x-axis in the tangential plane form an angle
of size (j)). The dendritic length distribution D{o) in the direction </> is then given

by the number of dendritic segments q in the cone.

D(p) = \{q\qeC(ô).\q\>^}\. (3.1)

The dendritic bias (f>dmd is defined as the maximum èdend of D, i.e.

D(ajc„d) - maröD(o). (3.2)

As a measure of the strength B(p) of the asymmetry of the outer dendritic field in

the direction (f> we took the difference

B(ô) = D(ib) - D(6 + 180) (3.3)

betAAreen the density at e> and the density at the opposing direction c6+180. B(d>) — 0

means that the dendritic tiee is symmetric at o and the larger B(cfi), the larger is

the asymmetry in the diiection ö.

3.2.4 Relation between dendritic bias and preferred stimu¬

lus direction

Livingstone's model implies that the dendritic bias ôc{en,d and the preferred stimulus

direction (ppief should haA'e an angular difference of about 180 deg (see 3.2). We

checked this by correlating the dendritic bias and the preferred stimulus direction

of the 32 cells. Fig 3.4 sIioavs the tangential projections of the cells, with dendritic

bias and preferred stimulus diiection indicated. Also shown are an additional 3

Meynert cells for which no physiological data Avas aA'ailable and therefore were not

used for the analysis, lire smallest angular difference betAveen the two directions

(bdend and Çpjef sIioavs no significant deviation from uniform randomly distributed

angles between 0 and 90deg (p - 0.9. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. fig. 3.5 A. B).
This is true for the whole population of the 32 cells and visual inspection shows also

that cells of a single type sIioav no tendency for prefcried differences. Increases or
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A B

cm

Figure 3.3: Computing the dendritic bias. The basal dendrites of a layer 6 pyramidal cell

are drawn in a top \new. The soma is the blob at the centre of the field. The dendritic

segments were approximated and replaced by equally spaced dots q. A: The dendritic

bias was calculated as folloAvs. The length, L, is the Euclidean distance in the tangential

projection from the soma to the most distal dendritic tip. 6 is the angle between the

midline (dashed line) of the cone C((f>) and the x axis. For a given é, the summed length

(D((f>)) of all dendrites lying within the outer third (shaded area) of a 30deg cone C((f))
was calculated. This threshold excluded possible bias from many short dendrites. B:

The distribution D(<f>) (shaded for visibility), calculated at 1 deg intervals for the full

360deg range, is rescaled by jjjr/f-—T anc^ plotted on a circle of radius
j^.

D (èdend) is

the maximal value obtained for D. The dendritic bias is defined as the angle èdend (deg).
The preferred stimulus direction ôp,cf of the neuron is indicated by the large filled arrow.

The coordinate system is indicated by the x and z axis. Length of x and z axes is 50pm.

decreases in the cone width did not alter this conclusion. The result did not change

when D((f>) AA'as replaced bv the middle pait of the dendritic fietd

I 2L

D(ô) = \{q\qeC(0).~< |ç|<y}|

or the inner part of the dendritic field

75(ö) =\{q\qeC(o).\q\<^}\
or the whole dendritic field

D(o) -= \{q\q C(o).\q\ ^ 0}|.

(3.4)

(3.5)

f3.6)

It also did not change if the dendritic bias Odend was taken as the direction of the

longest dendritic branch.

The dendritic asymmetry B(Odcnii) in the diiection of the dendritic bias èdend

(closed dots in fig 3.5 C). the dendritic asymmetrv B(6pref) in the direction of

the preferred stimulus èpref (open squares) and the largest asymmetry Bma% -
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max$B(è) (height of vertical lines) are compared for the individual cells (fig 3.5

C). It shows that the dendritic asymmetry B(ôdCnd) is in general very close to the

largest asymmetry Bmax Avhile the asymmetry B(opie[) is normally small or CA'en

negatiA'e. This indicates that there Avas no dcndrrtic bias along the axis of preferred

stimulus direction. Tavo exceptions sIioav a large negative value, indicating that

the longest dendrites are oriented 180deg from the preferred stimulus direction, as

Livingstone's hypothesis requires.

The relationship betAveen the dendritic asymmetry B(è~dend) (radius in fig 3.5

D) and the smallest angular distance betAveen Odend and èpref (polar angle in 3.5

D) sIioavs again that most dendritic fields do not have a strong asymmetry and

where the asymmetries are large (compared to the values in the Avhole sample)
the dendritic bias is not necessarily opposed to the preferred stimulus direction

(fig 3.5 D). If Livingstone's model were correct, large dendritic biases and angular

differences close to 180deg Avould be expected (i.e. all dots would be on the left

side close to the horizontal in fig 3.5 D).

3.2.5 Discussion of results

Intracellular recordings of cortical cells in viA'o Avith subsequent injection of HRP

made it possible to correlate the asvmmetry of the hoiizontal extent of dendrites

with the cell's preferred stimulus direction (fig 3.4). No correlation could be detected

betAveen these two variables (fig 3.5 A and B). This result was independent of several

different quantifications of dendritic field asymmetry (dendritic bias). This lack of

correlation could be observed for the whole population of cells but also for cells

Avithin a cell class. Of special interest aie the spinv stellate cells in layer 4 which

are the most prominent target of thalamic afférents. For this class of cells no

correlation could be detected (fig 3.5 s4). This is also true Avhen only cells with

large dendritic bias Aveie considered (fig 3.5 D).

There are several possibilities that can distort this result. The preferred stimulus

direction of the cell had to be piojcctcd onto the cortical surface of the retinotopic

map in order to compare it with the dendritic bias. For the locations of the receptive

fields of the analysed cells the mapping involves a lotation of the preferred stimulus

direction by 14deg. Local distortions of the visual map which Avould increase or

decrease the rotation angle can finally not be excluded.

A further aigument for not seeing a correlation is the use of a wrong definition

for the asymmetry of the dendritic field. It is actually true that there are many

different Avays IroAV such an asymmetry could be quantified and each of them will

give different directions of dendritic bias. For example, the dendritic bias defined

by the direction of the longest dendritic path Avili be different from the dendritic

bias that is defined by taking into account the distribution of the dendritic length

per unit area. We theiefore tested different definitions of dendritic bias which all

resulted in a lack of correlation. HoAvever. Ave can not be certain that there is no

sensible definition of dendritic bias that also rcA'eals a correlation.
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Livingstone's model

The model of Livingstone (1998) predicted a dendritic bias that is about 180 deg

opposed to the preferred stimulus direction of the cell. The lack of a correlation

between dendritic bias and preferred stimulus direction therefore doesn't support
the model. As fig 3.4 (A and B) sIioavs. the angles are distributed rather uniformly
in the possible range betAveen 0 and 180 deg. In the context of Livingstone's model

it appeared to us as appropriate to detect asymmetries of long delay lines. We

therefore defined dendritic bias by the direction of largest dendritic length of the

outer dendritic field that is contained in a cone that rotates around the soma. The

strength of the dendritic bias Avas measured by the difference in dendritic length
contained in the outer third part of the cone that is oriented in the direction of the

dendritic bias and the dendritic length that is contained in the outer third part of

the opposing cone.

The largest difference in total dendritic length between two opposing cones AA'as

250pm. If this difference were caused by a single dendrite, it Avould have been

250pm longer than the dendrite on the opposing side. In general the difference Avas

usually caused by the sumrrration of several dendritic fragments, so that individual

dendritic lengths in the Iavo opposing cones AA'ere rather similar. This means that

the asymmetry is in general not caused by the existence of dendritic paths that are

much longer than all others. It is also intriguing to note that the difference of the

lengths in the two opposing cones Avas often close to 0 when the axis of the cones

Avere orientated parallel to the preferred stimulus direction (fig 3.5 C).

Simulation studies

Further evidence not in agreement Avith Livingstone's prediction comes from simu¬

lation studies (Anderson et al. 1999). A detailed reconstruction of a Meynert cell

(fig 3.4, third cell from the left in bottom roAv) from the monkey VI Avas rrsecl to

create a detailed compartmental model of the soma and dendrites. A very asym¬

metric case Avas used by assuming that the dendrites Avith the longest dendritic

path (770pm) Avas the only dendrite that sampled from the retinotopic map (2000
excitatory synapses on the dendrites, 100 inhibitory synapses on the soma). As ex¬

pected it Avas possible to compute the preferred stimulus direction from the voltage
difference seen in the soma for a bar moving in the optimal or non-optimal direction

(peak voltage difference about 12mV for a bar A'elocity in the range 30 — 40 deg /sec
(assuming that the cell is located at 10 deg —15 deg eccentricity). The cell responded
best for stimuli velocity of 77 deg /sec. HoAvever. cortical cells located in the same

region respond best to slower velocities, about 10 deg /sec (Livingstone 1998). This

suggests that the mechanism proposed by Livingstone needs too high stimulus ve¬

locities to compute the preferred stimulus diiection optimally.
It is concluded that there is little evidence that the asymmetry in the tangen¬

tial organisation of the dendrites can contribute much to the computation of the

preferred stimulus direction, it is more likely that direction selectivity involves a

collective computation of a netAyork of cells.
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3.3 Conclusions

It is concluded that there is little evidence that the asA'mmetry in the tangential or¬

ganisation of the dendrites can contribute much to the computation of the preferred
stimulus direction. It is more likely that diiection solectiA'ity involves a collective

computation of a netAvork of cells.
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Figure 3.4: Dendritic bias of the 35 cells. The basal dendrites of 35 reconstructed

cortical neurons as seen from the cortical surface are shoAvn. The shaded area indicates

the dendritic length distribution of the outer part of the dendritic tree as it Avas defined

in fig 3.3. The dendritic path from soma to the most distal tip is drawn in bold. Filled

dots indicate the dendritic bias (A/uu/)- ArroAvs and arroAvheads indicate the preferred

stimulus driection èp,Lf- a filled anow (with neck) indicates a cell Avhose strength of

direction preference Avas in class 3: a filled arrowhead indicates a cell in class 2 and an

open arrowheads indicates a cell of class 1 (non-directional). In addition, three Meynert

cells were shown. The two monkey Meynert cells (mm) and the cat Meynert cell (mk)
were not recorded physiologically. For abbreviations see table 1.1. Scale bar = 100pm.
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Figure 3.5: Relationship between dendritic bias and preferred stimulus direction. A:

Filled dots sIioav the smallest angular difference (positive) between the dendritic bias

èdend and the preferred stimulus direction çpref- For non-directional cells (class 1) the

differences for both directions are shown (open dots), B: Histogram of the smallest angular

differences between 0dmd and èprcf (bin size 30deg) as shown in A. Values larger than

10 or smaller than 2 (dashed horizontal lines) are highly unlikely when a uniform random

distribution is assumed (p -- 0.045). O: The asymmetry B(è) of the dendritic field in

the direction of the dendritic bias (</> = èdend- dots) and preferred stimrrlus direction

((f) — èprcf, squares) are shown. The maximal A-alue of asymmetry Bmax = max^B((p)
is indicated by the height of the vertical lines. Class 2 and 3 cells are indicated by filled

dots, class 1 cells (non-directional) by open dots. AbbreAÙations of cell types as in fig

3.4, me: Meynert cells). D: Polar plot of the asymmetry along the dendritic bias (radius
of length B (èdend)) and the smallest angular diffeience between èdend and èpref (polar

angle).



Chapter 4

Spatial distribution of boutons

While the axon can haAre an extent of several millimetres and is best observed at

the LM level, the synapses are A'ery small and can only be recognised with the EM.

However, the presynaptic components of cortical synapses are located on swellings
of the axons ('boutons'). These boutons are either directly attached to the side

of a continuing axon ('boutons en passant"), or arise at the termination of a small

axonal branch ('boutons terminaux). Boutons are roughly 0.5 to 3pm in diameter

(Kisvarday et al. 1985; Gabbott et al. 1987) and each gives rise to between 0 and

more than 3 synapses (most values arc betAveen 1 and 2), dependent upon the kind

of neuron from which the axon arises or on the target the contact is made (Gabbott
et al. 1987; Anderson et al. 1994b: Freund et al. 1985).

Because of their relatively large size, boutons are visible in suitably prepared

histological material using a conventional LM. Thus, the spatial distributions of

the boutons provide a convenient estimate of the global spatial distribution of the

synapses made by an axon. This chapter characterises this spatial distribution.

Emphasis is on a quantitative approach. The boutons Avere reconstructed and digi¬
tised in 3D. A cluster algorithm is applied to the data and a quantitative model is

derived for the bouton clouds of individual cells.

The neurons (n — 30) examined in this study were obtained from VI of anaes¬

thetised adult cats. The receptiA'e field properties of the neurons were obtained by
intracellular recordings. Subsequently HRP Avas injected intraccllularly in order to

label the cells (sec chapter 2).

4.1 Qualitative description of the axonal tree

The axonal trees and the boutons that were formed on the axonal trees were stud¬

ied. The sample contained the main types of cells from layer 2 to 6. Fourteen

pyramidal cells, 3 spirry stellate cells. 8 basket cells, a star pyramidal and a double

bouquet cell. In addition, the afférents of 3 relay cells of the clLGN entering VL

Avcre reconstructed.

49
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Receptive field properties

The receptive field properties of the reconstructed cells are listed in table 4.1. The

first column ('label') shows the label that is referred to in this work in order to

identify the cell. The small characters indicate the type of cell, 'p': pyramidal cell,

'sp': star pyramidal cell, "ss": spinv stellate cell, "lgn": thalamic afferent, 'b': basket

cell and 'db': double bouquet cell. The subsequent number indicates the layer of

the cell body. In general the layers 2 and 3 are A'icAved as one layer, indicated

by '2/3'. The capital characters indicate the ordei Avithin a class of cells. The

second column ('cell name") shows the cell name as it is used in the laboratory. The

third column ('hemis') indicates the hemispheie in AA'hich the reconstructed cell

was located. The remaining columns describe the iceeptive field properties of the

cells. The fourth column ("type') describes the receptiA'e field types, folloAving the

classification scheme of Heniv et al. (1979). 's' folloAA-ed by a number n: simple cells

with n subfields, V: complex cells, "off": off centre - on surround receptrve fields,
'on': on centre - off surround iceeptive fields. The next column ('oc') indicates

the ocular dominance of the cell by a numbei betAveen 1 (cell dominated by contra

lateral eye) and 7 (cell dominated by ipsi lateral eye). A A'altie of 4 indicates a cell

that is driven by both eyes equally well (Hubel and Wiesel 1962). The next column

('orient') describes the preferred stimulus orientation of the cell in degrees, measured

from the horizon irr the visual field in counter clock Avise direction. The column

'direct' lists the preferred stimulus direction of the cell. The number describes the

angle of a vector. The cell responded best to a bar which Avas moved into the

direction in AA'hich the vector points. The angle is measured in degrees, in counter

clockwise from the horizon. The numbei in paientheses indicate the directionality

(T: non-directional, i.e. the response to fonvaid and backAvard motion Avere similar,

'2': direction preferential, i.e. the icsponses Aveie clcaily biased for one direction

of motion, '3': direction selective, i.e. when the cell responded almost exclusively
to one direction of motion). The column "sum" indicates length summation ('yes'
for ST type, 'no" for SP type). The last column ('end inh') indicates end-zone

inhibition ("yes" for H or PLI types, "no' if no cud-zone inhibition was observed).
See chapter 2 for a detailed explanation of the different receptive fiefd properties.

Thalamic afférents

The visual information from the retina is relayed in the dLGN and transmitted to

VI by the thalamic afférents. Their main inneivation zone is layer 4. Layer 6 and

layer 3 are also innervated, but weakei. Physiological CA'idcnce suggest that cells in

all layeis can leceive direct thalamic input (Martin and Whitteridge 1984a). Within

layer I the axonal terminal pattern can be constrained to the lower part (layer 4B),
the upper part (layer 4A) or throughout laver 4 (Freund et al. 1985: Humphrey et al.

1985). Two main classes of thalamic afférents (X arrd Y types) can be distinguished

using physiological criteria. A distinguishing feature are latency differences. The Y

types haA'e a difference smaller than 1.8/775 in latency for responses elicited at the

optic chiasm and in the optic radiation just above the LGN. X cells have a latency

larger than 1.9ms (Bullier and Homy 1979: Freund et al. 1985). The tAvo types
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haA'e also different morphological characteristics. The arborisation of the Y type is

3 to 4 times larger that that of the X types and the main branch at the point of

entry is about twice as thick (3 to 1pm).
The innervation preference of the three reconstructed thalamic afférents in our

sample supported the vieAV that layer 4 is the main innervation zone. When seen

in the coronal plane (fig 4.1), the axonal branches Avhere mainly confined to layer

4 and sometimes a second minor inneiwation zone in layer 6. The distribution of

branches was patchy for all three cells. One Avas an A type (lgn:A), the remainder

being Y types. The X-type had an OFF-ccntre receptive field. Both Y-affercnts

had an ON-centre receptive field. The X-alferent Avas the only afferent Avhich did

not innervate layer 6.

Ign: A Ign: B Ign: C

Figure 4.1: Coronal view of reconstructed thalamic afférents. The horizontal curved lines

indicate the lamina borders. \vm: white matter. In this and following plots the different

cells were grouped into cell classes. Avhich A\-ere denoted as follows. The first characters

indicate the type, 'p' for pyramidal cell, 'sp' for star pyramidal cell ,'ss' for spiny stellate,

'b' for basket cell and 'db' for double bouquet cell. The folloAving number indicates the

layer of the soma. So 'p6' for example arc the pyramidal cells of layer 6. 'Ign' is the class

of thalamic afferent. Additional capital letters, e.g. p6:A, indicate cells within a cell class.

Ign:A X-type thalamic afferent. lgn:B and lgn:C are Y-fype thalamic afférents. Scale bar

is 100/im.

Layer 4 spiny cells

The main recipient of the thalamic afférents arc the spiny cells in layer 4, although
smooth cells arc also contacted. In our sample, all but one of the 5 spiny cells

in layer 4 were simple cells, the remaining one a complex cell. This reflects the

fact that most cells in layer 4 are simple. Based on morphology, the spiny cells in

layer 4 can be roughly divided in three types (Martin and Whitteridge 1984a). The

pyramidal cell in layer 4 (/? = 1. fig 4.2 p4) has an axon that innervates layer 2

and 3. Some branches descend and reach layer 6. The receptive field was complex.
The second group are the star pyramidal cells (/? — 1. fig 1.2 sp4). The axonal

ramification is widely branching and very diffuse. The receptiA'e field was simple,

but complex receptive fields were also found ((Martin and Whitteridge 1984a)).
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The last group are the spiny stellate cells (n = 3, fig 4.2 ss4:A-C). The axon of

the spinv stellate in our sample ramify locally in layer 3 and layer 4 and have long

horizontal patchy ramifications, also inneivating laver 3 and layer 4. This pattern

was also observed previouslv (Gilbert and Wiesel 1979; Martin and Whitteridge

1984a; Gilbert and Wiesel 1983). The spiny stellate cells had a simple receptive

field although one with a complex leceptiA'e field Avas also found (Anderson et al.

1994b). The spiny stellate cells in oui sample had a descending axon to layer 6

Avhich did not enter the Avhite matter.

p4 sp4 ss4: A

ss4: B

Figure 1.2: Coronal A'ieAv ot reconstructed spiny cells in layer 4.

Pyramidal cells in layer 2 and 3

The reconstructed axons of the pyramidal cells in laveis 2 and 3 (n — 5, fig 4.3)
innervated the local environment of the soma, extended horizontally in layer 2 and

3 and also projected to laver 5 and sometimes lavei 1. The axons foimed distinct

clusteis. Similar patchv axonal distributions haA'e already been described (Maitin
and Whitteridge 1981a: Gilbert and Wiesel 1979: Gilbert arrd Wiesel 1983). In

Gilbert and Wiesel (1983) a pvramidal cell AA'as found Avhose axon was entirely

ss4:C
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lestricted to laver 3, although this may be exceptional. Of the 5 reconstructed cells

in our sample Iavo had a simple and Iavo a complex iceeptive field. For one cell

(p2/3'G) the physiology is not knoAvm

D2/3: a p2/3: B P2/3: C

Figure 4.3: Coronal vieAv of reconstructed superficial pyramidal cells (layer 2 and 3).

Layer 5 pyramidal cells

Three basic patterns of inneivation of the laver 5 pvramidal cells have been de¬

scribed (Maitin and Whitteridge l9S4a). lire axon can innervate predominantly
the superficial layers (layers 2, 3 and sometimes laver 1). predominantly the deep
lavers (lavers 5 and 6) or both. The p\ramidal cell reconstructed here (fig 4.4 p5)
belongs to the last gioup. It ramified extensively in the local environment of the

soma in laver 5 but also projected extensively to laveis 2 and 3 Avhere it made

distinct clusters. Layer 5 has the highest proportion of complex cells (Hubel and

Wiesel 1962; Hemv et al. 1979: Maitm and Whitteridge 1984a). The reconstructed

pyiamidal cell Avas simple. It lacked an efferent axon.
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Layer 6 pyramidal cells

Six of the reconstructed pyramidal cells Avith soma in layer 6 (n = 7) had an axon

that mainly ramified in layer 4. avoiding the deep layers and the local region around

the soma (4.4 p6:A-F). Three dimensional rotations sIioav that the horizontal extent

of the axons in layer 4 Avcre either restricted to a local region of the apical tuft (p6:B,

p6:G, p6:E and p6:G) or shewed some considerable horizontal spread Avithin layer

4 (p6:A and p6:D). With one exception (p6:A). these cells had an efferent axon

leaA'ing the white matter and probably innervating the LGN (Katz 1987).
One layer 6 pyramidal cell did not project to laver 4. Its axon Avas restricted

to the deep layers, mainly the local region around the soma (p6:F) and constitutes

another subclass of pyramidal cells in layer 6, Hie part of the axon leaA'ing the

white matter is assumed to project to the claustrum (Katz 1987). A figure of this

cell Avas already published in Martin (198S).
The innervation of layer 4 by pyramidal cells in layer 6 has previously been noted

(Gilbert and Wiesel 1979: Gilbert and Wiesel 1983: Martin and Whitteridge 1984a).

However, recently, layer 6 pyramidal cells Avere revealed Avith axons innervating

layers 2 and 3 (Hirsch et al. 1998). It Avas suggested that complex pyramidal cells

in layer 6 prefer to contact cells in layer 2 and 3. Avhile simple layer 6 pyramidal
cells prefer to innervate layer 4 (Hirsch et al. 1998). From our sample of layer 6

pyramidal cells Avith ascending axons, Aa'o innervated layer 3 in addition to layer

4 and had complex receptiA'e fields (fig 4.1 p6:C and E). Three of the remaining 4

cells (fig 4.4 p6:A. B. D and G), Avhose axon AA'ere restricted to layer 4, had simple

receptive fields. For the remaining cell no physiology AA'as obtained (table 4,f).
bfowever, Hirsch et al. (1998) pointed out themselves, that this is not a strict rule.

There arc complex layer 6 pyramidal cells that innervate mainly layer 4 (McGuire
et al. 1984; Martin and Whitteridge 1984a).

Smooth cells

Of the 9 smooth cells in our sample 8 of them Avere basket cells and one was a

rare example of a double bouquet cell of layer 2 or 3 (fig 4.5 db2/3). The double

bouquet cell had a simple type receptive field. The axon Avas exclusively vertically

oriented, traversing all layers from 6 to 2 and confined in a vertical column, Avhich

gives it the defining shape (Somogyi and Cowcy 1981). The figure of this cell Avas

already published in Martin (1988).
It AA'as estimated that about 20A of the GABAergic neurons are basket cells

(Kisvarday 1992). HoAvever. considering the fact that most filled smooth cells Avere

basket cells, this estimate seems to be rather conseivative. Based on the size of

the soma, the basket cells can be divided into three groups (KisA'arday 1992). The

large basket cells haA'e a cell boclv of about 30////? and are observed in deep and

superficial layers. The cells of the second type have a soma diameter of about, 20pm

and appears exclusAely in layer 4 (clutch cells). The cells of the third type have

soma diameter of about 10pm arrd are observed in the superficial layers. Typically
basket cells stronglv innervate the local environment around the soma. HoAvever,

large basket cell axons typically form long arms of up to 1mm, running horizontally
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p6 A p6' B p6: C

Figuie 4 1 Coional aica\ of reconstructed deep pAiamidal cells (layer 5 and 6)

m the la\ei ot the soma In addition mam basket cells have veiticaltv piojcctmg
collateials mnenating othei LtAeis

The laAci 5 basket cell (hg 1 5 b5) forms a long arm m laAor 5 It could therefore

be a large basket cell It had a simple tApe retepme held lire axon Avas restrrcted

to finer 5 and sent some collateials to Lia a 6 1 aACi 5 basket cells projecting to

the supeihcial Liacis aacic unealed m eailiei studies (KiSAardaA et al 1987)
Taao of the i basket cells had a complex receptee held (bl A and biD) one

was simple (b4 C) and one had a thalamic tApe off-centic on-suiiound iceeptive
field (b4 B) The mam axon AAas restrrcted to la\ei 4 arrd only occasional collateials
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enteied the supeificial or deep lavers. The axonal field lacks of large horizontal

arms Avhich suggests that thev are clutch cells.

Onlv one of the basket cells in laver 2 oi 3 provided physiological data (b2/3:B).
It, had a simple îeceptivc field. Again the local environment is strongly inner\'ated.

In addition, one of the basket cells in layer 2 or 3 (fig 4.5 b2/3:B) ramified strongly

in layer 5. It is leasonable to assume that b2/3:B is a large basket cell and b2/3:A
and B aie small basket cells.

b5 b4; A b4: B b4: C b4: D

b2/3:A b2/3:B b2/3; C db2/3

Figure 4.5: Coronal view of reconstructed smooth cells.
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4.2 The determination of clusters

The spatial distribution of the axonal blanches are rather non-uniformly distributed

in space. Often the axons are arranged in tight clusters (e.g. the thalamic afférents,

or the pyramidal cells in layers 2. 3 and 5). In the coronal view the clusters were

often hidden and only the top view could reveal the highly structured distribution

of boutons (e.g. 4.4 p6:A). lire axonal clusters indicate quite precisely the bouton

clouds. This Avas shown in previous studies AA'ere the axonal branches and the

boutons Avere treated separately (Gabbott et al. 1987). This Avas also true for

this study, some exceptions being Avhere the axon formed a cluster but no boutons

Avcre seen (e.g. 4.3 p2/3:A. the cluster in the Ioaatt right corner), probably due

to incomplete filling of distant collaterals. Because the bouton clusters are such a

prominent feature of many cells, a description of the bouton distribution will involve

some characterisation of these clusters.

The appealance of clusters Avere described in many studies but an objective

measure Avas not applied Avhich determined Avhich bouton belongs to a cluster and

which not. For tight and Avell separated clusters this is not a problem. But as soon

as the clusters are close together or more diffuse, the decision about the borders

of a cluster and the number of clusters in the distribution is a matter of opinion
unless some strict rules aie applied. Therefore AA'e used a cluster algorithm in order

to determine the subset of boutons AA'hich form a cluster.

4.2.1 The cluster algorithm

Principle component analysis

Before the chister algorithm is discussed Ave need to introduce the 80%-cllipsoid
of a set of points in the 3D space. The principle component analysis, applied to

this set. determines an ellipsoid Avhose axis is the principle axis of the data points,
the diameters arc about tAviee the standard deviations of the data in the principle
axis system and the origin is the centre of gravity of the data. The 80%-ellipsoid
is a scaled version of this ellipsoid that contains about 80% of the data points. If

the bouton cloud is normally distributed, the (theoretical) scaling factor for the

ellipsoid is 2.2.

The mean shift algorithm

The cluster algorithm used to decompose the cloud of boutons into clusters is a

simple iterath-e procedure that shifts each dot (the location of the bouton in the

3D space) to the centie of gravity of the dots in it ^ neighbourhood (a sphere of radius

h), so that the dots become concentrated into a number of tight clumps. This type

of cluster algorithm is called 'mean shift algorithm" (Cheng 1995). All dots that

belong to such a clump constitutes a cluster in the original data set. The outcome

of this procedure is a partition of the data set into clusters and is dependent on the

radius h. If h is large, the resulting cluster yrill be the Avhole bouton cloud and if

h is very small, each bouton constitutes a cluster. The question is which h one has
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to choose for an appropriate decomposition of the bouton cloud into clusters. The

folloAving procedure Avas used to find an appropriate h.

For each h a 3D distribution M(h) Avas determined. M(h) is specified in de¬

tail beloAV. It is essentially a mixture M(h) of 3D normal distributions Avhere each

normal distribution is an estimate of the bouton distribution in the clusters that

were reArcalcd by the cluster algorithm. As a measure of the discrepancy MSE(h)
between the estimated distribution M(h) and the distribution of boutons the mean

square error MSE(h) bctAX'cen the corresponding radial distributions Avas taken.

This Avas done by calculating the mean square error MSE(h) of the radial distri¬

bution of the bouton cloud (i.e. the distribution of the Euclidean distances origin
- bouton location) and the radial distribution of the model (average of 5 Monte

Carlo simulations of AI(Ji)). The h for AA'hich MSE(h) is minimal was selected as

the appropriate h.

Mixture of 3D normal distributions

For each h a mixture of 3D normal distributions M(h) is defined as follows. Let Ct

(i — 1,..., n, 11+ 1,.... m) be the clusters recognised by the mean shift algorithm for

a particular h. C, (j = n -1- 1 m) are clusters for Avhich it is true that: 1. the

number of boutons in the cluster is less than 5% of the total number of boutons, 2.

the ratio of the shortest and longest diameter of the 80% ellipsoid of the cluster is

larger than 0.2. These clusters will be ignored in the model. The first point makes

sure that only clusters Avith enough boutons are considered. The second point

ignores clusters which are A'ery elongated, normally consisting of boutons which are

aligned on a small piece of an axonal branch. Other characterisations of clusters

Avhich arc to ignore or retain are possible and can influence the result.

Define for each cluster A, (i = 1 //) the centre of gravity x,, the covariancc

matrix Sn and the relative number of boutons irr œ, (i.e. a normal distribution is

fitted to each cluster). The ir, are taken rclatAe to the total number of boutons in

all the C, (i - i,.... n). Then set M(h) = Y/f=] w^x^SA.

Final comments on the cluster algorithm

If the clusters defined in points 1 and 2 above were not ignored, MSE(h) would

decrease with increasing h as more and finer clusters approximate all the tiny non-

uniformities in the bouton distributions (fig 4.6 A and B stippled line). The result

is that a A'ery accurate model of the bouton distribution can be achieved for the

price of a complicated model (n large). HoAvever. Ave would like to have the model

simple (n small) and as accurate as possible. We achieved this by ignoring the

small and elongated clusters. This has the effect that for small h, marry clusters will

be ignored because the cluster algoiiihm produced maiiv small clusters. This will

result in an inaccurate model M{li) (fig 4,6 A and B. solid lines). In order to get a

more accurate model a larger /? has to be selected. Less clusters Avili be produced by
the cluster algorithm and less of them Avili be ignored because the clusters will be

in general bigger. The model Avili be more accurate. HowcA'er. if h is too large, the

cluster algorithm Avili îevcal only fAv but large subsets of boutons as clusters which
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again will result in an inaccurate model. The // for which MSE(h) is minimal is

betAveen these two extreme cases. For this h small clusters were ignored to keep
the model simple but not too marry clusters were ignored, so that the model is still

accurate.

For the actual determination of the minimum of the cuive MSE(h) only the

values h G {50,100.150. 200. 300. 400. 500. 600} were considered.

A B

„,„-
_

MSE vs h Number of patches

200

'

400
'

600
h (um)

Figure 4.6: Data clustering. A: The mean square error (MSE) between the fitted model

and the bouton cloud of a layer 6 pyramidal cell (p6:A) as a function of the parameter

/?. B: The number of clusters used for the construction of the model as a function of

h. Dashed curves: no clusters are ignored in the construction of the model. The most

accurate model (MSE smallest) is for h = 50. but the model is also very complex (143
clusters). Solid curwes: clusters that avcic too elongated and too small in bouton number

were ignored. The most accurate model is for h = 200. The model is not as accurate as

the model for h = 50 in the unrestricted case but onlv 6 clusters AA'ere used.

4.2.2 A model of the bouton cloud

A clustci algoiithm Avas used to determine in an objective way the clusters in a

bouton cloud. A corrrpact description of the clusters Avas achieved by the repre¬

sentation of the clustci s bv a mixture of 3D noimal distributions. Of course one

can sec it also the other AA'ay round. The distribution of bouton clouds was fitted

by the 'best' mixture M(h) of 3D normal distributions and the components can be

interpreted as a description of the clusters. 'Best' lefei«- here to the most accurate

model from the set of models M{h). h Ç {50.100,150, 200. 300. 400, 500. 600}.
In this section we present in numerical form the parameters of the mixture of 3D

normal distributions. Much of the analysis of the clusters given in the next section

îclies on these numerical values. In order to be able to compare the constellation of

clusters of different cells the cortex had to be flattened in order to correct for the

curvature of the coitex. The paiametcis in the tables listed refer to the corrected

values.

20

15

E

zi0c

200 400
h (um)

600
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Correction for cortical curvature

The flattening of the cortex Avas clone as folloAvs (fig 4.7). Each cluster had its

location determined within the cortical lamina. This Avas done by eye using the

location of the layers as seen in the microscope and rotations of the cell in the

3D space. For each cortical layer that contained clusters a reference point Avas

determined (point R in 4.7). This point Avas ahvays on the vertical axis and had,

relative to the soma, the same height as a neaiby centre of a cluster in the same

layer (B in 1.7). If no such cluster centre Avas available, the mean of the heights

of the cluster centres in the laver AA'ere taken. Although taking the mean does not

work in general, visual inspection shoAvs that for our cases it worked Avell. The

boutons of each cluster in the layer (cluster with centre A in 4.7) were then rotated

about the reference point in a plane that is determined by the vertical axis and

the bouton that has to be rotated. The rotation angle (a) is given by the angle of

the horizontal plane through the reference point and the line betAveen the reference

point (R) and the centre of the cluster that has to be rotated (A). Clusters of the

cells p6:A, p6:B, p6:0, p6:D, p6:F. p5. ss4:A and ss4:B were rotated in this way.

The parameters

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarise the result of the clustering process. Each cluster

is described by its location, extent and relatAe number of boutons. With the

assumption that the boutons are normally distributed in the cluster, the bouton

cloud is thus completely defined. For comparison, fig 4.8 sIioavs the bouton cloud of

an original cell (1.8 A, D, G), a Monte Carlo simulation of the unflattcned model

(4.8 B. E, H) and a Monte Carlo simulation of the flattened model (4.8 C, F, I)

!/ = EaA^AA). (4.1)

The parameters w,. p, and A, are taken from the tables 4.2 and 4.3. N(p,lZ) is the

3D normal distribution with mean p and covariance matrix XJ, that is

r\r(u YA -

-

-AA-A'^^A-A (a o)

Referring to the tables, one has // — [p\. P2- PsY- and A — (Sj7)l=t,.3)7-i..3. Because

E is symmetrical by construction, the matrix is already defined by knowing the

entries En, A2i. E22. A31. E«. -•?.
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Vertical

axis

Figure 4 7 Flattening the coitex The bouton clusters of a cell aie schematised by

ellipses and then centies (A and B) In oidei to flatten the coitex, the cluster with centie

A is rotated aiound R to the new location A R rs a point on the vcitical axis with the

same height as a neaibv cluster (B) aaIucIi is m the same lavei as chistei A The rotation

angle is indicated by a
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Data Model (unflattened) Model (flattened)

A B C

D

08

G

-*> »

05 *

04 0 04 08

x

H

A**>

A"

^c

05 0 05 1

Figure 4 8 Monte Cairo simulation oi a boutou cloud Left panel (A, D and G) law

data of the leconstiuetcd cell p6 V Onh the boutons aie shown (small dots) The star

indicates the soma which is at the coordinates (0 0 0) Middle panel (B, E, and H) Monte

Carlo simulation ol the model of the bouton (loud (small clots) No collection Avas made

for the cuiAatiue of the Lvyeis Right panel (C F and I) Monte Cairo srmulation of the

model of the bouton cloud Collection foi cuiAanne was made A B, C 3D vicav ü E,

F Coronal vica\ GUI lop aicaa ( mts aie mm
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Accuracy of the model

The entries in the table refer to the flattened bouton cloud. In order to give a

measure of how good the nrodel fits to the real data, the unflattcned model Avas

used for comparison. For both sets of data the distance from the boutons to the

soma (or at the point Avhere the thalamic afferent leaves the Avhite matter and

enters layer 6) Avas determined and a cumulative probability distribution of the

radii was computed. Then the greatest distance D between these Iavo curves Avas

determined. The bigger the distance the worse the model. In fact it is possible to

calculate the probability p that a difference is bigger than the observed difference

D (KolmogoroA'-Smirnov test, see Press et al. 1997). Ten Monte Carlo simulations

of the model Avere made, and 1) Avas calculated foi each. On average both the D

and the p values Aveie aiound 0 05 (D = 0.0557 A 0 0285. p = 0.0513 ± 0.1275). On

a 5%-significance value, only the model distributions of p6:B, ss4:C, p2/3:E, ign:A,

lgmC and b5 are not significantlv different from the distribution of the real data.

This indicates that the models should be taken only as a first approximation to

the leal distribution of boutons. Visual inspection confirms that on a coarse level

the model provides a good approximation to the data. Only on a smaller scale do

the single clusters fail to folloAV a 3D normal distribution. This is demonstrated in

fig 4.8. The bouton clouds in A (raw data) and B (simulated data) resemble each

other on a larger scale, although p — 10~°. Fig 4 9 shoAvs the radial distribution of

the boulon clouds of each cell (thick line), a ladial distribution of a simulated cell

(superimposed thin line) and the D value for this simulation. Again, one can see

that the thin line roughly folloAvs the thick line.
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500 um 500 fim

Figure 4.9: Comparison of bouton distribution Avith model. The radial histogram of the

bouton cloud (thick line) and the bouton cloud of a Monte Carlo simulation of the model

(thin line) are shown for each cell in order to compare the goodness of fit of the model.

Bin size of histogram is 20pm. y-axis: number of CA'ents. x-axis: distance from the soma

to the boutons (radius). The number in the parentheses to the left of the ccff fabel is the

D value (largest A'ertical distance between the cur\Ts). which is a measure of how good
the model curve fits the raAv data. The higher the number, the worse the fit. Note that

the left and right panels do not have the same scale in the horizontal direction.
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Table 4.2: List of parameters of the model bouton clouds. The (flattened) bouton cloud

of each cell (left row) Avas approximated by a mixture of normal distributions of the form

yjî=:i iL'iN(p,.Y,i). Each term u'N(p.T,) describes a cluster Avhose parameters are given

by the last ten ioavs of numbers m the table, w, is the relath'e number of boutons in

the cluster 1. p — (p\. po.pè' is the location of the cluster origin. S is the covariance

matrix of the boutons in the chister. S is sA'mmetiic and it is therefore avcII defined by
the values An. S2i, S22. £--1. ^32. ÜA3. The second low on the left sIioavs the total number

of boutons B in the bouton cloud. The thud ioav from the left shows a goodness of fit

D of the (unflattcned) model to the real data. The higher the value D, the worse the

fit. The next ioav indicates the relative number wq ot boutons (relative to B) that were

skipped in order to create the model. The number of clusters per cell n is shown in the

next row and finally the row L sIioavs the layer of the (duster origin.
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4.3 Analysis of bouton clouds

In the last section the bouton cloud AA'as decomposed into clusters and, Avhen nec¬

essary, subsequently flattened in order to account for the curvature of the layers.
The result of the cluster analysis is summarised m tables 4.2 and 4.3. Figures 4.11

and 4.20 shoAv the borders of the clusters for each individual cell in a coronal and

top view.

4.3.1 Global description of bouton clouds

Total bouton number

For each cell the number of boutons on the axonal tree Avere counted. As already

mentioned, the number of boutons gives an estimate of the number of contacts that

a cell makes. Fig 4.10 A (closed dots) sIioavs a plot of the bouton counts for each

cell. The range of the bouton counts is large, fiom 1026 to 8967 boutons per axon.

On average the number of boutons is 3963 A 1810.

Spiny cells, thalamic afférents and smooth cells had about the same number of

boutons (spiny cells and thalamic afférents 4014A1856 (range [1026,8967]), smooth

cells 3843 ± 1803 (range [1713.6446])). This is interesting because the spiny cells

distribute their boutons Avithin a much wider volume than the smooth cells.

Global volume and bouton density

In fact, the volume occupied by the spiny and thalamic afférents Avas, measured

in units of 300pm cubes (i.e. a cube with side length 300pm), 33 ± 30 (range
[4,121]), while that of the smooth cells 3 ± 3 (range [0, 8]). In particular the spiny
stellate cells (ss4) and the pA'ramidal cells in lavers 2 and 3 (p2/3) occupy large
volumes (fig 4.f0 B). The volume Avas measured by calculating the volume of the

ellipsoid that encloses 80A of the boutons of a cell arrd whose centre is the centre of

gravity of the boutons. The volume occupied by spiny cells and thalamic afférents

is roughly 1L times higher than that occupied bv the smooth cells. Because the

average number of boutons in the 80A-cllipsoid is roughly the same for the Iavo

groups, it follows that the density of boutons is much lower (about 11 times) for

the spiny cells and thalamic afférents (222 ± 376 boutons per 300/im-cube, range

[16,1774J) than for the smooth cells (2 106 ± 2296 boutons, range [205,7769]).
Because of the cltistcied distribution of the boutons, the usage of the 80%-

ellipsoid is in general an OA'erestimate of the volume that is occupied. Therefore,
the densities must be regarded as lower estimate^. These A'alues represent the

overall bouton density of the boutons. Also note that the determination of the

80%-ellipsoid can be regarded as the roughest model of a bouton cloud in the class

of mixture of 3D normal distributions (one normal distribution is used, n = 1).
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Number of boutons Volume of bouton clouds

Bouton number Volume (300fim cubes)

Figure 4.10: A: Number of boutons for each axonal tree. Closed dots are raw data, open

dots are the number of boutons when onlv the boutons in the clusters are considered.

B: Volume of the bouton cloud. An ellipsoid which contained about 80% of the boutons

was fitted to the bouton cloud and its volume Avas taken as a measure of the space which

is occupied by the boutons of the cell. The dots on the vertical line at 50 were bouton

clouds with a volume larger than 50 (ss4:A 99.15. p2/3:C 62.91, p2/3:D 121.69). The

units are 300/im-cubos.

4.3.2 Description of clusters

The ignored clusters

Because the clusteis Avhich AA'cre too elongated and contained only few boutons AATere

ignored, the union of the boutons in the clusteis is in general only a subset of the

bouton cloud. On average the number of clusters ignored ranged between 0 and

25 for individual cells. For 70% of the cells the number of clusters ignored Avas

smaller than 6. The total number of boutons in the ignored clusters Avas smaller

than 20% (on average about 7%) of the total number of boutons in the cloud (fig
4.10 A, open dots). It folloAvs that there is onlv little loss of information in the

spatial distribution of the boutons Avhen the smaller clusters are ignored.

Classification of clusters

For further analysis it seems reasonable to classify the clusters depending on their

location. In order to unbend the cortex, the clusteis had to be assigned a layer.
This is the layer of the cluster centres. We will use this information to determine

the layer that a cell prefers to innervate. This AA'as done bv adding the number

of boutons in the clusteis of each layei. The lavei Avrth the greatest number of

boutons Ave will call the primaiv layer of innervation. The layer with the second

largest number of boutons is called secondary laver of innervation and so on. The

clusteis arc divided fuither into proximal or distal clusters. The clusters are called
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pioximal if their horizontal displacement from the vertical axis running through the

soma is small, i.e. when the 80%-ellipsoid of the cluster intersected the vertical axis

running thiough the soma (e.g. cluster B in 1.7). This can easily be decided with

the help of figures 4.20 and 4.11 Avhich shoAv the coronal view and the top view of

the clusteis.

The relation between cluster and layers

As can be seen in fig 4.11. many clusters arc elongated. The axis of the biggest

elongation is often more or less parallel to the lavei borders (e.g. the pyramidal cells

in layer 2 and 3 or the thalamic afférents). This suggests that many clusters have

the tendency to avoid crossing laminar bordeis. HoAvever, there are clear exceptions

from this rule. For example a single cluster can be highly elongated in vertical

direction so that it innervates extensively more than one layer (e.g. fig 4.1L sp4).
We quantified this for each cluster by calculating the percentage of boutons that are

contained in the layers that the cluster occupies (see fig 4.11). With the exception

of the star pyramidal cell (sp4) the clusters of each cell preferred to innervate the

layer of their cluster centre (i.e. more than 50% of the boutons of the cluster were

in this layer). With the exception of one or t\vo clusters of the cells p6:C, p6:E, p4,

sp4, ss4:A, ss4:C, b4:B and db2/3 the clusters of all cells had more than 80% of the

boutons in one layer (a single cluster of sp4 innervates layer 4 and layers 2 and 3

equally strong Avith about 40%). This suggests that for most cells the clusters tend

to innervate a single layer.

The distribution of the boutons in the layers

The number of boutons in the different layers is sliOAvn for each cell (fig 4.12).
Because some clusters innen'ate extensively moie than one layer this distribution

reflects with more accuracy the distribution of the boutons in the different layers

(as does simple summing of the boutons of clusters of the associated layers). With

the exception of sp4 and db2/3 all cells have moie than 50% of the boutons in the

primary layer of innciwation. In fact most cells (77% of all cells) have more than

70% of the boutons in this layer.

Proximal and distal clusters

Three kinds of proximal clusters can be identified (fig 4.11). The first type inner¬

vates the region around the apical dendrite. This is typically the case for deep

pyramidal cells that haA'e a projection to the superficial layers (e.g. fig 4.11 p6, p5
and p4). The second tvpe innervates a local region around the soma. All cell types

of our sample but, for the thalamic affcients, Avhich have no dendrite in the cortex,

and some of the laver 6 pvramidal cells, form this tvpe of proximal cluster. The

third kind of proximal cluster inneivates a region Avhich is displaced doAvmyards

from the soma. Typically the pyiamiclal cells of lavers 2 and 3 have this kind of

proximal cluster (exception is p2/.3:C). Only the cells p2/3:D and lgn:C have distal

clusters in the non-prefencd laA'eis of innervation.
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Figure 4.11: The coronal vieAv of the 80% ellipse of the cluster is drawn for each cell.

The clusters were first rotated so that their centre of gravity is located in the vertical

plane E = {(x, y. z)\z --- 0}. The rotation cvas about the A'ertical axis that runs through
the soma, {(x.y.z)\x = 0.2 — 0}, The bold ellipses arc the 80% ellipses of the cluster

after projecting the boutons of the chister onto the plane E. The white dot indicates the

centre of gravity of the clusters. The thin horizontal lines indicate the borders of the 6

layers. For visibility layer 4 was shaded in gray. Also shocvn are for each cell the dendritic

trees (thin lines). If no dendritic tree is shown it was not digitised. Scale bar oOOpm. For

the coordinate svstem (v.y.z) see fig 2.1.
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Lamina distribution of boutons
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Figure 4.12: The relative number of boutons in each layer is shown for individual cells.

Not shown are layers for cvhich the values AA'ere smaller than 5% of the total number of

boutons. The shaded area indicates the primary layer of innerA'ation. The number to the

right of each bar indicates the layer.

4.3.3 Number, size and bouton density of clusters

In the following aa'c will characterise the clusters. First, for each cell the number

of clusters is determined. Then for each cluster the number of boutons it contains

and its size is calculated. From this the density of boutons in single clusters is

determined. The results are presented for six different groups of clusters (fig 4.13).
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The different groups arc formed according to the following criteria which are applied
to each cluster, f) the cluster is proximal 01 distal, 2) the cluster is located in the

primary layer of innerA'ation or not and 3) the type of cell is spiny or smooth.

Thalamic afférents are not considered in this overview, but are discussed in the

detailed descriptions which folloAvs next.

Number of clusters

For the 30 cells 106 clusters (91 in the primary laver of innervation, 15 in the other

layers) were determined. This results in arr average of 4 ± 2 clusters per cell. The

maximum number of clusteis that occurred Avas 9 (fig 4.15 p2/3:C), the minimum

Avas f (fig 4.15 p6:G. sp4, b4:0, b2/3:C). The superficial pyramidal cells, the spiny
stellate cells and the thalamic affeients all shoAved a tendency to produce many

clusters (5 ± 2, range 3 to 9) Avhen compared to the remaining cell types (3 ± 1,

range 1 to 6).
One might expect some correlation betAveen the total number of clusters and

the number of boutons, e.g. the more clusters the more boutons. HoAvever, this is

not the case. A scatter-plot betAveen the total number of boutons and the number

of clusters a cell forms shoAvs no correlation (fig 1.14), i.e. r = —0.11, p = 0.56,
a — 4.04, b — —0.00. Here and for the remainder of this work, r denotes the

correlation coefficient, a and b describe the regression line through the pairs of data

(i.e. x —> a + b- x) and p is the probability that one observes an absolute correlation

coefficient larger or equal to \r\ Avhen the variables Avere tmcorrelated. Thus a small

value of p indicates that the A'ariables are correlated (sec Bcvington and Robinson

1994, page 198-200).
The number of clusters and the number of boutons are also tmcorrelated for

cells Avithin the group of thalamic and spiny cells (r — —0.19, p — 0.42, (7 = 4.94,
b — —0.00) as avcII as within the group of the smooth cells (r = 0.10. p — 0.79,
a = 1.95, b = 0.00). It also remains true for a single class of cells as for example
the layer 6 pyramidal cells (r = —0.24. p = 0.61, a = 3.59, b = —0.00

,
not shown).

Primary layer of innervation: All cells formed a proximal cluster in the primary

layer of innervation. The majority of the distal clusters in this layer are formed by

spiny cells. Smooth cells form on average about one distal cluster in the primary

layer (fig 4.13 A). This cluster innervates a legion close to the proximal cluster (fig
4.13 F). Fach spiny cell forms on average about two distal clusters, many of them

innervating regions far awav from the soma, on aveiage 800pm. This is about twice

the distance of a distal clustci belonging to a smooth cell and reflects the more local

character of the smooth cells. For both groups the existence of distal clusters in

other layers than the primaiy lavei of innerA'ation is rare (fig 4.13 A).

Remaining layers: Most clusteis in the remaining layers are proximal. From the

12 cells with clusters in the remaining laveis onlv the thalamic afferent lgn:C and

the pyramidal cell p2/3:D formed more than one cluster in the remaining layers

(2 and 3 clusters). FleA^en of the 12 cells (exception is p2/3:C) formed a proximal
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cluster. The formation of clusters in these remaining layers seems to be dependent
on the cell type. While the layer 6 pyramidal cells and the spiny stellate cells did

not make a proximal cluster in the remaining laA-ers (one exception is p6:B), most

pyramidal cells in layers 2 and 3 did so (also one exception, p2/3:C Avhich has only
a distal cluster in the secondary layer of innervation). Typically the primary and

secondary layer of innervation avcic not neighbouring layers for spiny cells but had

a layer in betyvcen (fig 4.11). For the smooth cells this Avas only the case for a

superficial basket cell (fig 4.11 b2/3:B). The other smooth cells made the proximal
clusters in neighbouring layers (fig 4,11 b4:B and clb2/3).
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Figure 4.13. Characterisation of clusteis. The clusters A\Tere classified into 8 groups.

The first distinction AA'as made between clusters fiom spiny cells (the bars with white

background) and smooth cells (the bais cvith the shaded background). For each class the

clusters Avere further classified as pioximal (black bais) oi distal (dark gray bars). The

proximal and distal clusteis were additionally classified as being located in the primary

layei of innervation (P) or not (X) The last class has no member. A: For each class

the numbei of clusteis per cell is shoAvn flic mean and standaid deviation (thin line)
in each class were calculated for the folloAving quantities. B: boutons per cluster, C:

refative number of boutons per chistei, D. chistei volume (volume of 80%-ellipsoid), E:

Average bouton density m a chistei and F: horizontal displacement a cluster from the
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Bouton number and cluster number are independent
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Figure 4.14: Independence of bouton and cluster number. Scatter plot of the number of

boutons of a cell and the number of clusters the cell forms, shoAving that the two variables

are independent of each other. Closed dots: spiny cells and thalamic afi'erents, open dots:

smooth cells.
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The number of boutons per cluster

73% of the total number of clusters contained less than 1000 boutons (449 ± 238,

range [52,969], fig 1.16 A and B). The total range of boutons in the clusters is

between 52 and 8920 (mean 1046 ± 1348) AA'hich indicates a huge variation. The

cluster that contained 8920 boutons was formed by the layer 6 pyramidal cell p6:G.
This cell made exactly one compact cluster consisting of nearly all the boutons of

the cloud. The proximal clusteis in the primary Fryer of innervation seem to play
a special role. As one can see in fig 1.13 B. these clusters contain on average many

more boutons than the remaining clusters, independent of being spiny or smooth (on
average about 5 times more, mean 2500 to 3000 boutons). Again, a high variance

is observed for the number of boutons m these clusters, for the smooth cells as avcII

as for the spiny cells. A similar result can be observed Avhen the relative number

of boutons in the clusters are considered (fig 4.16 C and D, these are the Aveights
w, in the model of the mixture of normal distributions). On average the proximal
clusters in the primary layer of innerA'ation contain more than 60% percent of the

total number of boutons (60 A 27 for the spiny cells and 83 ± 16 for the smooth

cells).

A model for the weights: The question arises over the large variance observed in

the number of boutons of the proximal clusters in the primary layer of innervation.

Can it be explained by the diffeient number of clusters a cell forms ? The problem
Avas approached by classifying the cells into groups of similar cluster numbers. For

each group the weights w, (in descending order) aie shown in fig 4.17 A-G. There is

a systematic decrease in the first AA'eight uz for increasing cluster number. However,

the remaining weights do not seem to change much. For example the second weight
is always around 0.2. the third around 0.15 and so on. This impression is confirmed

when the mean and standard deviation of the vecights w, of a given order % aie

computed (fig 4.16 H). The first Avcight has the highest standard deA'iation while

for the remaining weights the standard deviation remains small.

A simple rule that could explain (his behaviour is that the largest cluster is

ahvavs divided according to the same ratio u : f — u (u > 0.5), i.e. the boutons in

the largest clustci are reduced to 100 • u% and the remaining 100 • (1 — u)% pciccnt
of the boutons aie used foi the formation of an additional cluster. For a cell with

Iavo clusteis,

«'[
—

u and io2 = 1 — v. (4.3)
For a cell Avith three clusteis,

uj[ = ii2. u'2 - 1 — >i, and uz = u • (\ - v). (4.4)

And for a cell with n > 3 clusteis. one obtains

iux = vn~l, œo-i-u, uz — a (1 - u) wn
~ A1"2 • (1 - u). (4.5)

The comparison of this model for u = 0.82 is shoAvn as a stippled line in fig 4.17.

As one can see, the match is quite good, although the model is quite simple. The

model is veiv sensitive to the parameter u. A value of 0.9 or 0.7 results in a very

poor fit.
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Characterisation of the weights: The largest weight wy is for most cells (27 of 30)
the proximal cluster in the primai y layer of innciA'ation (fig 4.20). However, there

are some exceptions. The cells ss4:A, ss4:B and p2/3:D have distal clusters for which

the weight is largest. In these cases the proximal cluster in the primary layer had

the second or third largest AA'eights (from at least 1 clusters). The characterisation

of the remaining Aveights is less cleai. We tested to see if the weights decrease with

increasing horizontal displacement of the cluster from the vertical axis running

through the soma. Only the distal clusters of the primary layer of innervation

Avere considered. The thalamic afi'erents AA'ere ignored. No correlation was detected

(r = 0.06, p — 0.70. a = 0.13. b ~ 0.00). This can also be observed in fig 4.20, e.g.

p6:A.
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Figure 4.16: The number of boutons in the individual clusters are shown for each cell.

Clusters in the primary layer of innerA'ation are indicated by tiffed dots. A: Number of

boutons in proximal clusters. B: Number of boutons m distal clusters. C: Relative number

of boutons in proximal clusters. D: Relative numbei of boutons in distal clusters.
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Figure 4.17: The weight distribution as a function of cluster number. A-G: For each

cell the AA'eights (relative number of boutons per chister) cvere drawn in descending order

(weight distribution). Cells of similar cluster numbers were grouped together and plotted

in one of the figures. The stippled lines indicate the weight distributions derived from the

model (see text). II: The mean and standard deviation of the first weight (rank 1) of each

cell, second weight (rank 2) of each cell, etc. aie shoevn. The stippled line indicates the

mean of the Aveights derived from the model, x-axis: rank of the AA-eights. y-axis: mean

of Aveights.
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The volume and density of the Clusters

Volume: The volume of the clusters were measuicd by determining the volume

of its 80%-ellipsoid. We give the volume in units of 300pm cubes. Typically the

basal dendrites of pyramidal cells or the dendrites of stellate cells occupy of volume

of a 300pm, cube. The cluster A'olume ranged from 0.1 to 22.3 (mean 2.0 ± 2.9),
covering therefore a huge range. However, from the 30 cells only 5 cells have volumes

larger than five 300pm cubes (p6:(A p6:D, p6:F, ss4:A and sp4). The average

cluster volume Avithout these cells is 1.4 ± 1.1 (fig 1.18 A and B, fig 4.13 D). The

corresponding diameters (i.e. the diameters of spheics of similar volumes as these

clusters) have a mean of 379.9 ± 115.2pm (range [160.2, 636.4]).

Density: A pronounced difference betAveen basket cells and spiny cells is revealed

Avhen calculating the density of boutons in the clusters. The density Avas calculated

by dividing the number of boutons contained in the 80%-ellipsoid by the volume of

the ellipsoid (fig 4.13 E. fig 1.18 C and D). With the exception of b5, the bouton

density is much higher in the proximal clusters of the primary layer of innervation

(4323A1198 boutons per 300pm cube, range [3143. 6352]) than that of the spiny cells

and thalamic afférents (550 ±466, range [37.1917]). For the spiny cells the average

is 399A270, (range [29.1257]), for the smooth cells (without b5) 1577A1141, (range
[180,4205]). Large variations can be observed in the density values, which cannot

be explained easily by simple dependencies. For example no correlation could be

found for the horizontal displacement of the distal clusters in the preferred layer
and the density of boutons in the distal clusters (r = —0.34, p = 0.02, a = 1092.02,
b =-= -0.72) or the volume (r = 0.20, p = 0,17, a = 145.67, b -= 0.06). In addition, no

convincing relation ship betAveen the independent parameters n (number of clusters

of a cell) and b (total number of boutons of a cell) could be established with the

density of clusters or the cluster A'olume. It is A'crv likelv that other parameters than

n and b have an influence on the cluster volume or density, such as for example the

thickness of the layer.

4.3.4 Horizontal arrangement of clusters

Horizontal displacement

The horizontal displacement of the proximal clusters (as measured by the distance

of the vertical line through the soma and the centre of gravity of the boutons in

the cluster) nevci exceeded ISOpm (fig 4.19 A). The distal clusters had horizontal

distances ranging from 8ipm to 2103pm (Avithout the thalamic afférents, fig 4.19

B). The smooth cells tended to form a distal clustci in the neighbourhood of the

proximal cluster. The average displacement is therefore small for these cells (401 ±

221, range [84.805]). In contiast. spiny cells (Avithout thalamic afférents) formed

clusters at average displacements of 794 ± 284, (range [197,1408]). Here the large
distance observed for a distal cluster in the non-prefci red layer of the pyramidal
cell p2/3:D was ignored. This distance is about 2mm.
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Figure 4.18: Volume and density analysis of clusters. Volume of 80% ellipsoid of the

of proximal (A) and distal (B) clusters. Closed dots: primary layer of innervation, open

dots: remaining layers. C and D: Density of the boutons in the proximal (left panel)
and distal clusters (right parrel). The density Avas taken as the number of boutons in the

80%-ellipsoid divided by its volume. Closed dots: primary layer of innervation, open dots:

remaining layers.

We also determined the distance (measured in the horizontal direction) between

nearest neighbours of clusters (fig 4.19 C). Only clusters in the preferred layer of

innervation Avere considered. Not surprisingly, the smooth cells have small near¬

est cluster distances (338.3 A 21.3.6, range [120.5.791.0]). For the spiny cells and

thalamic afférents the distances are gieater (57 1 ± 207. range [270,1140]).
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Figure 1.19: Horizontal displacement of clusters. A: Horizontal displacement of the

centre of gravity of the proximal clusters from the soma. B: Horizontal displacement
of the centre of gravity of the distal clusters from the soma. For the thalamic afférents

the horizontal displacement from the point of entry into laver 6 was taken. Closed dots:

clusteis in primary layer of innervation. Open dots: clusters in the remaining layers. C:

Nearest horizontal separation between clusters. Onlv the clusters in the preferred layer
were considered.
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Elongated axonal fields

The i elation betAveen the distribution of the bouton cloud in the primary layer of

innervation and the receptiA'e field properties of the cell is examined here. For a

compariosn the preferred stimulus orientation and the preferred stimulus direction

of a cell Avas projected on the cortical surface bv the retinotopic map (see chapter 3).
The bouton cloud AA'as distinguished into t\vo parts, a proximal part which is formed

by the boutons of the pioximal cluster in the primary layer of innervation and a

distal part which is formed by the boutons of the distal clusters in the primary layer
of innervation. The boutons and cluster centeis AA'ere projected onto a horizontal

plane and were the pioximal and distal part Aveie then examined separately.

Proximal part: The axis of laigest elongation ("cluster orientation') of the pro¬

jected proximal cluster Avas determined and compared Avith the preferred stimulus

orientation of the cell. In addition the direction of asymmetric bouton placement
relative to the cluster centre ('cluster direction') AA*as measured and compared with

the preferred stimulus direction of the cell (fig 4.21 A and B).
The cluster orientation AA'as defined as the longer axis of an ellipse that Avas fitted

to the projected boutons of the proximal cluster (principle component analysis).
For a measure of elongation of the proximal cluster ("strength of elongation') the

ratio of the larger and smaller ellipse diameters Avas taken. The cluster direction

Avas defined as the vector pointing from the soma to the centre of gravity of the

projected boutons in the proximal cluster. The longer the vector, the stronger is the

tendency of the boutons to be aligned in a certain direction relative to the soma.

The length of the vector is therfore a measure of the strength of the asymmetry

('strength of asymmetry').

Fig 4.21 A shows the smallest angulai difference between the preferred stimulus

orientation of the cell and the cluster orientation (an angle betAveen 0 and 90 deg).
The smooth cells tend to haA'e a cluster orientation which is oblique (bctvyeen 30 and

60deg) or peipendicular (> 60deg) to the prcfcricd stimulus orientation while the

cluster orientation of the spiny cells Avere in general parallel (< 30 deg) or obliquely
orientated. This relation is also maintained Avhen only the strongly elongated clus¬

ters are considered (black clots, stiength of elongation > 1.25) which did not show a

strong asymmetry (strength of asvmmeriy < 50pm). Cells for Avhich the preferred
stimulus direction was determined, the smallest angular difference betAveen the clus¬

ter direction and the pieferred stimulus diiection (an angle between 0 and 180deg)
is shoAvn in fig 4.21 B. When clusters Avith a strong asymmetry were considered

(strength of asymmetry > 50pm. closed dots in fig 1.21 B) the angular difference

was in general bet\Areen 60 and 120 deg.
Distal part: The second pait of the axonal field is formed by the projected

boutons of the distal clusters. Consider the clusters of, for example, p6:A in fig
4.20. Four clusters aie fairlv Avell aligned perpendicular to the axis of preferred
stimulus orientation. The lemaining chistei is ai tanged perpendicular to the pie¬

ferred stimulus orientation. In this respect the location of the clusters of this cell

seems to be highly correlated with the axis of prefeircd stimulus orientation.

Another kind of correlation can also be found. Very often a cell consist of a
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proximal cluster and an additional distal cluster in the primary layer of innerva¬

tion. For example for the cell p6:E the distal cluster is arranged perpendicular to

the preferred stimulus orientation of and directed away from the preferred stimulus

direction. Both the correlation of the location of the clusters with the preferred
stimulus orientation and Avith the preferred stimulus direction are investigated be¬

low.

For each distal cluster in the primary layer of innervation the smallest angular
difference between the centre of giavitiy of its projected boutons and the preferred
stimulus orientation of the cell Aveie determined (îelative to the soma, fig 1.21 C).
This is an angle betAveen 0 and 90 deg. The clusteis of the layer 6 pyramidal cells

were aligned either perpendieulai (> 60 deg) or parallel (< 30 deg) to the preferred
stimulus oricnation but ncA'er oblique. This should be contrasted with the proximal
cluster orientation for which the smallest angles never exceeded 60 deg. The distal

clusters of the basket cells tended to be perpendicular aligned to the preferred
stimulus orientation. This Avas also the case for their proximal cluster orientation.

The remaining pyramidal cells (p5. p2/3) and the spiny stellate cells did not shoAv

any preference for certain angles. Also note that the pyramidal cell p2/3:E shoAvs

the opposite arrangement of the distal clusters to that observed for the layer 6

pyramidal cells.

From the 13 cells for Avhich the preferred stimulus direction was determined,
10 had distal clusters peipendicular aligned to the preferred stimulus orientation

(> 60deg, fig 4.21 D). From these 4 had exactly one distal cluster in the same

direction as the preferred stimulus direction of the cell and 3 had exactly one distal

cluster in the opposite direction. The lemaining 3 cells had distal clusters in both

directions.

Covered Area

The area over Avhich the axon distributes the boutons in horizontal direction was

measured by the area of the corn-ex hull of the border points of the 80% ellipses
Avhich are given bv the clusteis in the primai y layer of innervation (fig 4.22 A).
The units arc given in 300^/n-squaies, i.e. by squares of side length 300pm. The

convex hull is indicated for each cell in fig 4.20 as a stippled closed line. The total

area ranged from 0.4 to 23 300//m-squares, The spiny cells and thalamic afférents

occupied in geneial a higher area (11.3 A 6 6. lange [1.1,23.0]) than the smooth

cells (2.0 ± 1.9, range [0.4.6.0]). HoAvcA'er the rule is not strict. There are basket

cells that occupy a larger area then spiny cells (e.g. bo and p6:E). The percentage
of area that is actually covered bv the summed aiea of the ellipses is for the spiny
stellate cells and the pA-ramidal cells in laver 2 and 3 often less than 50% of the area

of the coiiA'ex hull.
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Figure 4.20: Horizontal arrangement of clusters. For each cell the top view of the clusters

(ellipses) with their centre of gravity (open small dots) are indicated. Each ellipse was

determined by applying a principle component analysis onto the boutons in a cluster, after

having them projected to a plane parallel to the cortical surface. The ellipse contains 80%

of the boutons in the chister. Black ellipses are clusters in the primary layer of innervation

(indicated by the label in parentheses), gray ellipses indicate clusters in the remaining
layers. The number * in the ellipse indicates the rank of the relative number wL of boutons

in the cluster (the cluster with largest relative number is 1). The stippled line indicates

the convex hull of the border points of the ellipses in the primary layer. White squares

indicate the location of the soma. White long bar: preferred stimulus orierrtation of

the cell. Short white bar perpendicular to the long bar: preferred stimulus direction of

the cell. A bar oriented parallel to the preferred stimulus orientation and swept in the

direction of the short bar from soma to tip responds optimally. Length of large bar: 1mm.

Length of short bar: 500pm.
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Figure 4.21: Correlation betAveen receptive field properties and the bouton cloud. A and

B: Correlation of distribution of boutons of the proximal cluster in the primary layer of

innerA'ation with the preferred stimulus orientation (A) or preferred stimulus direction

(B) of the cell. A: For each cell the smallest angular difference between the preferred
stimulus orientation and the chister orientation was determined (open and closed dots).
The closed dots indicate clusters for Avhich the elongation is strong and the strength of

asymmetry is small. B: For each cell the smallest angular difference between the preferred
stimulus direction and the (luster direction was detcimined (open and closed dots). The

closed dots indicate clusters for Avhich the strength of asvmmetry was large. C and

D: Correlation of location of distal clusteis Avith preferred stimulus orientation (C) and

preferred stimulus direction (D). C: For each distal cluster the smallest angular difference

between the preferred stimulus orientation and the A'ector soma to cluster centre were

determined. Closed dots: distal clusteis with horizontal displacement larger than 750pm.

Open dots: distal clusters with horizontal displacement smaller that 750//m. D: Similar-

plot as in C. Only the cells for Avhich the prefeneel stimulus diiection is known were

drawn (open and closed dots). Clusters Avhich aie displaced along the preferred stimulus

direction are shown as closed dots. Clusteis that are displaced into the opposite direction

are indicated by open dots.
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4.4 Discussion

The bouton distribution of thalamic afférents and cortical cells in the cat VI Avcre

studied systematically. The A'ertical as aa'cII as the horizontal component of the

distributions were described quantitatively. This invoked the decomposition of the

bouton clouds into clusters. The clusters and their location relative to the soma

Avhere then described relative to the layers as Avell as Avithin a layer.

4.4.1 The decomposition of the bouton cloud into clusters

The choice of a cluster algorithm

The patchy appearance of the bouton distribution strongly suggested the applica¬
tion of a cluster algorithm as a fust step in the investigation of the bouton distribu¬

tion. Several cluster algorithms are aA'ailable and the result will generally depend

on the algorithm used. We applied a mean shift algorithm in which the boutons are

contracted into different clumps, each clump representing a cluster. This algorithm
is appealing because it is easy to implement. In an iterative procedure each bouton

has to be shifted tOAAvarcls the centre of gravity of the boutons in its neighbourhood

(which is a sphere of radius /; centicd at the bouton). The main problem of this

algorithm is to find an appropriate value /? that determines the number and size of

the clusters in the bouton cloud and is therefore crucial for the outcome. We ap¬

proached this problem in the folloAving way. For each decomposition of the bouton

cloud into clusters, depending on h. a bouton density Avas constructed as follows.

First, the small and elongated clusteis AA'cre ignored. Second, for the remaining
clusters the boutons in each cluster AA'eie estimated bv a tri-vaiiate normal distribu¬

tion. The resulting global density AA'as compared Avith the true bouton density and

the h with the best match was taken. This procedure could loosely be summarised

as the search for a mixture of 3D not mal distributions that explains the data as

accurately as possible Avith as fcAv clusteis as possible.

Relation to the EM algorithm

A very popular clustering algoiithm is the 'EM algorithm' (McLachlan and Krish-

nan 1997). This algorithm uses a parametrised model (e.g. a mixture of 3D normal

distributions) and finds the parameters that minimise the maximum likelihood of

the gAen data bv searching the Avhole parametei space. The single components of

the mixture can then be interpreted as clusters. The attraction of this algorithm is

certainly the clear concept on Avhich it is based. IIoavca'«, certain problems should

be noted. First, the algorithm does not assign indi\ddual boutons to a cluster. Only
the borders of the clusters aie known. Second, the maximum likelihood function is

unbounded in oui application (the function approaches infinity for parameters for

Avhich the covariance matrix becomes singulai). So the fingest local maximum has

to be found. The pioblem is even Avorsed when the data points tend to be locally

aligned in a chain (McLachlan and Krislman 1997, page 71-72). This is certainly
the case for the boutons, because they are located on the axon (note that similar
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chains were explicitly ignored in our cluster algorithm, although for other reasons).
Third, the EM algoiithm does not provide the number of mixtures that must be

used for the fit. This problem is similar to the appropriate choice of h in our case.

Additional strategies as those used here (i.e. the ignoring of small elongated clusters

and finding the best fit) aa'OuIcI be necessary. HoAA'ever, despite these problems it

would be instructiA'e to compare the outcome of the algorithm with our results.

Performance of the cluster algorithm

In general the cluster algorithm Avorkecl Avell enough for our purpose. Rather than

looking for a detailed model of the bouton cloud, aat aimed to find a minimal model

Avhich captures the major clusters. The compromise aa'c made was that some of the

minor clusters Avere ignored. Avhich makes the model lighter, but the fit to the bouton

cloud is worsened. The goodness of the fit betAA'een the model and the bouton cloud

(both 3D densities) AA'ere made bv the comparison of the radial distributions of the

bouton cloud and the model. For the bouton cloud the radial distribution is simply
the histogram of the distances from the cell origin to the soma. For the model,
Monte Carlo simulations Aveie used to produce model boutons and from them the

model radial distribution. The Monte Carlo simulation Avould not be necessary if

the theoietical radial distribution of the model AA'ere knoAvn.

The strategy we used in order to find a minimal model was to compare the

models for each h with the bouton distribution and to choose the best match. One

problem Avas that for some cells each model had about the same good or bad fit (i.e.
MSE(h) constant) although for each h different number of clusters were obtained.

So our method did not help to decide AA'hat a good model is. In such cases /? Avas

selected so that the resulting clusters AA'eie close to a solution Avhich was determined

by eye. This point could probablv be improA'ecl by using a more sensitive measure

of goodness of fit, for example the total difference in A'olume of the 3D bouton and

model distributions.

A comparison betAA'een the selected model and the real data is given in fig 4.9.

The comparison reflects the compromises Ave made in favour of a simple model. The

first one Avas mentioned above (ignoring some small clusters). The second assump¬

tion has been that the boutons aie noimallv distributed Avithin a cluster. This is

certainly true to some extent, but clear counter examples can also be found. For

example, many bouton clouds shoAA'cd 'fingers'. These fingers Avere often distributed

diffusely OA'er the space so that the boutons AA'ere aligned along AA'ell-separated axonal

paths. The concept of a chistei is difficult to applv m these cases.

4.4.2 Quantitative description of bouton cloud

Relation to other studies

The spatial distribution of boutons and the axonal ramification pattern in 3D in cat

cortex has been the subject of fAv studies and onlv some of these gave quantitative
numbers with which Ave could compare our data.
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Number of boutons: Bouton counts for cells of cat visual cortex are available

from other studies for thalamic afférents, basket cells and pyramidal cells of layer

3. With exception of the layer 3 pyiamidal cells all cells Avere filled intra cellularly

Avith the markers HRP or biocytin. The layer 3 pviamidai cells were revealed by

bulk injection of biocytin. The total number of boutons counted for the thalamic

afférents Avere different for the X arrd Y types (Humphrey et al. 1985). For the X

types they found a range betAA'een 1000 and 4800 boutons (mean 2620). For the Y

type more boutons AA'ere found, ranging betAveen 2100 to 6700 (mean 4280). The

thalamic affeients of our sample (n=3. one X type and Avo Y types) do not reflect

this difference betAveen X and Y types and the numbers (betAveen 2400 and 2900)
are rather at the lower end of the range obseiwed bv Humphrey et al (1985a).

Bouton counts of Aa'O small basket cells in laver 4 langed between 2876 and

3773 (Kisvarday ct ah 1985; KisA'arday et al. 1987). This agrees well with our

estimates of bouton numbers for layer 4 basket cells (2600 to 3800). In our sample

the superficial basket cells formed considerably more boutons (5700 to 6200) than

all other basket cells. This is not reflected in another study of a large layer 3 basket

cell (Kisvarday et al. 1993). Ulis cell had only 2755 boutons. As was pointed out in

the original study this number is an underestimate because proximal boutons could

not be counted. In addition it could also be clue to some difference betAveen area

17 (where our sample comes from) and area 18 (Avheie Kisvarday et al.'s (1987) cell

came from). In the same study a large layer basket cell at the border of layer 5 and

6 of area 18 was revealed, carrying 1599 boutons. Our layer 5 basket cell formed

2010 boutons and AA'as cleailv incomplete. Buhl et al. (1997) counted the number

of boutons from smooth cells. The counts avcic performed on labelled cells of in

vitro experiments, hence the numbers must be regaicled as loAver limits. The basket

cells, all located in layers 2 and 3 had an aA*erage bouton number of 4442 ± 1212

(range 2580 to 5685). Three of the 6 cells had descending axonal processes to

layers 5 and 6, forming about 3 to 20% of the boutons theie. A smaller number of

boutons were found for the dendritic targeting cells in layei 4 (n=5, average number

3439±543. range 2991 to 4308). Double bouquet cells, located in layers 2 and 3 had

the highest number of boutons (n= i. average number 6171 ± 1964, range 5469 to

9048). In contrast, the double bouquet of our sample had less than 2000 boutons.

With 76% of the boutons in layer 2 and 3, the double bouquet cells showed a clear

preference of innerA'ation of the superficial laA'ers,

The number of boutons of supeificial pvramidal cells AA'as counted in an vivo

study of KisA'arday et al. (1992). For the ten pyramidal cells the bouton number

ranged betAA'een 69 and 1289 boutons (mean 417). The authors think that the cells

Avere filled quite completely. If this is true this stuclv differs considerably from our

study. In our sample all pyramidal cells in layers 2 and 3 had at least 2800 boutons.

3 of the 5 cells had in fact moie than 5400 boutons.

Number and volume of cluster^: Patchy formations of boutons or axonal ram¬

ifications Avere reported bv others for cells in all layers, covering both spiny cells

and smooth cells. In general the description remained qualitatiA'e. HoAATever. some

studies estimated the cluster diameter, the inter-cluster distance or the number of
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clusters.

Gilbert and Wiesel (1983) observed clusters of boutons of pyramidal cells and

spiny stellate cells in the layers 6. 5, 4 and 2/3. They point out that the exact

number of clusters AA'as difficult to asses because thev AA'ere not always clearly sep¬

arated. A rough estimate of their published figures gives cluster numbers betAveen

3 and 6 per cell. Also from their figures one can estimate the cluster diameter

which is between 200 and 400pm. The centre-to-centre distance of clusters from

two pyramidal cells in layer 2 and 3 Avere quite different. They report that one had

an average separation of about 800pm, the other of about 1.3mm. In their biocytin

study of the layer 3 pyramidal cells KisA-aiclav et al. (1992) counted betAA'een 1 and

8 clusters, each containing an average of 80 to f 25 boutons. The average separation
Avas 1.1mm. Another pyramidal cell in layer 2 or 3 had clusters betAveen 300pm
and 400pm in diameter and iirtcr-clusl er distances of 0.5 to 1mm (Kisvarday et al.

1986). The cell formed clusters in layei 2. 3 and in layer 5. The clusters in these

two layers tended to be radially aligned, i.e. occupying the same column. This

formation Avas also obseiA'ed foi a pyramidal cell reA'ealed by Gilbert and Wiesel

(1983) and Martin (1988). It could also be observed for some of the cells in our

sample (e.g. fig 4.3 p2/3:D or fig 1.1 lgn:C). A patchy distribution of boutons Avas

observed for a spiny stellate cell in layei i (Maitin and Whitteridge 1984a). This

cell had about 7 clusters and the inter-cluster distance Avas 1mm. Gabbott et al.

(1987) revealed Iavo pyramidal cells in layer 5 that projected to layer 5 and 6. They

reported elongated clusters of boutons separated by loughly 500pm.

Clusters of boutons from basket cells AA'ere also îeported. Kisvarday ct ah (1985)
reA'ealed two bouton clusters of a basket cell at the border of layer 5 and 6. One

cluster Avas foimed locally around the soma, the other Avas formed in layer 2 or

3. Both clusters had diameteis betAveen 200 and 250pm. Smooth cells in general
tend to distribute their boutons differently to those of spiny cells. Basket cell axons

can, similar to spiny cells, travel horizontally for seA'eral mm, but they tend to

form finger like structures rathci than clusters. Boutons of axo-axonic cells synapse

with the initial segment of the pyramidal cells by making multiple boutons there.

These boutons arc organised in vertical roAvs and each such row can be seen a small

cluster. A axo-axonic cell in layei 2 oi 3 formed about 340 rows (Freund et al. f 983).
Finally, the basket cell at the border of lavei 5 and 6 revealed by Kisvarday et al.

(1985) had also a subsystem of smaller clusters (diameter of about 100pm). Such

subsystems Avcre also observed foi thalamic afférents (Gilbert and Wiesel 1983) and

is therefore not a unique feat tue of basket cells. It AA'as suggested that the smaller

clusters leflcct specific sampling from a segregation in alternating ON and OFF

centres (Gilbert and Wiesel 1983). lire fact that the small basket cell in layer 4

had a similar subsystem as the thalamic afférents AA'as taken as an indication that

the two cells have common targets in hiver 4 (Kisvaidav 1992).

The distribution of the boutons made bv the thalamic afférents is in general
also patchy and there is evidence that they form the anatomical substrate of the

ocular dominance columns. The diameter of the clusteis is betAveen 300 and 400pm

(Freund et al. 1985) and their number ranges fiom 1 to 4. The centre-to-centre

distances of the clusteis avcic repoited to be betAveen 300 and 600/m? (Humphrey
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et al. 1985) up to 800//m (Gilbert and Wiesel 1983).
To summarise, the number of clusters reported for the spiny cells is 3 — 8, with

centre-to-centre spacings of 0.5 to 1.3mm and cluster diameter between 200 and

400pm. For thalamic afférents the number of clusters is betAA'een 1 and 4 with

centre-to-centre spacings of 300 to 800pm and a diameter range of 300 to 400pm.

For the basket cells only one cell Avith 2 clusters, in different layers, Avas observed.

Both the centre-to-centre spacing and the diameter was betAveen 200 and 250pm.

A comparison with our data confirms the obseiwed data well. In our study,

the number of clusters ranged from 1 to 9 (fig 1.15) which covers the range given

above. While this is also true for the subset of our spiny cells (1 to 9 clusters,

4 ± 2) the number of clusters for the thalamic afférents is much bigger than the

reported numbers, ranging from 4 to 7. With the exception of one of the basket

cells (b4:A), the number of clusters of the basket cells is 1 or 2, again confirming the

observed results. The cell bl:A had 5 clusters, all quite small (diameters smaller

than 116Aim). Recalling that the basket cells can have substructures it could well

be that this is such a cell and the cluster algorithm detected the sub-clusters. The

average cluster diameter Ave measured for the smooth cells Avas 293pm and for the

spiny cells 390/m? (ignoring the fe\v very large clusters). This confirms the result

that the smooth cells haA'e smaller clusters than the spiny cells. The thalamic

afférents had a mean diameter of 320pm Avhich is also well within the previously

observed range. The same is true for the centre-to-centre spacing. We observed a

mean of about 593pzn.

Proximal and distal clusters

The distinguishing of the clusters into proximal and distal regions of the axon is

reasonable when one considers that cells in \T are arranged in A'ertical columns

of similar properties, such as iso-orientation columns. The proximal cluster Avili

generally innervate the same iso-orientation column as that in AA'hich the soma lies

Avhile distal clusters innervate other iso-orientation columns. A comparison betAveen

the two cluster types Avili reflect differences of Iioav the cell innervates its OAvn column

versus remote columns.

An additional classification Avas made betAA'een clusters in the primary layer of

innervation (i.e. the layer Avhich is innervated bv the majority of the boutons of a

cell) and the other layers. Every cell had a proximal cluster in the primary layer.
This cluster is quite distinct from the distal clusters and also from the proximal
clusters in other layers. The cluster contains more boutons (often more boutons

than the total number of the remaining boutons) and its diameter and bouton

density is often larger (fig 4.13 A-E). Hoavca'ci'. Avithin the population of proximal
clusters in the primary layer of innerA'ation the A'ariance of the properties can be

large, especially the relative number of boutons. This A'ariance can to some extent

be explained by a dependence on the number of clusters that a cell forms.

In fact, as fig 4.17 shews, the relative number of boutons w, in the clusters can

be predicted quite Avell from the number of clusters n that the cell forms. The w,

can be derived by applying a simple algorithm to the clusters. If a cell has two
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clusters, one of them containing 82% of the boutons, the other the remaining f 8%.

If the cell has three clusters, the relative number of boutons can be derived by first

forming two clusters as described above. Then the cluster that contains 82% of the

boutons is further divided into a cluster that contains 82% of the boutons and the

other 18%. One has to proceed similarly for more than three clusters. In our model

of sums of normal distributions, the relative number of boutons are the weights of

the normal distributions. The dependence of the AA'eights iu,(n) on n reduces the

parameters which are necessary for the determination of the model. The decrease

of the number of boutons in the proximal cluster Avith increasing cluster number

could reflect some limitation of the number of boutons that a cell can produce.

We also tried to express other quantities such as the A'olume of a cluster and

further its bouton density as a function of the order of the clusters, the number

of clusters it forms and the total number of boutons. HoAvever, the case is not so

clear and further analysis is required (fig 4.18 F and F). It is also probable that

another dependency influences these quantities, such as cell class or location Avithin

the cortex (i.e. cuiwature of the layers). In this case a much larger sample of

reconstructed boutons Avould be needed to do any significant analysis, because the

number of samples per cell class is often quite small (i.e. 6 for the largest group of

layer 6 pyramidal cells, but even in this group the introduction of subgroups would

be justified, as for example cells projecting to layer 1 or to layer 6).

Vertical projections

The bouton cloud of a cell occupied extensively not more than one or two layers,
thus expressing a high degree of layer specificity (fig 4.12). Tavo exceptions aside

(sp4 and clb2/3), each cell prefers one layer (primary layer of innervation) to all the

other layers, i.e. the relath-e number of boutons in the primary layer is larger than

60%. Fig 4.23 A shows the aA'erage relath-e occupation of the layers by the boutons

of a cell. The thickness of the border of a square represents the relative number of

boutons.

If Ave assume that, most boulons in a layer form synapses with dendrites of cells in

this layer and that excitatory cells primarily form synapses with excitatory cells, one

can recognise main sequences of layers that are connected by the major projections
of excitatory cell types. So at least 80% of the thalamic afferent boutons are formed

in layer 4. The excitation from the thalamic afférents is directed to layer 3 by the

spiny stellate cells (more than > 80% of the boutons). The main innervation of the

pyramidal cells in layer 2 and 3 are the layers 2 and 3 and only about 20% to 30%

of the boutons are formed in the secondary layer of innervation, layer 5. The layer 5

pyramidal cells form, depending on the subtype, boutons in layer 2 and 3 (belvrecn
60% and 80%) or in layer 5 and 6 (percentage of boutons in different layers not

knoAvn). Depending on the subtype, laA'er 6 pyramidal cells form more than 80% of

the boutons either in layer 4 or in layers 5 and 6. Several other sequences certainly
exist. For example branches of the apical dendrites of the layer 6 pyramidal cells in

layer 4 and 5 and can sample excitatory input from the spiny cells that are contained

in or project to these layers. Furthermore thalamic afférents form boutons also in
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layer 6 (lgn:0 about 30%). Finally it is true that all cell types form boutons in

other than the primary layer of innervation, although, in general less than 20%.

We attempted to estimate the total number of boutons that all cells of a gAen

type forms Avithin any layer. This numbei is the piodtict of the number of boutons

that a cell of a gA'cn cell type forms in the layei (given by fig 4.23 A) and the

number of cells of that cell type. For simplicity Ave assumed that the axon of each

cell forms the same number of boutons, i.e. 5000 boutons. The number of cells

within a cell type are listed in table 4.4. Only the excitatory cells were considered.

The number of cells of a given cell type Avas estimated as folloAvs. The number of

cortical cells in the different layers and the number of thalamic afferent are knoAvn

(Beaulieu and Colonnier 1983: Peteis and Pavne 1993). The number of cells beneath

a mm2 of cortical suiface are listed in the third column of table 4.4. 80% of the

cells are excitatory, the lemaining cells inhibitoiA-, With the exception of layei i,

this ratio is independent of the lamina (Gabbott and Somogyi f986). In the fourth

column of table 1.1 the relative number of cells of different types in a layer are

listed. Layers 2 and 3 is unproblematic because only one excitatory cell type of

constant shape is knoAvn to exist, the pyramidal cells.

For the spiny cells in layer 4 the situation is more problematic. At least three

types exist, the spiny stellate cells, the star pyramidal cells and the layer 4 pyramidal
cells. About 40% of the spinv cells in layer 4 aie pyramidal or star pyramidal cells

(Martin and Whitteridge 1984a; Tarczy-Hornoch et al. 1999), the remaining are

spiny stellate cells. In addition AA'e need to distinguish the spiny stellate cells into

two subtypes. One foims boutons mainly to layer 2 and 3 (i.e. ss4:C), the other

in layer 4 (i.e. ssl:A and B, see also Martin and Whitteridge (1984)). The ratio

betAveen these two subtypes as well as the ratio betAveen star pyramidal cells and

pyramidal cells are not knoAvn. We therefore assumed in both cases a ratio of 1.

Of the excitatory cells in layer 5, the layer 5 pyramidal cells, it is again necessary

to form tAvo subtypes. One forms boutons predominantly in layer 2 and 3. the

other in layer 5 and 6. We assumed a latio of 4:1. This estimate is based on the

observation that layer 2 and 3 piojecting pyramidal cells have a small soma size,
while layer 5 and 6 projecting pyiamidal cells have a large soma size (unpublished
observation). The ratio 4:1 of small to laige somata of pyramidal cells in layer 5

was reported in a studv of Peteis and Yilniaz (1993). Our sample contains only a

pyramidal cell that piojcets to laA'er 2 and 3. We therefoie assumed that the layer
5 and 6 projecting cells forms an equal amount of boutons in both layers.

The excitatory cells in laver 6, the pyiamidal cells, also appear into two subtypes.
One of them projects primarily to laver 4. the other forms boutons in layer 6. The

number of lavei 4 projecting pviamidal cells was estimated to be 75% (Katz 1987;
Ahmed et al. 1994). The total number of thalamic afférents projecting to area 17

was estimated to be 360000 (Peteis and Payne 1993). The total surface area of Vf

is about 399?mr?2 (Anderson et al. 1988). It folloAvs that the number of thalamic

afferent per mm2 is 902. The relative numbers for the different cell types per layer

are summarised in column 5 of table 4.4. The last column shows that absolute

number of cells of a cell type tinder a mm2 of coitex.

It follows that the total number of boutons formed by excitatory cells in a
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A'ertical column of mm2 surface area is about 5000 • 62582, where 62582 is the total

number of excitatory cells beneath a mm2 of cortical surface, including the thalamic

afférents. The percentage of boutons formed by the excitatory projections betAveen

the different lavers is depicted in fig 1.23 B. For each cell type only the paths
that involved the t\A*o highest percentages of boutons Avcre shown. Most excitatory
boutons were used for the projection of layer 6 to layer 4 (14%), from layer 4 to layer
2 and 3 (16%) and for the self-innervation of laver 4 (14%) and layer 2 and 3 (26%).
These projection paths are sIioavii as a bold line in the fig 4.23 B. We can also give
estimates of the relative contribution of the excitatory boutons in a layer. For layer

4 about half of the excitatory boutons are from laver 6 pvramidal cells and about

half from spiny cells in layer 1. The thalamic afferent boutons arc represented onlv

very weakly, about 3% of the excitatory boutons in layer 1. In layer 2 and 3 most

excitatory boutons are formed bv the pyramidal cells in this layer (56%) folloAved

by the boutons of the spiny cells in laver 4 (31%). The excitatory boutons of layer 5

are dominated by the boutons of the pyramidal cells in layer 2 and 3, the excitatory
boutons in layer 6 by the layer 6 pyramidal cells. Not shown is the projection of the

layer 6 pyramidal cells back to the LGN. Katz (1987) estimated that about 60%

(i.e. about 8400 cells under a mm2 of cortex) of the layer 6 pyramidal cells are back

projecting to the LGN. So the back projection outnumbers the thalamo-cortical

projection by about a factor of 10.

ref layer cells (mm ) cell types rel cell mini cells/type (mm2)
1 2/3 26500 P2/3 0.8 21200

2

3

4

5

4 27400 ss4(L4)

ssl(L2/3)

sp4(L2/3)
P4

0.5 0.6 0.8 = 0.4

0.5-0.6-0.8 = 0.4

0.5-0.4-0.8 = 0.16

0.5-0.4-0.8 = 0.16

6576

6576

4384

4384

6

7

5 5900 P5(L2/3)

p5(L5/6)

0.75 • 0.8 = 0.6

0.25-0.8 = 0.2

3540

1180

8

9

6 17300 P6(L4)

p6(L6)

0.75-0.8 = 0.6

0.25-0.8 = 0.2

10380

3460

10 LGN 902 Ign 1 902

Table 1.4: Number of spiny cells per cell type and layer, 'ref: reference number, 'layer':

layer of soma, 'cells': Number of cells beneath a mm2 of cortical surface, 'cell types': cell

type. Indicated in the parentheses is the main layer of projection, 'rel cell num.': Relative

number of cells of a cell type in a laver (relative to the total number of cells in the layer),

'cells/type': The total number of cells of a cell type beneath a mm2 of cortical surface.
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Horizontal projections

For simplicity Ave focused on the clusters in the primary layer of innervation and

used the 2D distribution of the bouton cloud, after having the boutons projected
onto a horizontal plane. The axons of spiny cells spread their boutons over an area

which is roughly the size of 1 f x 300pm cubes. For the smooth cells this area is only
about 2 x 300/m? (fig 4.22 A). The total area occupied by the clusters is in general

higher than 50% of the total area (fig 1.22 B). The exceptions are the thalamic

afférents and the pyramidal cells in layer 2 and 3. both of Avhich form many though
small clusters.

The horizontal displacement of the clusters from the soma can be as much as

2mm (fig 4.19), AA'hich can be far enough to innervate cells whose classical receptive
fields do not overlap Avith its oavii receptiA'e field (Albus 1975a). It is hypothesised
that such far reaching axons are responsible for the non-classical receptive field

features (Gilbert 1992). However, for the spiny cells the average displacement from

the soma is about 800pm. Boutons of these clusters can form synapses with cells

whose receptive field locations are neighbouring the receptive field location of the

parent cell. The direction of the displacement will be biased towards a direction

that is determined by the retinotopic map and the direction of the displacement of

the cluster (Albus 1975a). The average radius of the distal clusters of spiny cells (in
the primary layer of innervation) is about 190//m (fig 4.13 D). Assuming a change
in preferred stimulus orientation of 10 deg per 50///?? horizontal displacement from

the parent cell (Albus 1975b), the cells contacted by the boutons in the cluster will

have preferred stimulus orientations the differ by 120 to 200 deg from the preferred
stimulus orientation of the parent cell, i.e cells of quite similar preferred stimulus

orientation are contacted. This result is supported by direct methods (Gilbert and

Wiesel 1989; Kisvarday et al. 1996).
The distal clusters of the smooth cells are less far displaced than that of the spiny

cells. However, smooth cells can form horizontal arms ewer laterally long distances

(e.g. fig 4.5 b5 and b2/3:B) which AA'ere not recognised as clusters by the cluster

algorithm The average horizontal displacement of the distal clusters from soma is

400pm, (fig 4.13 F) and lurve an a\"eragc radius of 130//??? (fig 4.13 D). The boutons in

these clusters -will probably form synapses Avith cells whose receptive field locations

arc randomly distributed in a small environment around the receptive field location

of the parent cell. The preferred stimulus orientation of the contacted cells -will

be betAA'een 50 and 100 cleg. i.e. oblique or perpendicular to the preferred stimulus

orientation of the parent cell (Albus 1975a: Albus 1975b). This is in accordance

with the results of KisA'arday et al. (1996).
In both cases, spiny or smooth cells, the proximal cluster contains more than

half of the boutons hi the boutou cloud (fig 4.13 C). This means that the strongest
innervation of a cell is onto cells that are located in a small local neighbourhood.
For spiny cells this neighbourhood has a diameter of 600///??. For the smooth cells it

has a diameter of 310//??? (fig 4.13 D). The receptive field location of the contacted

cells arc in both cases randomly scattered around the receptive field location of

the parent cell and contact cells of preferred stimulus orientation differences up
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to 34 deg for the smooth cells and 60 deg for the spiny cells (Albus 1975a; Albus

1975b).
The direction of the horizontal displacement from the soma of the distal clusters

was correlated Avith the preferred stimulus orientation and direction of the cell (fig
4.20 and fig 1.21 C and D). For the total sample of cells no correlation could be

detected. This is also the case Avhen only the pyramidal cells or the spiny stellate

cells arc considered separately. LIoAvever, for the layer 6 pyramidal cells and the

basket cells in layer 4 the preferred stimulus orientation tended to be perpendicular
to the direction of displacement of the clusters (8 of fO clusters for the layer 6

pyramidal cells and all clusters for the basket cells (fig 1.21 C). For these clusters no

systematic arrangement relative to the preferred stimulus direction of the cell could

be detected (fig 4.21 D. occurrence of Avhite and black clots in the perpendicular

segment). However, the results are only suggestive because of the small sample size

(5 layer 6 pyramidal cells and 2 layer 1 basket cells).
Cortical cells with elongated axons AA'ere obseiwed for several species, such as cat,

monkey and tree shrew. For the monkey it Avas reported that the axis of longest

elongation is perpendicular to the ocular dominance columns or the border of Vf

and V2 (Malach et al. 1993; Blasdel et al. 1995; Yoshioka et al. 1996). For the tree

shrew the axis of largest elongation for bouton clouds of superficial cells was shown

to be parallel to the preferred stimulus orientation (Fitzpatrick 1996; Bosking et al.

1997). For the cat a systematic analysis was made for the feedback projections of

the layer 6 pyramidal cells to the clLGN. If AA'as reA'ealed that the boutons in the

dLGN are elongated and the axis of longest elongation are perpendicular or parallel
to the preferred stimulus orientation (Murphy et al. 1999). For the superficial cells

in cat VI it AA'as shown the their boutons tend to be elongated along the preferred
stimulus orientation (Schmidt et al. 1997). However, it Avas already reported by
Gilbert and Wiesel (1983) that some of the axons were elongated with axis of largest

elongation either perpendicular or parallel to the preferred stimulus orientation of

the cell. Our data sIioavs that such a correlation could also hold for the layer 6

pyramidal cells and the smooth cells. HoAA-ever, it does not seem to be true for the

superficial pyramidal cells or the spiny stellate cells in layer 4.

For boutons within a radius of 500pm no correlation Avas found between bouton

distribution and preferred stimulus orientation in the tree shrew (Fitzpatrick 1996).
Wc were looking for such a correlation for the pioximal clusters of our cells (fig 4.20

and fig 4.2 L A and B). No striking correlation could be detected, neither for the

Avhole sample of cells nor for individual cell tvpes. HoAvever. some tendencies could

be recognised. The smooth cells, for example, lacked cluster orientations parallel to

the preferred stimulus orientation. In contrast, spiny cells lacked cluster orientations

perpendicular to the preferred stimulus orientation.

Asymmetric axonal fields, in the sense that the horizontal bouton distribution

has a strong bias in a given direction, Avere observed in the cat cortex for layer
5 pyramidal cells projecting to layer 6 (Gabbott et al. 1987). If the direction

of asymmetric of the axonal field is similar to the preferred stimulus direction of

the cell, the excitation of the laver 5 pyramidal cell. Avhen stimulated Avith a bar

moving in the preferred direction of motion, would excite the contacted layer six
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cells ('priming'). The response sensitivity of these cells would then be increased

and could seiwc as an estimate of the future position of the object. Such facilitating
effects AA'ere experimentally demonstrated (Nelson and Frost 1985; Ts'o et al. 1986).
For a priming mechanism, one would expect the existence of distal clusters that

are horizontally displaced along an axis perpendicular to the preferred stimulus

orientation. Of the 18 cells Avith knoAvn preferred stimulus orientation 15 showed

such a constellation of clusters (fig 4.20 and 4.21 D).
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Chapter 5

Distribution of boutons along
axonal branches

The spatial distributions of boutons (and by implication, their synapses) can provide
useful insights into the organisation of the connections betAveen neurons in the

cortex. For example, bouton density distributions haA'e shown that some neurons

in cortex make their synapses quite selectively (on the scale of the diameters of

dendritic arborisation), forming 3D clusteis of high bouton density (see chapter 4)
that are likely to influence a localised population of target neurons. On a smaller

scale, bouton distributions can offer insights into the manner of synapse formation

betAA'een individual neurons. For example, the one dimensional (ID) arrangement
of boutons along axon collaterals offers information about the possible selectivity

of individual connections. In this regard, a study of mouse cerebral cortex has

shown that the arrangement of boutons on axonal collaterals is essentially random,

i.e. a Poisson process (Braitenberg and Schtiz 1991; Flelhvig et al. 1994). Those

studies examined Golgi-stained material Avhich stains onlv the local axonal field of

cells. The results icported AA'eie therefore necessarily confined to more proximal
axon segments.

Here avc study the bouton distribution along the reconstructed axonal tree of

the sample of neurons that AA'ere used in chapter 4.

5.1 Material and Methods

Bouton representation

The boutons are represented bv points in the 3D space, and the axonal and den¬

dritic collaterals bv open polygons. The locations of the boutons Avere digitised

together with the axons. So each boutou is linked to its source collateral, and this

data organisation permits us to study the distribution of the boutons along the

collaterals.

The boutons do not ahvays lie exactly on the toute of the axon as represented

by the digitised polygon. InA'ialh', the boutons nrav lie aAvay from the polygon
because phvsically extended stiuctuies such as the axon are digitised as points and

101
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lines, which haA'e no thickness. Moreover, there are small measurement errors in the

digitisation process. The third, and biologically relcA'ant, reason for displacement
of the boutons aAvav from the axon is the existence of boutons terminaux. These

are boutons connected bv a small axonal stalk, oi neck, to the axonal shaft. In

order to analyse sequences of boutons on axonal branches avc chose to project the

measured points (boutons) onto the axonal polygon (fig 5.1).

-$-

Figure 5.1: Representation of an axon. The reconstruction of an axonal branch is repre¬

sented by a polygon (p) in the 3D space. Boutons on the axon are represented by points

(qt). q[ is the projection of q, onto the polygon. We analysed the sequence of the points

i-

Dendrograms

A dendrogram of a tree is a 2D diagram that reflects the branching behaviour of

the free. Each branch point is îepresented by a horizontal line, which links the

parent branch to its daughter branches. The length of this line is chosen to be

long enough to avoid intersections Avith other branches. The branches (also axon

collaterals) themselves are lepiesented by A'ertical lines and their length is propor¬

tional to the measured length of the branch. We also superimposed the locations

of boutons (projected onto the branches) onto the dendrogiam. It is a propeity of

the dendrogram that all its intersections wit h the same horizontal have the same

displacement from the origin of the tree. Avhen the distance is measured along the

shortest axonal path from an intersection to the ongin of the tree. End collaterals

aie branches for Avhich no successor branches exist. The remaining branches avc call

inner branches.
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Bouton density plots

The bouton density as a function of displacement from the tree origin (soma for

the cortical cells and the point of entrance from the white matter to layer 6 for

the thalamic afférents) AA'ere obtained by dividing the dendrogram into horizontal

bands, or bins, of equal Avidth. beginning at the origin. The bouton density in

each bin Avas obtained by dividing the total number of boutons in that band of the

dendrogram by the total length of axon in the band. We chose a band width of

100pm. Thus, for example, all boutons in the second band of the dendrogram have

a distance of between 100///?? and 200pm from the tree origin, measured along the

shortest path on the axonal tree leading to the tree origin.

Fit of inter-bouton distances

A histogram of interbouton intervals Avas computed foi each neuron. The bin size

of the histogram is 1.5pm. The histogram AA'as fitted by exponential and gamma

distributions. For the fit onlv distances AA'eie used Avhich were smaller than d =

2 - 1.5 — 0.75, Avhere / is the first bin for Avhich the bins ? and % + 1 contain no

distances. The d's were different for different cells, ranging from 42 to 104pm

(mean 76 ± 17pm). The best fit AA'as found by minimising the least square Avith the

Lcvcnberg-Alarquardt method.

Possion process with dead zones

A stationary Poisson process with dead zones (Cox and Isham 1980) Avas simulated

in Matlab. First a Poisson process Avith rate 1/A (A > 0) Avas created. A distance

t > 0 from a normal distribution with mean p > 0 and standard deviation a was

chosen. Then beginning Avith the first point of a Poisson process, all following points

Avere deleted until the resulting inter-distance AA'as larger than r. Selecting a iicav r

and going on with the next point of the process, this piocedure was repeated until

the end of the process was arrived at. It can be shown that the new process created

in this Avay has an average inter-bouton distance of p + \ (Cox and Isham 1980).

5.2 Results

The spatial distribution of boutons along axonal trees of the 30 neurons AA'ere in¬

vestigated. The dendrograms (fig 5.2 to 5.5) AA'ere used for further analysis of the

bouton statistics. The dendrogram captures the ielc\*ant properties of the data

because if represents compactly the branching behaviour of the tree, the length of

the collaterals and the location of the boutons on the collaterals, in the correct

proportions. The statistics of the interbouton distances and bouton densities on

the dendrograms will be particulaily important heie.
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11.1

Figtrre 5.2: Dendrogram of a spiny stellate cell (ss4:B). The large circle indicates the cell

body in layer 4. Axonal branches aie icpresented by A'ertical thin lines. The horizontal

lines are only draAvn for visibility and do not icpresenl axoiial branches. The boutons are

represented by the dots. Large dots indicate the boutons in one of the axonal patches
of the ceff (sec chapter 4). The large circle indicates the cell body in layer 4. The same
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Characterisation of the axonal trees and branches

The total axonal length, i.e. the total sum of the collateial lengths, of the neurons

AA'as about 34 ± 13mm (range [10.60], fig 5.6 A). Although the axonal arborisation

of smooth cells (?? == 9) are îestrictecl to a smaller volume than spiny cells (n = 18)
or thalamic afférents (/? — 3). this is not reflected in the branch length. The

longest branches were made bv the pyiamidal cells in layers 2 and 3 (n = 5) and

the layer 5 pyramidal cell (?? = 1) Thev all had A'alues longer than 55mm. On

average, the axonal tree Avas formed of 419 zz 261 collaterals (range [103, 1274], fig
5.6 B). The spiny cells and thalamic affeients tend to have fewer axon collaterals

than the smooth cells. For example the basket cell b2/3 B had about tAvioe as

many collaterals than the maximal number of collaterals of the former gioup. The

average numbei of branches of the smooth cells Avas 689 A 309 (range [325. 1271]),
that of the spiny cells and thalamic affeients 303 ±126 (lange [103,587]). It folloAvs

that the branch lengths are different for the Aa'0 groups. Indeed, as can be seen

in fig 5.6 O the branch lengths fall into broad gioups. One is formed by smooth

cells. The medians of the collateial lengths of this group vary betAA'een 21pm and

4.5pm (27 A 7pm). The othci gioup is formed bv the spiny cells and range from 58

to 148pm (92 A 20pm). Within this gioup all spinv stellate cells in layer 4 had in

general smaller collaterals than the icmaining cells. The thalamic afférents tend to

fall into the same group as the smooth cells.

The distribution of collateral lengths tends to be similar for axons in the same

cell class. The distribution of the thalamic afférents fall between the two extreme

classes of shoit collateial lengths (smooth cells) and long collateral lengths (pyra¬
midal cells, fig 5.6 E, F and G). Also note the long branches of the pyramidal cell

in layei 6, p6:F. This is the cell Avhose axon is icstiicted to layer 6.

Not, all collateials have the same lengths. For example the end collaterals, which

make up 50% of the number of collaterals, often haA'e a median Avhich is different

from the lengths of the inner collateials (fig 5.6 D). An extreme example is the star

pyramidal cell (sp4). Avhose median of the end collaterals is about 180pm longer
than the median of the inner collateral. 83% of the cells have larger end collateral

than innei collaterals. HoAATA'er, for many of them the difference is smaller than

20//???.
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5.2.1 Bouton density

For each neuron the location of the boutons on the axonal tree is characterised bv

a local bouton density as a function of displacement from the tiec origin, measured

along the axonal tiee (fig 5.7). The origin of the axonal tree is at the soma for

cortical neurons. For geniculate neurons the origin was chosen for convenience to

be at the border of white matter and la\cr 6. The bouton density was determined

by partitioning the dendrogram into horizontal strips of 200pm width. The total

axonal length and the total numbei of boutons of a cell falling into each strip Avas

determined and the density Avas calculated bv dividing the former by the latter.

The layer specificity that Ave have already seen for the bouton distribution in 3D

(chapter 4) is also ieffected in the bouton density as defined above. For example
the layer 6 pyramidal cells aA'oid laver 5 and innerA'ate strongly layer 4. The bouton

density is in fact Ioav close to the soma and suddenly jumps to a higher level at

some distance, presumably at the border of layer 5 and layer 4 (fig 5.7 A. shaded

area and bold line in inset p6). In contrast, the laver 6 pyramidal cell whose axon

is restricted to layer 6 (p6:F. loAver stippled line in fig 5.7 A, inset p6) has a high
density of boutons within 400/?/// from the soma.

The bouton density tends to be similar Avithin a class of neurons (fig 5.7 A).
HoAvever, the variation can be large. For example the layer 6 pyramidal cell p6:G
(upper stippled line in fig 5.7 A. inset p6) has. compared to the other cells in

this class, a very high bouton density. The spatial density of this cell was also

exceptionally high (chapter 4). The class of the Liver 6 pyramidal cells that project
to layer 4 haA'e an initial Ioav density region of about 400pm,, folloAved by a high
density iegion of about 1/??//; stalling at a distance of lmm from the soma, hi

contrast, the remaining pA'iamidal cells, together AA'ith the spiny stellate cells, haA'e

an initial region (smaller than 200//?//) of Ioav density
.
folloAved by a large, high

density region of about 2/7//// (fig 5.7 A. inset ssl p2/3 p5 p4) .
The smooth cells

have a very high density iegion fiom the origin onward (fig 5.7 A, inset bö b4

b2/3 db2/3). This iegion is short, as is the length oft he longest axonal path (fig
5.2). The thalamic affeients icsemble closely the density distribution of the layer 6

pyramidal cells that project to layer 4. The onlv diffeicnce is a possible innervation

of layei 6, e.g. the Iavo A afférents (lgn:B and lgirC). This causes the first bump in

the density distribution (fig 5.7 A. inset Ign).
Idic aA'erage number of boutons per 100pm is, for the spiny and thalamic cells,

between 4 and 10 boutons. Exceptions are 3 layer 6 pviamiclal cells with values

higher than fO. With the exception of the double bouquet cell (db2/3) and the

layei 5 basket cell (b5) the smooth cells haA'e more than 10 boutons in a 100pm
bin (fig 5.7 B). At least for the basket cell b5 it cannot be excluded that the Ioav

density could be clue to an incomplete filling of the axonal tree.

ddie obvious reason for the change m bouton density along the axonal tree can

be observed in the dendrograms (fig 5.2 to 5.5). Hie cells fend to have their boutons

distributed on the end collaterals and the inner collateials aie often only sparsely
covered Avith boutons. In fact, the sum of the end collateral lengths range betAveen

40 and 73% of the total axonal length (51 ± 89c) and carry betAA'een 52 and 82% of
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the total number of boutons (67 zz 8%). This is true for the smooth cells as well as

for the spmv and thalamic cells The existence of collaterals with sparsely coveied

boutons loAA'cr the average bouton density wheicvei thev occur on the tree.

That the boutons tend to be located tOAvards the end collaterals of the axonal

tree can also be seen bv the fact that for the spinv cells and thalamic afférents 75%

of the boutons aie contained in the last 231 ± 96pm part of the axon. This Avas

determined as folloAvs. For each bouton the path AA'as determined that leads from

the bouton to the closest tip of an end collateral. For each cell the |-quantile of

these lengths Avas determined and the average ovei the different cell was calculated.

The quantifies ranged from 81////? (ss4:C) to 474///// (sp4). For the smooth cells the

range was 29 to 136/?m (57 A 33///??),
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Figure 5.7: Bouton density measured along the axonal tree. A: The bouton density as

a function of distance from the soma, measured along the axonal paths, was determined.

The y-axis indicates the number of boutons that are tvpically found in a 200pm long piece
of axon which is located at some distance fiom the soma (x-axis), the distance measured

along the axonal paths. The density profiles are shown for four different groups of ceffs, as

indicated by the labels at the top of the four figures. The bold line indicates the average of

the density profiles in a group. Tiro shaded area indicates the maximum (top curve) and

minimum values (bottom curve) of the cell profiles. Stippled lines indicate the density of

cells that were ignored for the computation of the mean curve and the shaded area (p6:F
and p6:G). B: Average boutou density of each cell.
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5.2.2 Interbouton distances

An important characterisation of the boutons along the axonal tree is derived from

the distances betAveen consecutive boutons. For each bouton on the tree the distance

to the 'lower' neighbour', i.e. to the nearest bouton AA'hich is on the axonal path
from the bouton to the root AA'as determined. If no loAver neighbour exits, the bouton

was ignored. Because there are branch points, it is possible that several boutons

have the same loAver neighbour. Long distances were viewed as outliers and AA'ere

eliminated for further analysis (see 5.1 for determining the threshold). The relative

number of distances discarded ranged betAA'een 0.1% and 3.4% (0.9±0.7%). The two

highest values occurred for two spiny stellate cells (> 2%). The largest interbouton

distance of individual cells ranged betAA'een 84pm and 2mm. The exceptionally huge
distance of 2m,m was on a thalamic afferent (lgn:B). Excluding this large distance,

the average of the interbouton distances that were eliminated Avas 419 A 283pm.

Histogram of interbouton distances

The histogram of interbouton distances (bin size is 1.5//,m) Avas skewed to the left

for all cells (fig 5.8). The distributions Avithin a class tended to be similar (e.g.
basket cells in layers 2 and 3). Cells of different cell classes could also have similar

distributions (e.g. pyramidal cells in layers 2 and 3 and spiny stellate cells in layer

4) but this Avas not necessarily the rule (e.g layer 6 pyramidal cells and basket cells).
A clear difference in the interbouton distances of different cells could be observed

in the first three bins of the histogram. Either the number of interbouton distances

Avas maximal in the first bin or in the third bin (fig 5.8). We took the ratio of

the number of distances in the first bin and the third bin in order to quantify this

difference (fig 5.9 A). For a ratio smaller than one Ave say that the cell lacks small

distances. In general the thalamic afférents and the smooth cells showed a distinct

lack of small distances (< 0.6). Avith two exceptions (b4:C and db2/3). The layer 6

pyramidal cells had the highest ratios (four of them > 2).
We classified the different cell types into four groups according to the histogram

of interbouton distances (fig 5.9 C. D, E and F). This Avas done by eye and should

serve only as a help to emphasise the differences and similarities of the distribu¬

tions. The layer 6 pyramidal cells and the star pyramidal cell in layer 4 formed one

group. All members except the pvramidal cells p6:F and p6:G had quite similar

distributions. These Avo exceptions formed extreme cases. p6:F had a flat distri¬

bution Avhile p6:G had a steep distribution. p6:F could have been placed in the

group Avhich is formed by the remaining spiny cells. This group had mainly flat

distributions. Some of these cells had a slight tendency to haA'e less small values so

that the maximum of the curve was not in the first bin but in the third. For the

third group, the thalamic afférents, the lack of small distances is more pronounced
for all three members. Xo difference could be detected betAveen the X or the Y cells.

The last group is formed by the smooth cells. For these cells (except the double

bouquet cell), the lack of small distances is moie pronounced and the distributions

are very steep.
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Figure 5.8: For each cell the histogram of interbouton distances is shown (black dots).
Gamma distributions cvith parameter A arrd B. indicated in the lower right corner of

each distribution (Iavo numbers m parenthesis). AA'ere fitted to histograms which showed

a lack of small distances. Exponential distributions cvith parameter A, indicated in the

loAver right corner of each distribution (one number in parenthesis), were fitted to the

data Avhich did not show a lack of small distances. In both cases the fitted distribution

is indicated bv a gray thick line. Horizontal direction: interbouton distance. Vertical

direction: relative number of cA'ents per bin. Bin si/e 1.5pm.
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Figure 5.9: Classification of interbouton distance distributions. A: Lack of small dis¬

tances AA-as quantified for each cell bv the ratio of the values in the first bin and the third

bin of the interbouton distance histogram. A ratio smaller than 1 is interpreted as a lack

of small distances. B: Mean of intei bout on distances determined for each cefl (dots). C,

D, E and F: Cell types of similar interbouton histograms were grouped together. Four-

groups were formed. The cell types in each group aie indicated. The solid line indicates

the mean of the histograms in each group. The uppei bender of the shaded area indicates

the maximum and the locver curve the minimum of the histograms. Bin size Avas 1.5pm.
The stippled upper cmwe in group C is the histogram of the hiA'er 6 pyramidal cell p6:G,
the stippled lower curve indicates the histogram of p6:F. The stippled curves in group F

indicate the histograms of db2/3 and bo. These cells AA'ere not used in the determination

of the mean, maximum and minimum cuiwes.
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Average interbouton distances

Average values of inteibouton distances varied considet ably, between 5.1 and 14.3pm

(fig 5.9 A), depending on the cell class. Smooth cells, Avith the exception of the bas¬

ket cell in layer 5 (mean 7.3//???) and the double bouquet cell in layer 3 (mean

8.3pm), had small aA'eragc distances (6.9 ± 0.7///??. range [6.0,8.3]). The spiny cells

and thalamic afférents tended to have laiger inteibouton distances (10.1 ± 1.8/tm,

range [7.6,14.3]). A layer 6 pyramidal cell (p6:G) Avas not included in the spiny

cell group. This ceil had the smallest average inteibouton distances of all the cells

(5.1pm).

Fit of exponential and gamma distributions to the histograms

The histograms in fig 5.8 suggests fitting a gamma oi exponential distribution to the

data. If the cell lacked small distances (ratio < 1) Ave fitted a gamma distribution

with parameters A and B. For cells Avhich did not shoAv a lack of small distances (ra¬
tio > 1) an exponential distribution Avith parameter A Avas fitted. About 40% of the

cells with ratio > 1 could be fitted Avell with an exponential distribution (p < 0.001,

Kolmogorov-Smimov test). litis included the cells p6:C, p6:F, s4:B, s4:C, p2/3:B,

p2/3:C and clb2/3 (fig 5.8). Thirty percent of the cells that shoAved a lack of small

distances (ratio < 1) had no significant deviation fiom the gamma distribution.

These Avcre the cells p5. p4. ss4:A. b4:B and b4:D (fig 5.8). The distribution of

the interbouton distances of most basket cells and all thalamic afférents are not

Avell fitted by the gamma distribution. In all cases the number of small interbouton

distances (between 3 and 4.5pm) Avas underestimated by the fitted curves.

The distribution of the interbouton distances on different clusters

We also Avantcd to kncnv if the distributions of inteibouton distances are different

for different clusters. We compared the cluster that contained the highest number

of boutons (AA'hich is in geneial the local cluster around the soma, i.e. the proximal

cluster) with the remaining clusteis. Onlv interbouton distances were considered for

Avhich both boutons AA'cre in the cluster. Some clusters had significantly different

distributions (p — O.OOf, KolmogoroA'-Smirnov test). While no smooth cell had

clusters of different distributions. 52% fiom the spinv cells and thalamic afférents

had such clusters. Xo systematic pattern could be observed (not shown). The result

is not altered if onlv the subset of boutons on the end collaterals Avere considered.

But in this case a clearer picture evoh'es. If a chistei had a significantly different

interbouton distance distribution it Avas either in a different laver to the soma or, if

it AA'as in the same layei, it AA'as one of the most distal clusteis (fig 5.10, black dots).
Examples of distributions of significantly different clusters are shoAvn in fig 5.11.

The number of distances in these clusters ranged from 18 I to 627 (388.9 ± 152.3).
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used
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Figure 5.11: Examples of clusters with significant different interbouton distance distribu¬

tions (thin lines). The interbouton distance distiibution of the reference chister is shown

in bold.

5.3 Discussion

5.3.1 Differences in bouton formation

Our data suggests that cortical cells (including thalamic afférents) of cat Vf form, on

average, a bouton every 10///?? along the axonal tiee. However, the mode of bouton

formation changes for different cells and also for different parts of the axonal tree.

Different axonal parts

Evidence for changes in the mode of bouton formation on different parts of the

axon is evident for all cell types studied. The density of boutons on axonal branches

changes Avith the location on the axon (fig 5.7 A). The change can often be correlated

Avith the location of the bouton in the cortex. For example the layer 6 pyramidal
cells that project to layer 1 avoid foiming synapses in layer 5. But also within a

layer the formation of boutons can change. Often boutons are formed infrequently
on an axonal bianch before the branch forms a distal cluster (fig 5.2). This last

observation can also be seen as the prominent preference of the boutons to be

located on the end part of the axonal tree (fig 5.2 to fig 5.5). In fact the number

of boutons that are formed on the end collaterals. Avhich make up about half of the

total length of the axonal tree, comprise on aA'erage about 70% of the total number

of boutons. A possible explanation is that the boutons prefer to form synapses in

axonal clusters which are primanly made on the end part of the axonal tree.

Different cells

The bouton density as function of distance from the soma changes for different

cells (fig 5.7 A). LIoAvever. cells of similar type fend to haA'e similar interbouton

distance distributions. For example all layei 6 pyiamidal cells that project to layer

B C
SS4B p6A
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4 Avili prefer to form boutons in layei 4 and avoid layer 5. This is reflected bv a

stereotyped shape of the density function. A Ioav density up to 500pm (measured
from the soma) followed by a region of highei density (fig 5.7 A p6). The bouton

density function can also change for cells Avithin one cell class. The density function

of p6:G for example has the same shape as all the other layer 4 projection pyramidal
cells in layer 6 but is scaled in //-direction, i.e. the bouton density is everywhere

higher compared to the other cells (fig 5.7 A inset p6. tipper stippled line).

The differences in the bouton formation for different cells is also reA'ealed when

studying the distances betAA'een consecutive boutons (interbouton distances) on an

axonal tree. The mean of these distances coA'eis a lauge betAA'een 5.1 and 14.3//???.
That means that on aA'erage one cell forms a bouton everv 5.1pm of axon Avhile

another cell only every 11.3///?/. It is difficult to explain this difference. There is

a weak con elation of the average inteibouton distance with the cell type. Spiny
cells and thalamic afférents tend to haA'e larger avei age distances than smooth cells

(7.5±1.8pm and 10.3±2.3//m), bins could reflect the fact that the target selectivity
of smooth cells is different from that of spiny cells. But even within the same cell

class and for boutons AA'ithiii the same layers large differences exist. For example
in layer 4 bouton formation on axons of Fryer 6 pvramidal cells occur every 5.1pm

(p6:G) or every 9.5pm (p6:B).
The differences in interbouton distances could also be due to different target

specificities of cells. For example a basket cell in laver 4 forms on average every

7pm a bouton on the distal paît of the axon, foi the spiny stellate cells if is only

every 12//??? (fig 5.9 B). This could have to do Avith the different target preferences.

Although both cells prefer to contact spiny cells, the basket cells prefer to form

synapses with cell bodies and dendritic shafts, Avhile the spiny stellate cells prefer
dendritic spines. This is further supported by other cell types in our sample (fig
5.12). If this correlation holds for the pvramidal cells p6:G and p6:B it Avould folloAv

that p6:G prefers to target less spines than p6:B. Unfortunately Ave do not have the

data to check this. From fig 5.12 one can also see a tendency for the interbouton

distances to correlate Avith the lavei of soma. Layer 6 pyramidal cells haA'e a smaller

interbouton distance than the spinv stellate cells in layer 4 or the pyramidal cells

in layers 2 and 3. However, the coirelation does not seem to hold for smooth cells.

There are two studies in Avhich the average inteibouton distance of cells in cat

VI were determined. Foi a laver 1 basket cell the average Avas 6.4pm (Kisvarday
et al. 1985) and for a basket cell in laver 5 the value was 9.4pm (Kisvardav ct ah

1987). This suppoits our finding that the basket cells in layer 5 have larger inter¬

bouton distances than the basket cells in layei 1. In our sample avc found a mean

interbouton distance of 10///?? for the basket cell in layer 5 and a mean of 7pm for

the basket cells in layer L For inteibouton distances of thalamic afférents of the

cat (or kitten) visual cortex (aiea 18. lavei 4A) an interbouton distance of 11.2pm
AA'as determined (Friedlander and Maitin 1989). Again, this is in good agreement
with our A'alucs (aA'erage 10.7 A 0.8/////).

The distiibution of interbouton distances reA'oals a further difference betAA'een

bouton formation. All distributions aie skcAvecl to the left but display differences

for verv short distances. Some cells sIioav a lack of small distances Avhile others do
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Figure 5.12: For each cell the average interbouton distance (y-axis) was correlated with

the percent of contacted spines (x-axis) of cells of similar type as given in table 1.1).
Correlation analysis r - 0.80. p = 0.00. a = 5.86. b = 0.07.

not (fig 5.8). The occurrence of small distances is especially pronounced for the

smooth cells and the thalamic afférents while it is less pronounced for superficial

pyramidal cells and absent for layei 6 pyramidal cells (5.9 A and C-F). A lack of

small distances AA'as also repoitecl in the study of the basket cells in layer 4 and

5 (Kisvarday et al. 1985: Kisvarday et al. 1987) and for spiny cells (Martin and

Whitteridge 198 la).

A lack of small distances can be interpreted as the existence of a 'dead zone', i.e.

a small neighbourhood that is formed on the axon around each bouton in Avhich no

other bouton can be formed. The existence of a dead /one can be understood if one

remembers that the boutons are physical objects of about lp,m in diameter, aligned

on an axonal branch of about 0.1pm diameter. It folloAvs that the centre of Avo

boutons can never be closer than 1///?/. Indeed, the obseiwed lack of small distances

is of that order (< 3pm). ÏIoAcever. other effects such as limitations given by the

growth mechanisms for boutons could also play a role. The reason why avc do not

sec a lack of small distances for some cells could have to do Avith our representation

of the boutons. In order to analyse sequences of boutons Ave projected the location

of the boutons terminaux onto the polygon that represents the axonal branch (fig

5.1). In this case the physical extent of the bouton does not imply a dead zone (fig
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If the lack of small distances is due to our representation of the boutons, one

would expect a correlation betAA'een the relative number of boutons that are of

type terminaux and the lack of small distances observed in the distributions. We

investigated if this is true for our sample. The relative number of boutons of type

terminaux are shown in fig 5.13 B. Most cells have less then 40% of these boutons.

Exceptions are the layer six pyramidal cells that project to layer 4 (60 ± 10%, range

[50,70]). For the spiny cells this agrees Avith the findings of other studies. It was

found that layer 6 pyramidal cells haA'e mam' boutons terminaux (McGuire et al.

1984; Martin and Whitteridge 1984a). For the thalamic afférents, star pyramidal
cells and basket cells boutons en passant Avere the most common (McGuire et al.

1984; Freund et al. 1985: Martin and Whitteridge 1984a: Ahmed et al. 1997).
For a layer 3 and layer 5 pyramidal cell the axon Avas covered with both types of

boutons (Kisvarday et al. 1986: Martin and Whitteridge 1984a). We also found

some exceptions to this scheme. One spiny stellate and a thalamic afferent had

many boutons terminaux (ssLC. 75%. lgn:A, 80%). Ign:A is, in contrast to the

remaining thalamic afférents in our sample of type X. Of the spiny cells ss4:A

projects strongest to layer 3.

The scatterplot sIioaa's that the higher the relative number of boutons terminaux

is, small distances will occur more frequently (fig 5.13 G). This favours our hypoth¬
esis. However, the cells ss4:C and lgn:A d Avhich AA'ere ignored for the correlation

analysis do not fit into this scheme. A similar correlation Avas observed by Martin

and Whitteridge (1984). They compared the interbouton distances between rows

of boutons en passant and rows of boutons terminaux in a row (at least 5 in a

row). The, study showed that the boutons terminaux formed more small distances

than the boutons en passant. They used a similar method to ourselves for the mea¬

surement of the distances betAA'een boutons, i.e. they used the projections of the

boutons onto the axonal shaft.

5.3.2 A model for bouton placement

Poisson process

It Avas argued that a possible mechanism for bouton placement along axonal branches

is randomness, i.e. that the boutons on all collaterals are placed according to the

same Boisson process (Braitenberg and Schriz 1991: Ilelhvig et al. 1994). The model

Avas proposed for cells of the monkey cortex. We Avould like to discuss how far this

model applies to our sample of neurons.

It is clear that the model can not be true for the Avhole axonal tree because of

the tendency of the boutons to be located toAA'ards the end of the tree. Randomness

would imply that all collaterals foim about the same density of boutons. However,
the model could be true for the end part of the axonal tree. Indeed, the distribution

of the interbouton distances betAA'een boutons on the end collaterals are in general
the same for different clusters (fig 5.10). This indicates that the same mechanism

of bouton formation is at Avork at different locations on the end part of the axonal

tree (stationarity).
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Figure 5.13: Dead zones. A: Schematics that shows that the physical extent of the

boutons terminaux do not necessarily imply a dead zone. Shown are bouton terminaux

(a and b). They are represented in the analysis as points projected onto the axon (a'
and b'). The distance betAveen a" and b' can be aibitrarily small. Also shown are two

boutons en passant (c and d) and their representation (c' and d'). A loAver limit for

the distance between c* and d' is given by the diameters of the boutons. B: Relative

number of boutons that are of tvpe terminaux. (A Coirelation betAveen the lack of small

interbouton distances (measured by the ratio of the number of distances that are smaller

than t.5pm and the number of distances betAveen 3 and 1.5//???) and the relative number of

boutons terminaux. Correlation analysis r = 0.87, p = 0.00, a = 0.20, b = 3.29. Each dot,

represents a cell. For the fit only the closed dots were used. Open circles were considered

as outliers (cells Ign:A and ss4:C).

It is convenient to think of bouton placement accoiding to a Boisson process

as folloAvs. Starting with the fiist bouton on the collateral, at what distance from

this bouton is the next bouton to be formed ? This distance is draAvn from an

exponential distribution. After the second bouton is formed, another distance from
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the exponential distribution is deteimined in order to place the third bouton and so

on. By construction, the interbouton distances haA'e to be exponentially distributed.

Based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, some of the distances in our samples were

indeed distributed in that AA'ay. However, most AA'ere not (24 of 30). The result does

not change if only distances from boutons on the end collaterals Avere considered

(not shoAvn). For manv of these cells the reason for mismatch with the exponential
distribution is the lack of small distances. It is easv to see how the Boisson process

could be modified to alloAV for a lack of small distances in the interbouton distance

distribution,

A simple example of such a model is shoAvn in fig 5.14 A. It, is assumed that the

boutons are produced by a Boisson process so that the interbouton distances are

distributed by an exponential distiibution Avith mean A. It is further assumed that

the length of the dead zones fluctuate around a A-alue p so that the distribution of the

zone lengths is gAen by a normal distribution wit It mean p and standard deviation

a. When the first bouton is produced, a length of a dead zone is randomly selected

from the normal distribution. All boutons Avhich were created by the Foisson process

within that dead zone are ignored (5.13 A). Fig 5.13 B shows that the simulation

of the process for the parameteis A = 5, p = 2 and a = 0.7. The parameters Avere

selected by a least square procedure. A grid seaich was used to find the parameters

that fitted best, to the interbouton distance distribution of the basket cell b4:A.

Although the deviations are significant (p < 0.0001. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test),
the model reproduces the shape quite yvcll. Hoaa'ca'oi. not, all distributions could be

explained in this Avay. An example of a bad fit is sIioavii in fig 5.13 C (open circles).
We conclude that with this simple model the data can be explained only partially.

Long tails

For the analysis of the interbouton distances avc noticed the existence of large dis¬

tances which AA'ere assumed to be outliers. Distances larger than a threshold d were

ignored (d is the the first bin in the histogram of inteibouton distances for Avhich

the bin itself and the successor bin contained no distances), d changed for different

cells and ranged betAA'een 12 and 104pm. The relatAe number of distances discarded

Avas less than 1%. KisA'aiday et al. (1985. 1987) also noticed the occtiricnce of large
interbouton distances. In order to determine the mean of the layer 4 basket cell

they ignored all distances largei than 20////? (8% of all distances). For the layer 5

basket cell thev ignored distances laiger than 30///?? (7%). They reported that the

large interbouton distances weie mainly placed on the main axonal trunk were the

boutons aie foi med only spaisely.
In contrast aa'c noticed that for manv cells the large distances were between

boutons of Avhich at least one of them was located on the end collateral. For the

largest distance this was the case for 70% of the cells in our sample. This indicates

that the existence of large distances could reflect something othei than a Ioav density
in the initial segment of the axonal tiee. In order to investigate the large distances

more closely avc used the log-log plot of the survival function 1 — F(x). where F(x)
is the cumulative function of the inter-bouton distances. Distances were pooled in
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Figure 5.14: Boisson process with dead zones. A: Illustration of a Boisson process with

dead zones. Shown is an axon (horizontal line) on which boutons (open and closed

circles) are formed, starting from the left. The open circles indicate boutons which Avould

have been formed by the Boisson process, but AA'ere prevented from being formed by the

introduction of a dead zone (arrows). The sample of closed circles are the boutons that,

are finally observed on the axon. B: Distribution of interbouton distances created by a

Boisson process with dead zones (stippled line). The parameters were selected so that

the model best fits the inteibouton distance distribution of a reconstructed basket cell in

layer 4 (bold line). C: Another example, a thalamic afferent, for which the model does

not, fit as weft as in B. Same notation as in C.

different groups according to the similarity of their interbouton distance histograms.
The groups are basically: the laver 6 pyiamidal cells, the superficial pyramidal
cells and the spiny stellate cells, the thalamic afférents and the basket cells. Only
interbouton distances of boutons on the end collateral AA'ere used. For comparison,
the least square fit of the exponential function (fig 5.15 A and B) and of the gamma

function (fig 5.15 0 and D) Avere shoAvn as an inset. It is obvious that the tail of the
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interbouton distance distribution does not folloAV the fitted models. The existence of

a linear pari of the survival function (indicated by the gray shaded region) suggests
that the long tail behaviour folloAvs a poAver Luv, i.e. f — F(x) is proportional to

xOa for soma positive a and for large x. This indicates that, mechanisms other than

that of a simple Poisson process (\vith or Avithout dead zones) must be involved in

the placement of boutons along the axonal branches.

5.3.3 Length of axonal branches

Although the total length of the axonal tree does not sIioav a clear dependence on

different cell classes, such a tendency exists for the branch lengths. For example

smooth cells and thalamic affeients have more but up to five time shorter branches

than the spiny cells (fig 5.6 G). It is largely unclear Avhy this is so. A possible

explanation is that cells that confine the axonal branching pattern in small vol¬

umes use branches of small lengths. This is certainly true for the smooth cell Avhich

typically has a highly compact branching pattern distributed in a small neighbour¬
hood around the soma. It is also tiuc for the thalamic afférents that form compact

clusters. One could also expect that a cell that possess a diffuse branching pattern

such as the star pyramidal cell has large branches. This is indeed true. In partic¬
ular the end collaterals of sp4 are much longer than the inner collaterals (fig 5.6

D). However, there are other cells such as the supeificial pyramidal cells that also

form tight clusters but has long collaterals. Especially the end collaterals, which

are presumably iiiA'olA'cd in the foimation of clusteis. are in general longer than the

inner collaterals (fig 5.6 C and D).
Kisvarday et al. (1985. 1987) studied the branch lengths of basket cells and their

results agree AA'ith our dat a. The total number of collaterals was for the small LiA'er 4

basket cell 408 with an aA'erage length of 27.1 ± 1.13//m. For the basket cell in layer
5 the total number of branches Avas n = 853. and aA'erage length 26.8 ±0.811//??/. In

one case the total axonal length Avas determined. 22.9mm (small basket, cell). For

both cells the histogram of bianch length AA'as strongly skevrecl to the left.

Axonal path lengths of smooth cells aie shorter than that of the spiny and

thalamic afférents (see 5.3). From a functional point of view shorter path lengths
allow a rapid transmission of signals to the target cells. This view is supported by
the fact that axons of basket cells posses a highly myelinated axon.
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A
Long tail behaviour (p6)

B
Long tail behaviour (p2/3, ss4)

Figuie 5.15: SIîoavii is the long tail behaviour of the bouton distribution of four groups

of cells. The interbouton distances of cells possessing similar interbouton distance dis¬

tributions were pooled (cell types indicated in titles). Only distances for which at least

one bouton is located on an end collateral AA'ere used. The log-log plot of the function

y = 1 — F(r). F(x) the cumulâti\-e distribution of the pooled interbouton distances x,

is drawn for each group (bold line with superimposed dots). In addition the best fitted

exponential distribution (A and B) or the best fitted gamma distribution (C and D) is

shown (thin line). The insets show the histograms of the data (dots) and the fitted curves

(lines). The gray shaded rectangle indicates a region OA-er which the log-log plot is roughly
linear x-axis: log(i), x the inteibouton distance, v-axis: log(l - F(%)). A: The inter¬

bouton distances of all laver 6 pyiamidal cells except p6.F and p6:G cvere pooled. The

linear region is given bv log(r) G A.5. 1.3]. i.e. x G [33pm. 73.7//???]. Correlation analysis
of the linear region r = —0.99. /) — 0.00, n = 7.35. b — —3.12. The fitted exponential
distribution had parameter A = 7.9. B: The pooled cells were the spiny stellate cells in

layer 4 and the pyramidal cells of laver 2 and 3. The lmeai lange Avas x G [33//???, 90pm],
correlation analysis of linear region r = —0.99, p

— 0.00. a = 5.67, b -- —2.46, and

A -- 10.6. C: Fooled cells were the thalamic afférents Linear range ; G [27. l//rn,73 7/////],
con elation analysis / = —0.99, p = 0 00. a = 1.15, b ~~~ —2.01 and the estimated parame¬

ters are A — 1.3, A = 7.3. D: Fooled cells cvere the basket cells of laver 2, 3 and f. Not,

included was the cell bbC. Linear lange r G [13.5pm. 27.1pm}. Coirelation analysis of

linear region r — —0.99. p = 0.00, a — 1.36, b = -2.56
.
The estimated parameters were
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Chapter 6

Principles of connectivity

Much of the computation that is done in the cortex involves the information ex¬

change of many thousands of neurons. The most prominent information transmis¬

sion between neurons happens via synapses. Because the pre- and post-synaptic
membranes of a synapse have to be in close apposition it, folloAvs that information

exchange betAveen cells is only possible Avhen the axon of one cell is very close to

the process of the target cell. So in order to carry out computations, the axons and

dendrites must haA'e a spatial extent. It, seems therefore reasonable to assume that

the spatial shape of the dendritic and axonal shapes allow some insights into the

principle of connectivity and hence computation. It is this context, correlation be¬

tAveen computation, connectiA'ity and the spatial shape of the dendrites and axons,

in which this work has to be seen.

On our level of analysis, an estimate of the strength of a connection between

two cells can only be given by the an estimate of the number of boutons of the

presynaptic cell that, form synapses wit li the postsynaptic cell. IIoAA'ever recent data

of EM studies allows us to hrvestigate the number of synapses that are formed on a

bouton. A synapse that is formed by a bouton wit h the post-synaptic target ('active
zone') can be recognised under the EM by an accumulation of synaptic vesicles in

the presynaptic bouton, rigid appositions of the pre- and postsynaptic membranes

in conjunction Avith a Avidening of the extracellular space and the presence of pre-

and postsynaptic membrane specialisations (see for example Buhl et al. 1997).
Although the determination of the number of synapses can be problematic because

the active zones arc not always Ave 11 separated and can be of quite complicated

shape (fig 6.1) the general picture that eA'olved is that the number of acfwe zones

per boutou of cortical cells in cat AA range betAveen 0 and 2 and only in rare cases

the number is larger. An overvieAV of the number of synapses per boutons is given
for different cell types in table 6.1. From this it folloAvs that the assumption of

1 synapse per bouton is valid for the spiny cells. For the thalamic afi'erents and

smooth cells the average number of synapses per bouton is larger, ranging from 1.03

to 1.39 for basket cells and from 1.3 to 1.64 for the thalamic afférents.

One could assume that the size of the bouton reflects the total number of

synapses per bouton. The bigger the bouton, the more synapses there are on the

bouton. Size estimates were made for boutons in layer 4, Kisvarday et al. (1985)

127
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estimated the diameter of boutons in a range of 1 to 2pm. A systematic measure

of the cross sectional area of boutons based on EAI seiial sections were made by
Ahmed et al. (1994, 1997). When converted to diameters, the mean value for the

layer 6 pyramidal cells is 0.18///??. foi the spiny cells 0.64pm, and for the thala¬

mic boutons 0.98pm. Boutons of basket cells avcic different in size when forming

synapses with soma (0.91///??) or shafts (0.77pm). Diameters of layer 5 pyramidal
cell boutons (in layer 5 and 6) were measured bv Gabbott, et, al. (1987) and ranged
from 0.5 to 3pm. most of them having an intermediate diameter. However, no strict

correlation betAA'een the number of synapses and the bouton size could be detected.

The thalamic afferent boutoirs are the biggest and also have the highest number of

synapses per bouton. But the lavei 6 pyramidal cell boutons are smallei than the

boutons of the spiny stellate cells. HoAvever. the spinv stellate cells have on average

the same number of synapses per bouton than hwor 6 pA'ramidal cells.

ref type bon Ojl > 2 syn/bou ref

f P2/3 192 I 99.9 1.00 KisA'arday et ai. 1986

2 b3/4 155
i

i 1.14 Somogyi et ai. 1983

3 ss4 45 7 j 91 2 0.95 Anderson et al. 1994a

4 P5 Gabbott, et al. 1987

5 p6 151 99.9 1.00 McGuire et al. 1984

6 IgnY 21 0 80 20 1.30 McGuire et al. 1984

7 lgnX 0 70 30 1.27 Fteund et, al. 1985

8 IgnY 0 35 65 1.64 Freund et al. 1985

Table 6.1: Synapses per bouton. 'ief: Reference number, 'type': Cell type, 'bou':

Number of boutons investigated. '0'. 'F. *> 2': Bercent of the boutons that had 0, 1 or

> 2 synapses per boutou. 'syn/bou': Average number of synapses per bouton.

6.1 Connectivity principles at different levels of

magnification

We would like to understand AAhat the rules are that determine that, two cells in

the cortex are connected. Principles of connectivity are established at least at Avo

levels of magnification, a) Principles that determine the location and shape of

the netuons. i.e. where the cell body, the axon, the boutons, the dendrites and

the spines of each nein on are. These principles aie more likely to act on a scale

betAveen some pm and some mm and can be iiwestigated Avith the LAI. In this

Avoik we attempted to find such principles by investigating the dendritic fields and

bouton clouds of physiologically identified cells (chapteis 3 - 5). b) Principles that,

explain the synaptic target selection, i.e. Avith what elements, such as dendritic

shaft, dendritic spine, cell body or axonal shaft, that aie in close apposition to

a bouton or axonal shaft of a cell a synapse is foimed. These principles act on

a scale that is equal or smaller than a pm and must therefore be done with the
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EM. Typically an investigation of these principles involves a close analysis of the

synaptic junctions or the analysis of postsynaptic taigets of identified cells. Often

a 3D reconstruction of sei ml sections, such as shown in fig 6.1 are required.

Figure 6.1 : Reconstruction of serial electron micrographs. A and B: Electron micrographs
of BDA (biotinylated dcxtran amine) and PHA-L (Phascolus vulgaris leucoagglutinen)
labeled boutons found in layer 6 of aiea A5 of the monkev. A. Bouton filled with mi¬

tochondria forming two asvimnetiic svnapses (solid anowheads) with the same target
neuron. One of the targets is cleailv a spine (sp; note the spine apparatus) which can

be traced back to the parent dendnte (cl) The second synapse forms on a region of

the dendritic shaft that projects slightly into the neuropil. Serial section reconstruction

showed this piojection to be a sessile oi Aeckless' spme B: A spine (sp) containing spine

apparatus forms an asymmetnc synapse cvith the labeled bouton which shows a complex

postsynaptic density (solid anowheads) Avithin the spme Scale bai = 0.5pm in A and

B. C: 3D view of the digrtised contours of the bouton shocvn m B. The thin line indicates

the bouton contours, the bold line spines. D, Same structure as in C. Thin hue indicate

the bouton contours. Bold lines indicate the postSA'iiaptic densities. Axis units arc mm.

6.2 Randomness versus specificity

We Avili gh-e two extreme and opposed hypothetical principles. The first principle
leads to very specific connectivity iules on both magnification levels. It is achieved
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when each bouton of a cell can form a synapse with exactly one cell in the cortex at

a particular location on the target dendrite. Although one could imagine that the

Aviring of the cells is done accoicling to this principle, it seems to be highly unlikely.
In fact the consequence Avould be that a cell needs to find the correct, location of

about 5000 cells out of 27 million cells.

The othei principle involves no specificity on both magnification levels. This

is the case when for any cell each location m the cortex has the same probability
of being occupied by one of its boutons and the bouton forms a synapse Avith a

randomly chosen substructure m the close neighbourhood. From this it follows

that, each cell in the cortex has the same probability of being contacted by the cell.

It, is obvious that this is also not true. The fact that cortical cells have a lestiicted

dendritic and axonal extent speaks already against this hypothesis. In fact, cells

prefer to contact targets that aie within a sphere, centred at the soma, of a radius

ranging from 300/m? to 3???//?, i.e an average volume of 13???mA For comparison, the

cat VI has a volume that is roughly 50 times this A'olume. So cortical cells innerA'ate

only their local environment and cells far apait Avili connect with probability zero.

It is likely that truth Avili lie somcAA'here betAveen these two cases. There will

be some specificity but also randomness on both magnification levels. An example
of such a model was formulated already veiy eaily (Uttley 1954; Sholl 1956). In

their model randomness on the larger scale (a) is introduced by the description of

the location of the axonal and dendritic trees hx 3D probability distributions. For

each location in the 3D space a probability Avas assigned that a small piece of axon

or dendrite of a cell could be found at that location (Uttley 1954). Selectivity is

introduced by the choice of the probability distribution Avhich is different for the

different cell classes. From these distributions the probability that, an axon and

a dendrite are at a given location in close apposition can be determined. On the

smaller scale (b) the only principle used AA'as randomness, in the sense that any close

apposition betAA'een a dendrite and an axon leads to the formation of a synapse. We

know noAv that at least this last principle is not used in VI. Although a close

apposition of processes betAA'een cells is a precondition for forming a contact, it is a

quile unreliable indicator for synaptic contacts.

That, randomness is invoKed in cortical Aviring seems plausible. As pointed
out by Szentagothai and Arbib (1974), landomness can easily be accepted Avhen

one considers fire complex, iriegular and often Avidespread arborisation pattern of

axonal and dendritic tiees which are highly intertAvmed. On the other hand it is

also pointed out bv one of the authors that specificity in neural connections can

be obseiwed on difteieiit levels (Szentagothai 1978b). A numbei of cell types arc

selective not, only concerning the kind of neurons Avith Avhich they establish synapses

but, also in icspect to the pait of the dendrite thev contact (e.g. axo-axonic cells

contact the axon initial segment of pyramidal cells onlv).
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6.3 Principles of synaptic target selection

We will first focus on the loAA'er magnification level (b) and investigate possible

principles of target selection in the light of recent accumulated data (table 1.1)
which stem from the analysis of post-synaptic targets of identified cells with the

EM. Let, us focus on a bouton of a cell and consider all the substructures such as

dendritic shaft and dendritic spines as avcII as the cell bodies and axons that are

in close apposition to this bouton. The bouton will form a synapse with one of

these elements. What are the pnnciples that gOA'eins this selection process ? Is it

randomness so that each element has the same probability of being contacted or

is it a highly specific iule that alloAvs the formation of a synapse with exactly one

predetermined structure.

Different classes of cells have different distributions of contacted targets. For

example the boutons of axo-axonic cells exclusively contact the initial axon seg¬

ment of pyramidal cells, the boutons of spiny cells and thalamic afférents contact

predominantly (80%) spines Avhile boutons of basket cells prefer to contact the cell

body and the dendritic shaft (table 1.1). Theie is also a weak correlation of the

target specificity of spiny cells and the layer of soma (fig 5.12). The closer the

soma to the pial suiface is, the larger is the pcicent spines contacted. For example
30% of the targets of laver f projecting pyramidal cells in layer 6 are spines. For

the spiny stellate cells in layei 4 it is 75% and foi the superficial pyramidal cells

it is 90%. The correlation is not strict. One exception are for example the layer 5

pyramidal cells that inneivate the LtA'ers 5 and 6 (80%, table 1.1). For the basket

cells the inverse correlation seems to hold. The closer to the soma, the lower is the

percentage of spines contacted by basket cells. 10% of the targets of layer 5 basket

cells are spines. It is 30% for basket cells in layer 4 and 40% for basket cells in laver

5.

In order to understand the principles that lead to the different preferences of

the boutons it AA'ould help to knew about the relative number of elements (dendritic
shafts and spines, axon segments, cell bodies) that are in close apposition to the

bouton. The sources of specificity as expiessed by the diffeicnt target, preference
could be simply a reflection of the fact, thai boutons of different cells have different

elements in their neighbourhood. This could, for example, be a consequence of a

different composition of the elements at cliffeient locations in the neuropil. However,
it is probably reasonable to assume that the composition is the same within a layer
and therefore this cannot be used as an explanation because cells innervating the

same cortical layei can luvrc verv different target specificities. A more plausible

explanation could be that the boutons assure that they grow only in environments

that contain certain elements. For the spiny cells that, avouIc! mean that their

boutons can only be found in enviionments that contain many spines while the

basket cell boutons would be located in environments containing many derrclritic

shafts. Such a mechanism Avould involve a specific path of the axon through the

correct environments of the neuropil oi a specific actiA'ation of boutons at certain

locations. Hoav reasonable is such a mechanism ?

Density analysis of boutons along axonal frees (chapter 5) shows that an axonal
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tree can have regions of different bouton densities. For example the layer 6 pyra¬

midal cells that project to hwer 4 haA'e, Avhen aA'eraged over collaterals in the same

region, a Ioav bouton density until the axon arrives at layer 4 where the density
increases dramatically (fig 5.7). This suggests that there must be mechanisms that

prevent bouton foimation in certain regions of the coitex or triggers them in others.

The question is if a similar mechanism can also be seen on a smaller scale, i.e. that

the boutons shoAv a clustered appearance along a single branch.

This Avas already investigated for boutons on axons of Golgi stained pyramidal
cells in the mouse cortex (Helhvig et al. 1991). Thev found that the distances

between boutons on a branch Avere exponentially distributed and concluded that

bouton placement is a Poisson process, i.e. no clustering in bouton placement

occurs. This supports the view that a mechanism as was described aboA'e does

not exist for boutons that are foimcd along branches. For our sample of cells,

most of the boutons preferred to be located rather distally than proximallv on the

axonal tree (section 5.2.1). Although Ave found a rather similar interbouton distance

distribution as reported for the mouse, it is not a Poisson process. Large distances

occured too often than one could expect from a Poisson process (5.15). HoAvever, avc

did not, find a pronounced clustering of the boutons along branches. This favours

the idea that boutons along axonal branches do not aim to contact specific sites.

However, the possibility that the cell foims boutons at very specific locations can

not be completely ruled out. As long as the position of the substructures relative to

the axon is unknoAvn, it is difficult to dra\v conclusions about avoidance or seeking
of particular sites. In addition, it icmains to be seen Avhat the significance of the

over-representation of the large distances means.

The preference for target specificity does not necessarily imply that the cells are

specific for inhibitory or excitatoiA' ceils. In fact, direct estimation of the numbers

indicate that for the smooth cells as well as for the spinv cells between 6 and 18

percent of the contacts are onto smooth (i.e. inhibitory) cells. This would be

expected if boutons form synapses on both inhibitory and excitatory cells Avith the

same probability.

6.4 Principles of location and shape

While on the SA'iiaptic level principles are needed that describe the selection of

elements in close apposition to a bouton, the overall shape lefers to principles that

describe the selection of locations in coitical space. This is conveniently described

by the density distribution (or equivalently bv a probability distribution), i.e. by
the amount of axon, dendrite or the number of boutons that can be found in a small

volume of cortical space.

Layer specificity of cortical connections

Depending on the cell tvpe. the A'eitical component of the distribution of the bouton

clouds often sIioavs a stiong preference foi a paiticular coitical layer (fig 4.11, 4.12

and fig 4.23 A). As a consequence, the relative amount, of boutons contributed by
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a cell type changes for different laveis. An estimate for the boutons of the spiny
cells and the thalamic afférents is given in fig 4.23 B. The figure shows that most

boutons in the cat primary visual cortex are invovled in establishing projections
between layers 6 and 4 and betAveen layers 4 and 2 and 3 as well as for the self-

innervation of layer 1 and the lavers 2 and 3.

The scheme in fig 4.23 B i effects the Aviiing betAA'een cells only partly. Under

the assumption that a dendrite selects the boutons for synapse formation randomly

(i.e. unspecific sampling of input), the relatAe contribution of the synapses formed

by the different cell types is reflected on the dendritic tree. Thus one can expect

that, the influence of, for example, layei 1 on lavei 6 is increased, because of the

sampling of synapses by the apical dendrites of the laver 6 pyramidal cells that

project to layer 4.

Clustered innervation of layers

Within the main layer of innervation a further preference for location, expressed
in the clustered distribution of the boutons, can be obseived (fig 4.20). To a good

approximation the location of the boutons Avithin a cluster are normally distributed

(fig 4.9). Because boutons are foimed on axonal branches, their location is restricted

to the course of the axonal branches Avithin the A'olume, The description of the

bouton locations by a normal distribution becomes therefore inaccurate at a certain

level of magnification and the distribution of the boutons along a branch becomes

relevant. This distiibution Avas investigated in chapter 3.

The formation of clusters can \rary îadically for different cells, even Avithin the

same cell class (fig 4.20). HowcA'er, there is a tendency, although not significant,
that layer 6 pyramidal cells form fine clusters (on average 3 ± 2 clusters per cell)
but, the clusters have large diameters (490 ± 164///??), while the spiny stellate cells,
the superficial pyramidal cells and the thalamic afférents tend to form manv cluster

(5 A 2) which have a smaller diameter (348.7 A 123.9////?) and the basket cells form

few clusters (2 ± 1) and also haA'e small cluster diameters (274.4 ± 72.1pm).
While a functional coirelation foi the layer specificity is only poorly understood,

recent investigations of the bouton clouds of superficial cells suggest that, the for¬

mation of clusters reflects a preference to connect with cells of similar orientation

preference (e.g. Malach et al. 1993; KisA'arday et al. 1997: Bosking et al. 1997).
Using bulk injections in the cat, it Avas estimated that the number of boutons foimed

by supeificial cells that contact cells of similar orientation preference as the parent
cell is about 60% (KisA'arday et al. 1997). The remainder (40%) project to cells

with diffcient, orientation preferences.
Evidence that the boutons of our cells contact cells of similar oiientation prefer¬

ence cannot be given because the underlying functional maps avcic not, determined.

However there are Bat» obseiA'ations that suggest that theic arc connections be¬

tAveen cells of diffcient orientation piefcrence. dire largest clusters in our sample
AA'ere made by the Ewer 6 pyramidal cells. About 25% of the clusters had a diameter

larger than 600//???, fig 1.20. p6:A to G). folloAved by the clusters of the pyramidal
cells in the lavers 2 and 3 (about 5%), Because the typical diameter of an iso-
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orientation column is only about 500pm (Huebner ct ah 1997) it seems likclv thai

cells of different orientation pieference are contacted. In addition, many cells formed

clusteis for which the distance between clusters AA'as much smaller than 1mm (fig
4.19 C) which is the tvpical distance between neighbouring iso-orientation columns

of the same orientation preference (Huebner et al, 1997). Again this suggest that

connections betAA'een cells of different orientation preference are not uncommon.

It is not clear if the interpretation of the cluster formation for the superficial

pyramidal cells can be applied to deep pyramidal cells. In fact it was hypothesised
that the boutons of the laver 5 pvramidal cells foim clusters to innervate cells of

similar direction preference (Gabbott et al. 1987). Certainly, for a better under¬

standing of the horizontal component of the bouton distribution more experiments
must be carried out that iirvestigatc the relationship between bouton clouds and

functional maps.

Correlation of bouton clouds with preferred stimulus orientation

A potential souice that could explain the specificity of the shape of the cell's den¬

drites and axon is that of a possible correlation with receptive field properties. As

discussed in chapter 3, no such conclation was shown to exist for the dendrites.

For the bouton cloud of supeificial cells of the cat. hoAvcver, just such a correlation

was reported. The boutons tended to be aligned on an axis parallel to the preferred
stimulus orientation (Schmidt et al. 1997). In our sample the clusters of the layer
6 pyramidal cells tended to be aligned on an axis that is perpendicular to the pre¬

ferred orientation preference of the cell (more than 80%, fig 3.1). Interestingly this

is quite the opposite to the correlation found for the superficial cells by Schmidt

et al. (1997). In addition avc did not find any coirelation for the clusters of the

superficial cells. It is not clear if this is clue to our small sample size or if there is a

less trivial explanation.

Long range horizontal connections

Only spiny cells (including thalamic afférents) displace their boutons by large dis¬

tances in horizontal direction from the the soma. With few exceptions the range

of displacement was betAveen 1.1//?/?? and 1.8//////. For the smooth cells the largest

horizontally displaced boutou never exceeded 850//??? (range 200 to 850pm). The

same observation can be made Avhen the distribution of the horizontal displacements
from the soma is considered. Although a considerable number of spiny cells (9 of

19) had a 4-quantilc as small as the largest Aquantile of the smooth cctls, only

spiny cells had very large Aquantiles. Taking into account the fact that spiny cells

prefer to contact the spines of other spiny cells (table 1.1), these findings suggest
that a horizontal long range connection greatei than 800/ot? -will be an excitatory

projection and prefers to contact excitatory cells.

The Avidespiead horizontal distiibution of the bouton clouds of the thalamic

afférents speaks against a fine structtued letinotopic airangement of synapses onto

a dendrite, unless wiring is to some extent specific. In fact, two thalamic affér¬

ents whose axonal shafts are displaced by moie than 2m??? from each other can
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theoretically still form neighbouring boutons. If a dendrite forms synapses Avith

randomly selected boutons, the synapse could be formed with one or the other of

the two thalamic afférents. Thus a retinotopic order on a dendritic branch can not

be obtained.

The functional limitations of a retinotopic arrangement, of synapses was demon¬

strated in the case of Livingstone's model which attempted to explain the emergence

of direction selectivity (chapter 3). As a simulation study showed, even the most

favourable retinotopic arrangement of synapses on a dendrite could explain the re¬

sponse curve to different stimulus velocities, which is normally observed in cortical

cells of cat VI, only partially. It is likely that direction selectivity emerges from the

collective computation of cortical networks.

Towards a quantification of cortical circuits

From vertical considerations of the bouton clouds if, AA'as possible to give theoretical

estimates about the proportions of boutons that are contributed by a cell type to a

given lamina. In a similar Avay the horizontal component of the bouton distributions

Avill alloAV us to refine our predictions and characterise the cells that converge onto

a dendrite more precisely. Future Avork will involve the study and quantification
of the wiring in cortical netAvorks, based on the biologically realistic data as was

described in this Avork.
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